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JJIF ANTI-DOPING RULES

INTRODUCTION

Preface

These Anti-Doping Rules are adopted and implemented in accordance with JJIF
responsibilities under the Code, and in furtherance of JJIF continuing efforts to
eradicate doping in sport.

These Anti-Doping Rules are sport rules governing the conditions under which sport
is played. Aimed at enforcing anti-doping principles in a global and harmonized
manner, they are distinct in nature from criminal and civil laws, and are not
intended to be subject to, or limited by any national requirements and legal
standards applicable to criminal or civil proceedings. When reviewing the facts and
the law of a given case, all courts, arbitral tribunals and other adjudicating bodies
should be aware of and respect the distinct nature of these Anti-Doping Rules
implementing the code and the fact that these rules represent the consensus of a
broad spectrum of stakeholders around the world as to what is necessary to protect
and ensure fair sport.

Fundamental Rationale for the Code and JJIF Anti-Doping Rules

Anti-doping programs seek to preserve what is intrinsically valuable about sport.
This intrinsic value is often referred to as "the spirit of sport", it is the essence of
olympism, the pursuit of human excellence through the dedicated perfection of
each person's natural talents. It is how we play true. The spirit of sport is the
celebration of the human spirit, body and mind, and is reflected in values we find in
and through sport, including:

. Ethics, fair play and honesty

. Health

. Excellence in performance

. Character and education

. Fun and joy

. Teamwork

. Ded ication and commitment

. Respect for rules and laws

. Respect for self and other Participants

. Courage
o Community and solidarity

Doping is fundamentally contrary to the spirit of sport.
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The JJIF Anti-Doping Programme

Anti-doping Commission was established on the 24.O5.2O1t by the JJIF Board with
the objective of acting as the independent Anti-Doping Organization for JJIF. Anti-
doping Commission has the necessary authority and responsibility for:

. Planning, coordinating, implementing, monitoring and advocating
improvements in Doping Control.,

. Cooperating with other relevant international organizations, agencies and
othet Anti - Do p i ng O rg a n iza tio n s ;

. Encouraging reciprocal Testing between National Anti-Doping Organizations;

. Promoting anti-doping research;

. Where funding is provided, withholding some or all funding, during any
period of his or her Ineligibility, to any Athlete or Athlete Support personnel
who has violated anti-doping rules;

. Vigorously pursuing all potential anti-doping rule violations within its
jurisdiction including investigating whether Athlete support personnel or
other Persons may have been involved in each case of doping.

. Planning, implementing and monitoring anti-doping information and
education programs.

Scope of these Anti-Doping Rules

These Anti-Doping Rules shall apply to JJIF and to each of its National Federations.
They also apply to the following Athtetes, Athlete support personnel and other
Persons, each of whom is deemed, as a condition of his/her membership,
accreditation, and/or padicipation in the sport, to have agreed to be bound by
these Anti-Doping Rules, and to have submitted to the authority of JJIF to enforce
these Anti-Doping Rules and to the jurisdiction of the hearing panels specified in
Article B and Article 13 to hear and determine cases and appeals brought under
these Anti-Doping Rules:

a. all Athletes and Athlete support personnel who are members of JJIF, or of
any National Federation, or of any member or affiliate organization of any
National Federation (including any clubs, teams, associations or leagues);

b' all Athletes and Athlete support personnel participating in such capacity in
Events, Competitions and other activities organized, convened, authorized
or recognized by IJIF, or any National Federation, or any member or affiliate
organization of any National Federation (including any clubs, teams,
associations or leagues), wherever held;

c. any other Afhiete or Athlete Support personnel or other person who, by
virtue of an accreditation, a license or other contractual arrangement, or

JJIF Anti-Doping Rules v.2.0 for 2015 WADC September 2014 s



otherwise, is subject to the jurisdiction of JJIF, or of any National
Federation, or of any member or affiliate organizatlon of any National
Federation (including any clubs, teams, associations or leagues), for
purposes of anti-doping;

d. Athletes who are not regular members of JJIF or of one of its National
Federations but who want to be eligible to compete in a particular
International Event. JJIF may include such Athletes in its Registered
Testing Pool so that they are required to provide information about their
whereabouts for purposes of Testing under these Anti-Doping Rules for at
least one month prior to the International Event in question.

To be eligible for participation in International Events, a competitor must
have a JJIF license issued by his or her National Federation. The JIlF_license
will only be issued to competitors who have personally signed the Appendix
3 consent form, in the actual form approved by the llIF. All forms from
Minors must be counter-signed by their legal guardians.

Within the overall pool of Athletes set out above who are bound by and required to
comply with these Anti-Doping Rules, the following Athletes shall be considered to
be International-Level Athletes for purposes of these Anti-Doping Rules, and
therefore the specific provisions in these Anti-Doping Rules applicable to
International- Level Athletes (as regards Testing but also as regards IUEs,
whereabouts information, results management, and appeals) shall apply to such
Athletes:

a. Athletes with the following ranking: 1-10 in the JJIF Ranking list, available
on the JJIF website (www.i jif , info); :rci

I. Athletes who compete in the Continental and World Championships
other Event organized by JJIF or where JJIF is the ruling body.

or any

fhe National Federation must guarantee that all Athletes registered for a JJIF Licence
accept the Rules of the JJIF, including these JJIF Anti-Doping Rules.

ARTICLE 1 DEFINITION OF DOPING

Doping is defined as the occurrence
violations set fofth in Article 2.1 through

of one or more of the anti-doping rule
Article 2.10 of these Anti-Doping Rules.

ARTICLE 2 ANTI-DOPING RULE VIOLATIONS

The purpose of Artlcle 2 is to specify the circumstances and conduct which
constitute anti-doping rule violations. Hearings in doping cases will proceed based
on the assertion that one or more of these specific rules have been violated.

JJIF Anti-Doping Rules v.2.0 for 201 5 WADC September 2014
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Athletes or other Persons shall be responsible for knowing what constitutes an anti-
doping rule violation and the substances and methods which have been included on
the Prohibited List.

The following constitute anti-doping rule violations:

2.L Presence ol a Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or Markers
in an Athlete's Sample

2.1.1 It is each Athlete's personal duty to ensure that no prohibited
Substance enters his or her body. Athletes are responsible for any
Prohibited Substance ot its Metabolites ot Markers found to be present
in their Samples. Accordingly, it is not necessary that intent. Fault,
negligence or knowing Use on the Athlete's part be demonstrated in
order to establish an anti-doping rule violation under Article 3.1.

[Comment to Article 2.1.1. An anti-doping rule violation is committed under this
article without regard to an Athlete's Fault. This rule has been referred to in various
cAS decisions as "strict Liability". An Athlete's Fault is taken into consideration in
determining the consequences of this anti-doping rule violation under Article 10.
This principle has consistently been upheld by CAS.I

2,1.2 Sufficient proof of an anti-doping rule violation under Article 2.1
is established by any of the following: presence of a prohibited
Substance or its Metabolites or Markers in the Afhlete,s A Sample
where the Athlete waives analysis of the B Sampte and the B Sample is
not analyzed; or, where the Athlete,s B Sampte is analyzed and the
analysis of the Athlete's B Sample confirms the presence of the
Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or Markers found in the
Athlete's A Sample; or, where the Athtete,s B Sample is split into two
bottles and the analysis of the second botue confirms the presence of
the Prohibited Substance or its Metabotites or Markers found in the
first bottle.

[comment to Article 2.1.2: The Anti-Doping organization with results management
responsibility may at its discretion choose to have the B sampte analyzed even if
the Athlete does not request the analysis of the B Sampte.l

2,1.3 Excepting those substances for which a quantitative threshold is
specifically identified in the prohibited List, the presence of any
quantity of a Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites ot Markers in an
Athlete's Sample shall constitute an anti-doping rule violation.

2.1.4 As an exception to the general rule of Article 2.1, the prohibited
List or International Standards may establish special criteria for the
evaluation of Prohibited Substances that can also be produced
endogenously.
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2.2 Use ot Attempted Use by an Athlete of a Prohibited Suhstance or
a Prohibited Method

[Comment to Article 2.2: It has always been the case that Use or Attempted Use of
a Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method may be established by any reliable
means. As noted in the Comment to Article 3.2, unlike the proof required to
establish an anti-doping rule violation under Article 2.1, Use or Attempted Use may
also be established by other reliable means such as admissions by the Athlete,
witness statements, documentary evidence, conclusions drawn from longitudinal
profiling, including data collected as part of the Athlete Biological Passport or other
analytical information which does not otherwise satisfy all the requirements to
establish "Presence" of a Prohibited Substance under Article 3.1. For example, Use
may be established based upon reliable analytical data from the analysis of an A
Sample (without confirmation from an analysis of a B Sample) or from the analysis
of a B Sample alone where the Anti-Doping Organization provides a satisfactory
explanation for the lack of confirmation in the other Sample.l

2.2.L It is each Athlefe's personal duty to ensure that no Prohibited
Substance enters his or her body and that no Prohibited Method is
Used. Accordingly, it is not necessary that intent, Fault, negligence or
knowing Use on the Athlete's part be demonstrated in order to
establish an anti-doping rule violatlon for Use of a Prohibited
Substance or a Prohibited Method.

2,2.2 fhe success or failure of the Use ot Attempted Use of a
Prohibited Substance ot Prohibited Method is not material. It is
sufficient that the Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method was Used
or Attempted to be Used for an anti-doping rule violation to be
committed.

[Comment to Article 2.2.2: Demonstrating the "Attempted lJse" of a prohibited
Substance or a Prohibited Method requires proof of intent on the Athtete's part.
The fact that intent may be required to prove this particular anti-doping rute
violation does not undermine the Strict Liability principle established for violations
of Article 2.1 and violations of Article 2.2 in respect of use of a prohibited
Substance or Prohibited Method.

An Athlete's "Use" of a Prohibited Substance constitutes an anti-doping rute
violation unless such substance is not prohibited Out-of-Competition and the
Athleteb Use takes place Out-of-Competition. (However, the presence of a
Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or Markers in a Sample coltected In-
Competition is a violation of Article 2.1) regardless of when that substance might
have been administered.)l

2,3 Evading, Refusing or Failing to submit to Sample Collection
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Evading Sample collection or without compelling justification refusing or failing
to submit to Sample collection after notification as authorized in these Anti-
Doping Rules, or other applicable anti-doping rules.

[Comment to Article 2.3: For example, it would be an anti-doping rule violation of
"evading sample collection" if it were established that an Athlete was deliberately
avoiding a Doping Control official to evade notification or Testing. A violation of
"failing to submit to Sample collection" may be based on either intentional or
negligent conduct of the Athlete, while "evading or refusing" Sample collection
contemplates intentional conduct by the Athlete.l

2,4 Whereaboutsfailures

Any combination of three missed tests and/or filing failures as defined in the
International Standard for Testing and Investigations, within a twelve-month
period by an Athlete in a Registered Testing Pool.

2.5 Tampering ot Attempted Tampering with any part of Doping
Control.

Conduct which subverts the Doping Control process but which would not
otherwise be included in the definition of Prohibited Methods. Tampering shall
include without limitation, intentionally interfering or attempting to interfere
with a Doping Control Official, providing fraudulent information to an Anti-
Doping Organization or intimidatlng or attempting to intimidate a potential
witness.

[Comment to Article 2.5: For example, this Article woutd prohibit altering
identification numbers on a Doping Control form during Testing, breaking the B
bottle at the time of B Sample analysis, or altering a Sample by the addition of a
foreign substance. Offensive conduct towards a Doping Control official or other
Person involved in Doping Control which does not otherwise constitute Tampering
shall be addressed in the disciplinary rules of sport organizations.l

2.6 Possession of a Prohibited Substance or a Prohibited Method

2,6.1 Possession by an Athlete In-Competition of any prohibited
Substance or any Prohibited Method, ot possession by an Athlete Out-
of-Competition of any Prohibited Substance or any Prohibited Method
which is prohibited Out-of-Compefltion unless the Athlete establishes
that the Possession is consistent with Therapeutic Use Exemption
("TUE") granted in accordance with Article 4.4 or other acceptable
j ustiflcation.
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2.6.2 Possession by an Athlete Support Person In-Competition of any
Prohibited Substance or any Prohibited Method, or Possession by an
Athlete Support Person Out-of-Competition of any Prohibited
Substance or any Prohibited Method which is prohibited Out-of-
Competition, in connection with an Athlete, Competition or training,
unless the Athlete Support Person establishes that the Possesslon is
consistent with a fUE granted to an Athlete in accordance with Article
4.4 or other acceptable justification.

[Comment to Articles 2.6.1 and 2.6.2: Acceptable justification would not inctude,
for example, buying or Possessing a Prohibited Substance for purposes of giving it
to a friend or relative, except under justifiable medical circumstances where that
Person had a physician's prescription, e.g., buying Insulin for a diabetic child.l

[Comment to Article 2.6.2: Acceptable justification would inctude, for example, a
team doctor carrying Prohibited Substances for dealing with acute and emergency
situations.l

2.7 Trafficking or Attem pted Trafficking in any prohibited Substance
or Prohibited Method.

2.8 Administration ot Attem pted Administration to any Athlete In-
Competition of any Prohibited Substance or prohibited Method, or
Administration ot Attempted Administration to any Athtete Out-of-
Competition ol any Prohibited Substance or any prohibited Method that
is prohibited O ut-of-Com petition.

2.9 Complicity

Assisting, encouraging, aiding, abetting, conspiring, covering up or any other
type of intentional complicity involving an anti-doping rule violation. Attempted
anti-doping rule violation or violation of Article 10.12.1 by another person.

2.1O Prohibited Association

Association by an Athlete or other Person subject to the authority of an Anti-
Doping Organization in a professional or spot-related capacity with any Athtete
Support Person who:

2,10.1 If subject to the authority of an Anti-Doping Organization, is
serving a period of Ineligibility; or

2.LO,2 If not subject to the authority of an Anti-Doping Organization
and where Ineligibility has not been addressed in a results management
process pursuant to the Code, has been convicted or found in a criminal,
disciplinary or professional proceeding to have engaged in conduct which
would have constituted a violation of anti-doping rules if Code-compliant
rules had been appllcable to such person. The disqualifying status of
such Person shall be in force for the longer of six years from the
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criminal, professional or discipllnary decision or the duration of the
criminal, disciplinary or professional sanction imposed; or

2.1O.3 Is serving as a front or intermediary for an individual described
in Afticle 2.tO.l or 2.10.2.

In order for this provision to apply, it is necessary that the Athlete or other
Person has previously been advised in writing by an Anti-Doping Organization
with jurisdiction over the Athlete or other Person, or by WADA, of the Athlete
Support Person's disqualifying status and the potential Consequence of
prohibited association and that the Athlete or other Person can reasonably
avoid the association. The Anti-Doping Organization shall also use reasonable
effots to advise the Athlete Suppott Person who is the subject of the notice to
the Athlete or other Person that the Athlete Support Person may, within 15
days, come forward to the Anti-Doping Organization to explain that the criteria
described in Articles 2.10.1 and 2.7O.2 do not apply to him or her.
( Notwithsta nd ing Article 17, this Article applies even when the Athlete
Support Person's disqualifying conduct occurred prior to the effective date
provided in Article 20.7. )

The burden shall be on the Athlete or other Person to establish that any
association with Athlefe Suppoft Personnel described in Article 2.lO.L ot 2.!0.2
is not in a professional or sport-related capacity.

Anti-Doping Organizations that are aware of Athlete Support personnel who
meet the criteria described in Afticle 2.tO.L, 2.L0.2, or 2.10.3 shall submit that
information lo WADA.

[Comment to Article 2.10: Athletes and other Persons must not work with coaches,
trainers, physicians or other Athlete Support Personnel who are Ineligible on
account of an anti-doping rule violation or who have been criminally convicted or
professionally disciplined in relation to doping. Some examples of the types of
association which are prohibited include: obtaining training, strategy, technique,
nutrition or medical advice; obtaining therapy, treatment or prescriptions; providing
any bodily products for analysis; or allowing the Athlete Support person to serve as
an agent or representative. Prohibited association need not involve any form of
compensation.l

ARTICLE 3 PROOF OF DOPING

3.1 Burdens and Standards of Proof

JJIF shall have the burden of establishing that an anti-doping rule violation has
occurred. The standard of proof shall be whether JJIF has established an anti-
doping rule violation to the comfortable satisfaction of the hearing panel
bearing in mind the seriousness of the allegation which is made. This standard
of proof in all cases is greater than a mere balance of probability but less than
proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Where these Anti-Doping Rules place the
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burden of proof upon the Athlete or other Person alleged to have committed an
anti-doping rule violation to rebut a presumption or establish specified facts or
circumstances, the standard of proof shall be by a balance of probability.

[Comment to Article 3.1: This standard of proof required to be met by ]lIF is
comparable to the standard which is applied in most countries to cases involving
profess ion a I m iscon d u ct.

3,2 Methods of Establishing Facts and Presumptions

Facts related to anti-doping rule violations may be established by any reliable
means, including admissions. The following rules of proof shall be applicable in
doping cases:

[Comment to Article 3.2: For example, ]lIF may establish an anti-doping rule
violation under Article 2.2 based on the Athlete's admissions, the credible testimony
of third Persons, reliable documentary evidence, reliable analytical data from either
an A or B Sample as provided in the Comments to Article 4.2, or conclusions drawn
from the profile of a series of the Athlete's blood or urine Samptes, such as data
from Athlete Biological Passport.l

3.2.1 Analytical methods or decision limits approved by WADA after
consultation within the relevant scientific community and which have
been the subject of peer review are presumed to be scientifically valid.
Any Athlete or other Person seeking to rebut this presumption of
scientific validity shall, as a condition precedent to any such challenge,
first notify WADA of the challenge and the basis of the challenge. CAS
on its own initiative may also inform WADA of any such challenge. At
WADA'; request, the CAS panel shall appoint an appropriate scientific
expert to assist the panel in its evaluation of the challenge. Within 10
days of WADA'; receipt of such notice, and WADA'; receipt of the CAS
file, WADA shall also have the right to intervene as a party, appear
amicus curiae, or otherwise provide evidence in such proceeding.

3.2.2 WADA-accredited laboratories and other laboratories approved
by WADA are presumed to have conducted Sample analysis and
custodial procedures in accordance with the International Standard for
Laboratories. fhe Athlete or other Person may rebut this presumption
by establishing that a departure from the International Standard for
Laboratories occurred which could reasonably have caused the Adverse
Analytical Finding. If the Athlete or other Person rebuts the preceding
presumption by showing that a departure from the International
Standard for Laboratories occurred which could reasonably have
caused the Adverse Analytical Finding, then JJIF shall have the burden
to establish that such departure did not cause the Adverse Analyticat
Finding.
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[Comment to Article 3.2.2: The burden is on the Athlete or other Person to
establish, by a balance of probability, a departure from the International Standard
for Laboratories that could reasonably have caused the Adverse Analytical Finding.
If the Athlete or other Person does so, the burden shifts to IJIF to prove to the
comfortable satisfaction of the hearing panel that the departure did not cause the
Adverse An a lyti ca l Fi nd i ng. l

3.2.3 Departures from any other International Standard or other anti-
doping rule or policy set fofth in the Code or these Anti-Doping Rules
that did not cause an Adverse Analytical Finding or other anti-doping
rule violation shall not invalidate such evidence or results. If the
Athlete or other Person establishes a departure from another
International Standard or other anti-doping rule or policy which could
reasonably have caused an anti-doping rule violation based on an
Adverse Analytical Finding or other anti-doping rule violation, then JJIF
shall have the burden to establish that such departure did not cause
the Adverse Analytical Finding or the factual basis for the anti-doping
rule violation.

3.2.4 The facts established by a decision of a court or professional
disciplinary tribunal of competent jurisdiction which is not the subject
of a pending appeal shall be irrebuttable evidence against the Athlete
or other Person to whom the decision pertained of those facts unless
the Athlete or other Person establishes that the decision violated
principles of natural justice.

3,2.5 The hearing panel in a hearing on an anti-doping rule violation
may draw an inference adverse to the Athlefe or other Person who is
asserted to have committed an anti-doping rule violation based on the
Athlete's or other Person's refusal, after a request made in a
reasonable time in advance of the hearing, to appear at the hearing
(elther in person or telephonically as directed by the hearing panel)
and to answer questions from the hearing panel or IJIF.

ARTICLE 4 THE PROHIBITED LIST

4.1 Incorporation ot the Prohibited List

These Anti-Doping Rules incorporate the Prohibited Lrst which is published and
revised by WADA as described in Article 4.1 of the Code.

[Comment to Article 4.1: The current Prohibited List is avaitabte on WADA'; website at
www.wada-ama. org.l

4.2 Prohibited Substances and Prohibited Methods ldentified on the
Prohihited List

4.2.1 Prohibited Substances and Prohibited Methods
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Unless provided otherwise in the Prohibited List and/or a revision, the
Prohibited List and revisions shall go into effect under these Anti-Doping
Rules three months after publication by WADA without requiring any
further action by JJIF or its National Federations. All Athletes and other
Persons shall be bound by the Prohibited List, and any revisions
thereto, from the date they go into effect, without further formality. It
is the responsibility of all Athletes and other Persons to familiarize
themselves with the most up-to-date version of the Prohibited List and
all revisions thereto.

4.2.2 Specifi ed Substa nces

For purposes of the application of Article L0, all Prohibited Substances
shall be Specified Substances except substances in the classes of
anabolic agents and hormones and those stimulants and hormone
antagonists and modulators so identified on the Prohibited Lrst. The
category of Specified Substances shall not include Prohibited Methods.

[Comment to Article 5.2.2: The Specified Substances identified in Article 4.2.2
should not in any way be considered less important or less dangerous than other
doping substances. Rather, they are simply substances which are more likely to
have been consumed by an Athlete for a purpose other than the enhancement of
sport performance.l

4.3 WADA? Determination of the Prohibited List

WADA'g determination of the Prohibited Substances and Prohibited Methods
that will be included on the Prohibited List, the classification of substances into
categories on the Prohibited List, and the classification of a substance as
prohibited at all times or In-Competition only is flnal and shall not be subject to
challenge by an Athlete or other Person based on an argument that the
substance or method was not a masking agent or did not have the potential to
enhance performance, represent a health risk or violate the spirit of sport.

4.4 Therapeutic Use Exemptions ("7UEs")

4.4.1 The presence of a Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or
Markers and/or the Use or Attempted Use, Possession or
Administration or Attempted Administration of a Prohibited Substance
or a Prohibited Method, shall not be considered an anti-doping rule
violation if it is consistent with the provisions of a TUE granted in
accordance with the International Standard for Therapeutic Use
Exemptions.

4.4.2 If an Internationa l- Level Athlete is using a Prohibited Substance
or a Prohibited Method for therapeutic reasons:
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4.4.2.1 Where the Athlete already has a TUE granted by his or
her National Anti-Doping Organization for the substance or
method in question, that TUE is not automatically valid for
internationa l-level Competition. However, the Athlefe may
apply to JJIF to recognize that TUE, in accordance with Article 7
of the International Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions.
If that TUE meets the criteria set out in the International
Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions, then JJIF shall
recognize it for purposes of internation a l- level Competition as
well. If JIIF considers that the IUE does not meet those criteria
and so refuses to recognize it, JJIF shall notify the Athlete and
his or her National Anti-Doping Organization promptly, with
reasons. the Athlete and the National Anti-Doping Organization
shall have 21 days from such notification to refer the matter to
WADA for review in accordance with Article 4.4.6. If the matter
is referred to WADA for review, the IUE granted by the National
Anti-Doping Organization remains valid for national-level
Competition and Out-of-Competition Testing (but is not valid for
international-level Competition) pending WADA', decision. If the
matter is not referred to WADA for review, the TUE becomes
invalid for any purpose when the 21-day review deadline
expires.

[Comment to Article 4.4.2.1: Further to Articles 5.6 and 7.1(a) of the International
Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions, JJIF may publish notice on its website
[www.jjif.info] that it will automatically recognize T|-JE decisions (or categories of
such decisions, e.9., as to particular substances or methods) made by National
Anti-Doping Organizations. If an Athlete's TUE falls into a category of automatically
recognized TUE;, then he/she does not need to apply to IJIF for recognition of that
TUE.

If JJIF refuses to recognize a TIJE granted by a National Anti-Doping Organization
only because medical records or other information are missing that are needed to
demonstrate satisfaction of the criteria in the International Standard for
Therapeutic Use Exemptions, the matter should not be referred to WADA. Instead,
the file should be completed and re-submitted to JJIF.I

4.4.2.2 lf the Athlete does not already have a IUE granted by
his/her National Anti-Doping Organization for the substance or
method in question, the Athlete must apply directly to JJIF for a
IUE in accordance with the process set out in the International
Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions, using the form
posted on JJIF's website. If llIF denies the Athlete's application,
it must notify the Athlete promptly, with reasons. If JIIF grants
the Athlete's application, it shall notify not only the Afhlefe but
also his/her National Anti-Doping Organization. If the National
Anti-Doping Organization considers that the IUE granted by JJIF
does not meet the criteria set out in the International Standard
for Therapeutic Use Exemptions, it has 21 days from such
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notification to refer the matter to WADA for review in
accordance with Article 4.4.6. If the National Anti-Doping
Organization refers the matter to WADA for review, the IUE
granted by JJIF remains valid for internationa l- level Competition
and Out-of-Competition Testing (but is not valid for national-
level Competition) pending WADA'S decision. If the National
Anti-Doping Organization does not refer the matter to WADA for
review, the TUE yanted by JJIF becomes valid for national-level
Competition as well when the 21-day review deadline expires.

[Comment to Article 4.4.2: ]lIF may agree with a National Anti-Doping
Organization that the National Anti-Doping Organization will consider TtlE
applications on behalf of JJIF.I

4.4.3 If JJIF chooses to test an Athlete who is not an International-
Level Athlete, JJIF shall recognize a IUE granted to that Athlefe by his
ot her National Anti-Doping Organization. If JJIF chooses to test an
Athlete who is not an Internationa l-Level or a National-Level Athlete,
JIIF shall permit that Athlete to apply for a retroactive TUE for any
Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method that he/she is using for
therapeutic reasons.

4.4.4 An application to JJIF for grant or recognttion of a TUE mast be
made as soon as the need arises and in any event (save in emergency
or exceptional situations or where Article 4.3 of the International
Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions applies) at least 30 days
before the Athlete's next Competition. JJIF shall appoint a panel to
consider applications for the grant or recognition of TUE's (the ',TUE
Panel Committee"). The TUE Committee shall prompfly evaluate and
decide upon the application in accordance with the relevant provisions
of the International Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions [and the
specific JJIF's protocols posted on its websitel. Subject to Article 4.4.6
of these Rules, its decision shall be the final decision of JJIF and shall
be reported to WADA and other relevant Anti-Doping Organizations,
including the Athlefe's National Anti-Doping Organization, through
ADAMS, in accordance with the International Standard for Therapeutic
Use Exem ptions.

[Comment to Article 4.4.4: The submission of false or misteadingly incomplete
information in support of a T\JE application (including but not limited to the failure
to advise of the unsuccessful outcome of a prior application to another Anti-Doping
Organization for such a TUE) may result in a charge of Tampering or Attempted
Tampering under Article 2.5.

An Athlete should not assume that his/her application for grant or recognition of a
TUE (or for renewal of a TUE) will be granted. Any l|se or possession or
Administration of a Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method before an apptication
has been granted is entirely at the Athlete's own risk.l
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4.4,5 Expiration, Cancellation, Withdrawal or Reversal of a fUE

4.4.5.1 A IUE granted pursuant to these Anti-Doping Rules:
(a) shall expire automatically at the end of any term for which it
was granted, without the need for any further notice or other
formality; (b) may be cancelled if the Athlete does not promptly
comply with any requirements or conditions imposed by the TUE
Committee upon grant of the TUE; (c) may be withdrawn by the
TUE Committee if it is subsequently determined that the criteria
for grant of a TUE are not in fact me[ or (d) may be reversed
on review by WADA or on appeal,

4.4.5.2 In such event, the Athlete shall not be subject to any
Consequences based on hls/her Use or Possession or
Administration of the Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method
in question in accordance with the TUE pri to the effective date
of expiry, cancellation, withdrawal or reversal of the IUE. The
review pursuant to Article 7.2 of any subsequent Adverse
Analytical Finding shall include consideration of whether such
finding is consistent with Use of the Prohibited Substance or
Prohibited Method prior to that date, in which event no anti-
doping rule violation shall be asserted.

4.4.6 Reviews and Appeals ot TUE Decisions

4.4.6.1 WADA shall review any decision by JJIF not to recognize
a IUE granted by the National Anti-Doping Organization that is
referred to WADA by the Athlete ot the Athlete's National Anti-
Doping Organization. In addition, WADA shall review any
decision by JJIF to grant a fUE that ls referred to WADA by the
Athlete's National Anti-Doping Organization. WADA may rcview
any other IUE decisions at any time. whether upon request by
those affected or on its own initiative. If the IUE decision being
reviewed meets the criteria set out in the International Standard
for Therapeutic Use Exemptions, WADA will not interfere with it.
If the TUE decision does not meet those criteria, WADA will
reverse it.

4.4.6.2 Any TUE decision by JJIF (or by a National Anti-Doping
Organization where it has agreed to consider the application on
behalf of JJIF) that is not reviewed by WADA, or that is reviewed
by WADA but is not reversed upon review, may be appealed by
the Athlete and/or the Athleteb National Anti-Doping
Organization exclusively to CAS, in accordance with Article 13.
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[Comment to Article 4.4.6.2: In such cases, the decision being appealed is the
)JIF'9 TUE decision, not WADA's decision not to review the TUE decision or (having
reviewed it) not to reverse the TUE decision. However, the deadline to appeal the
TUE decision does not begin to run until the date that WADA communicates its
decision. In any event, whether the decision has been reviewed by WADA or not,
WADA shall be given notice of the appeal so that it may participate if it sees fit.l

4.4.6.3 A decision by WADA to reverse a IUE decision may be
appealed by the Athlete, the National Anti-Doping Organization
and/or IJIF exclusively to CAS, in accordance with Article 13.

4.4.6.4 A failure to take action within a reasonable time on a
properly submitted application for grant or recognition of a TUE
or for review of a TUE decision shall be considered a denial of
the a pplication.

ARTICLE 5 TESTING AND INVESTIGATIONS

5.1 Purpose of Testing and Investigations

Testing and investigations shall only be undertaken for anti-doping purposes.
They shall be conducted in conformity with the provisions of the International
Standard for Testing and Investigations and the specific protocols of JJIF
supplementing that International Standa rd.

5.1.1 Testing shall be undetaken to obtain analytical evidence as to
the Athlete's compliance (or non-compliance) with the strict Code
prohibitlon on the presence/Use of a Prohibited Substance or
Prohibited Method. Test distribution planning, Testing, post-Testing
activity and all related activities conducted by JIIF shall be in
conformity with the International Standard for Testing and
Investigations. JJIF shall determine the number of finishing placement
tests, random tests and target tests to be performed, in accordance
with the criteria established by the International Standard for Testing
and Investigations. All provisions of the International Standard for
Testing and Investigations shall apply automatically In respect of all
such Testing.

5.1.2 Investigations shall be undertaken:

5.1.2.1 in relation to Atypical Findings, Atypical Passport
Findings and Adverse Passport Findings, in accordance with
Articles 7.4 and 7.5 respectively, gathering intelligence or
evidence (including, in particular, analytical evidence) in order
to determine whether an anti-doping rule violation has occurred
under Article 2.7 and/or Article 2.2; and
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5.1.2.2 in relation to other indications of potential anti-doping
rule violations, in accordance with Articles 7.6 and 7.7,
gathering intelligence or evidence (including, in particular, non-
analytical evidence) in order to determine whether an anti-
doping rule violation has occurred under any of Articles 2.2 to
2.t0.

5.1.3 JJIF may obtain, assess and process anti-doping intelligence
from all available sources, to inform the development of an effective,
intelligent and proportionate test distribution plan, to plan Target
Testing, and/or to form the basis of an investigation into a possible
anti-doping rule violation (s).

5.2 Authority to conduct Testing

5.2.1 Subject to the jurtsdictional limitations for Event Testing set
out in Article 5.3 of the Code, IJIF shall have In-Competition and Out-
of-Competition Testing authority over all of the Athletes specified in
the Introduction to these Anti-Doping Rules (under the heading
"Scope").

5,2.2 JJIF may require any Athlete over whom it has Testing
authority (including any Athlete serving a period of Ineligibility) to
provide a Sample at any time and at any place.

[Comment to Article 5.2.2: unless the Athtete has identified a 60-minute time-slot
for Testing between the hours of l1pm and 6am, or has otherwise consented to
Testing during that period, JJIF will not test an Athlete during that period unless it
has a serious and specific suspicion that the Athtete may be engaged in doping. A
challenge to whether IJIF had sufficient suspicion for Testing in that period shall not
be a defense to an anti-doping rule viotation based on such test or attempted test.l

5.2.3 WADA shall have In-Competition and Out-of-Competition
Testing authority as set out in Article 20.7.8 of the Code.

5.2,4 7f IJIF delegates or contracts any part of Testing to a National
Anti-Doping Organization (directly or through a National Federation),
that National Anti-Doping Organization may collect additional Samples
or direct the laboratory to perform additional types of analysis at the
National Anti-Doping Organization's expense. If additional Samples
are collected or additional types of analysis are performed, JJIF shall
be notified.

5.3 Event Testing

5,3,1 Except as provided in Article 5.3 of the Code only a single
organization should be responsible for initiating and directing Testing
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at Event Venues during an Event Period. At International Events, the
collection of Samples shall be initiated and directed by IJIF (or any
other international organization which is the ruling body for the Eyenf).
At the request of JJIF (or any other international organization which is
the ruling body for an Event), any Testing during the Event Period
outside of the Eyent Venues shall be coordinated with JJIF (or the
relevant ruling body of the Event).

5,3.2 If an Anti-Doping Organization which would otherwlse have
Testing authority but is not responsible for initiating and directing
Testing at an Event desires to conduct Testing of Athletes at the Eyenf
Venues during the Event Period, the Anti-Doping Organization shall
first confer with JJIF (or any other international organization which is
the ruling body of the Event) to obtain permission to conduct and
coordinate such lestmg. lf the Anti-Doping Organizafion is not
satisfied with the response from JJIF (or any other international
organization which is the ruling body of the Evenf), lhe Anti-Doping
Organization may ask WADA for permission to conduct Testing and to
determine how to coordinate such lestmg in accordance with the
procedures set out in the International Standard for Testing and
Investigatlons. WADA shall not grant approval for such Testing before
consulting with and informing JJIF (or any other international
organization which is the ruling body for the Eyenf). WADA'; decision
shall be final and not subject to appeal. Unless otherwise provided in
the authorization to conducl Testing, such tests shall be consldered
Out-of-Competiflon tests. Results management for any such test shall
be the responsibility of the Anti-Doping Organization initiating the test
unless provided otherwise in the rules of the ruling body of the Event.

5.4 Test Distribution Planning

Consistent with the International Standard for Testing and Investigauons,
and in coordination with other Anti-Doping Organizations conducting Testing
on the same Athletes, JJIF shall develop and implement an effective,
intelligent and proportionate test distribution plan that prioritizes appropriately
between disciplines, categories of Athletes, types of Testing, types of Samples
collected, and types of Sample analysis, all in compliance with the
requirements of the Internatlonal Standard for Testing and Investigations. JJIF
shall provide WADA upon request with a copy of its current test distribution
plan.

5.5 Coordination ol Testing

Where reasonably feasible, Iestrng shall be coordinated through ADAMS
another system approved by WADA in order to maximize the eFfectiveness
the combined Testing effott and to avoid unnecessary repetitive Testing.
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5.6 AthleteWhereabouts Information

5.6.1 JJIF shall identify a Registered Testing Pool of those Athietes
who are required to comply with the whereabouts requirements of
Annex I to the International Standard for Testing and Investigations,
and shall make available through ADAMS, a list which identifies those
Athletes included in its Reglsfere d Testing Pool either by name or by
clearly defined, speciflc criteria. JJIF shall coordinate with National
Anti-Doping Organizations the identification of such Athletes and the
collection of their whereabouts information. JJIF shall review and
update as necessary its criteria for including Athletes in its Registered
Testing Pool, and shall revise the membership of its Registered Testing
Pool from time to time as appropriate in accordance with the set
criteria. Athletes shall be notified before they are included in a
Registered Testing Pool and when they are removed from that pool.
Each Athlete in the Reglste red Testing pool shall do the following, in
each case in accordance with Annex I to the International Standard for
Testing and Investigations: (a) advise JJIF of his/her whereabouts on
a quarterly basis; (b) update that information as necessary so that it
remains accurate and complete at all times; and (c) make him/herself
available for Testing at such whereabouts.

5,6.2 For purposes of Article 2.4, an Athlete's failure to comply with
the requirements of the International Standard for Testing and
Investigations shall be deemed a filing failure or a missed test (as
defined in the International Standard for Testing and Investigations)
where the conditions set forth in the International Standard for Testing
and Investigations for declaring a filing failure or missed test are met.

5.6.3 An Athlete in llIF's Registered Testing pool shall continue to be
subject to the obligation to comply with the whereabouts requirements
of Annex I to the International Standard for Testing and Investigations
unless and until (a) the Athlete gives written notice to JJIF that he/she
has retired or (b) JJIF has informed him or her that he/she no longer
satisfies the criteria for inclusion in JJIF,s Registered Testing poot.

5.6,4 Whereabouts information relating to an Athlete shall be shared
(through ADAMS) with WADA and other Anti-Doping Organizations
having authority to test that Athlete, shall be maintained in strict
confidence at all times, shall be used exclusively for the purposes set
out in Article 5.6 of the Code, and shall be destroyed in accordance
with the International Standard for the protection of privacy and
Personal Information once it is no longer relevant for these purposes.

5.7 Retired Athletes Returning to Competition

5.7.7. An Athlete in lllF's Registered Testing pool who has given
notice of retirement to JJIF may not resume competing in International
Events or National Eyenfs until he/she has given JJIF written notice of
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his/her intent to resume competing and has made him/herself
available for Testing for a period of six months before returning to
Competition, including (if requested) complying with the whereabouts
requirements of Annex I to the International Standard for Testing and
Investigations. WADA, in consultation wlth JJIF and the Athlete's
National Anti-Doping Organization, may grant an exemption to the slx-
month written notice rule where the strict application of that rule
would be manifestly unfair to an Athlete. This decision may be
appealed under Article 13. Any competitlve results obtained in
violation of this Article 5.7.1 shall be Disqualified.

5.7.2 If an Athlete retires from sport while subject to a period of
Ineligibility, the Athlete shall not resume competing in International
Events or National Eyents until the Athlete has given six months prior
written notice (or notice equivalent to the period of Ineligibility
remaining as of the date the Athlete retired, if that period was longer
than six months) to IJIF and to his/her /Vafio nal Anti-Doping
Organization of his/her intent to resume competing and has made
him/herself available for Testing for that notice period, including (if
requested) complying with the whereabouts requirements of Annex I
to the International Standard for Testing and Investigations.

5.8 Independent Observer Program

JJIF and the organizing committees for JJIF Events, as well as the
National Federations and the organizing committees for National Events, shall
authorize and facilitate the Independent Observer Program at such Events.

ARTICLE 6 ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES

Samples shall be analyzed in accordance with the following principles:

6.1 Use of Accredited and Approved Laboratories

For purposes of Article 2.1 Samples shall be analyzed only in laboratories
accredited or otherwise approved by WADA. The choice of lhe WADA-
accredited or WADA-approved laboratory used for the Sample analysis shall be
determined exclusively by JIIF.

[Comment to Article 6.1: Violations of Article 2.1 may be established only by
Sample analysis performed by a laboratory accredited or otherwise approved by
WADA. Violations of other Articles may be established using analytical results from
other laboratories so long as the results are reliable.l

6.2 Purpose of Analysis ol Samples
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6,2.L Samples shall be analyzed to detect Prohibited Substances and
Prohibited Methods and other substances as may be directed by WADA
pursuant to the Monitoring Program described in Article 4.5 of the
Code; or to assist JJIF in profiling relevant parameters in an Athlete's
urine, blood or other matrix, including DNA or genomic profiling or for
any other legitimate anti-doping purpose. Samples may be collected
and stored for future analysis.

[Comment to Article 6.2.1: For example, relevant profile information could be used
to direct Target Testing or to support an anti-doping rule violation proceeding under
Article 2.2, or both.l

6.2.2 JJIF shall ask laboratories to analyze Samples in conformity
with Article 6.4 of the Code and Article 4.7 of the International
Standard for Testing and Investigations.

6.3 Research on Samples

No Sample may be used for research without th,e Athlete's written consent.
Samples used for purposes other than Afticle 6.2 shall have any means of
identification removed such that they cannot be traced back to a particular
Athlete.

6.4 Standards tor Sample Analysis and Reporting

Laboratories shall analyze Samples and report results in conformity with the
International Standard for Laboratories. To ensure effective Testing, the
Technical Document referenced at Article 5.4.1 of the Code will establish risk
assessm ent- ba sed Sample analysis menus appropriate for particular sports
and sport disciplines, and laboratories shall analyze Samples in conformity
with those menus, except as follows:

6.4.L JJIF may request that laboratories analyze
more extensive menus than those described
Document.

its
in

Samples using
the Technica I

6.4.2 JJIF may request that laboratories analyze its Samples using
less extensive menus than those described in the Technical Document
only if it has satisfied WADA that, because of the particular
circumstances of its spoft, as set out in its test distribution plan, less
extensive analysis would be appropriate.

6.4.3 As provided in the International Standard for Laboratories,
laboratories at their own initiative and expense may analyze Samples
for Prohibited Substances or Prohibited Methods not included on the
Sample analysis menu described in the Technical Document or
specified by the Testing authority. Results from any such analysis shall
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be reported and have the same validity and consequence as any other
ana lytical resu lt.

[Comment to Article 6.4: The objective of this Article is to extend the principle of
"intelligent Testing" to the Sample analysis menu so as to most effectively and
efficiently detect doping. It is recognized that the resources available to fight
doping are limited and that increasing the Sample analysis menu may, in some
sports and countries, reduce the number of Samples which can be analyzedl

6.5 Further Analysis of Samples

Any Sample may be stored and subsequently subjected to further analysis for the
purposes set out in Article 6.2: (a) by WADA at any time; and/or (b) by JJIF at any
time before both the A and B Sample analytical results (or A Sample result where B

Sample analysis has been waived or will not be performed) have been
communicated by JJIF to the Athlete as the asserted basis for an Article 2.1 antl-
doping rule violation. Such further analysis of Samples shall conform with the
requirements of the International Standard for Laboratories and the International
Standard for Testing and Investigations.

ARTICLE 7 RESULTS MANAGEMENT

7.t Responsibility for Conducting Results Management

Results management for tests initiated by JJIF (including tests performed by
WADA pwsuant to agreement with IJIF) shall proceed as set forth below:

7.1.1 The circumstances in which JIIF shall take responsibility for
conducting results management in respect of anti-doping rule violations
involving Athletes and other Persons under its jurisdiction shall be
determined by reference to and in accordance with Article 7 of the Code.

7.1.2 The JJIF Executive shall appoint a Doping Review Panel
consisting of a Chair and 2 other members with experience in anti-
doping. Each panel member shall serve a term of four years. When a
potential violation is referred to the Doping Review Panel by JJIF, the
Chair of the Doping Review Panel shall appoint one or more members
of the Panel (which may include the Chair) to conduct the review
discussed in this Article 7.

7.2 Review of Adverse Analytical Findings from Tests Initiated by
JJIF.

Results management in respect of the results of tests initiated by JJIF
(including tests performed by WADA pursuant to agreement with JJIF) shall
proceed as follows:
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7.2.1 The results from all analyses must be sent to JJIF in encoded
form, in a report signed by an authorized representative of the
laboratory. All communication must be conducted confidentially and In
conformity with ADAMS=

7.2.2 Upon receipt of an Adverse Analytical Finding, JJIF shall
conduct a review to determine whether: (a) an applicable IUE has
been granted or will be granted as provided in the International
Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions, or (b) there is any apparent
departure from the International Standard for Testing and
Investigations or International Standard for Laboratories that caused
the Adverse Analytical Finding.

7.2.3 If the review of an Adverse Analytical Finding under Article
7.2.2 reveals an applicable TUE or departure from the International
Standard for Testing and Investigations or the International Standard
for Laboratories that caused the Adverse Analytical Finding, the entire
test shall be considered negative and the Athlete, the Athlete's
National Anti-Doping Organization and WADA shall be so informed

7.3 Notification After Review Regarding Adverce Analyticat
Findings

7.3.L If the review of an Adverse Analytical Finding under Article
7.2.2 does not reveal an applicable fUE or entitlement to a TUE as
provided in the International Standard for Therapeutic Use
Exemptions, or departure from the International Standard for Testing
and Investigations or the International Standard for Laboratories that
caused the Adverse Analytical Finding, llIF shall promptly notify the
Athlete, and simultaneously the Athlete's National Anti-Doping
Organization and WADA, in the manner set out in Arucle 14.1, of: (a)
the Adverse Analytical Finding; (b) the anti-doping rule violated; (c)
the Afhlete's right to promptly request the analysis of the B Sample or,
failing such request, that the B Sample analysis may be deemed
waived; (d) the scheduled date, time and place for the B Sample
analysis if the Athlete or llIF chooses to request an analysis of the B
Sample; (e) the opportunity for the Athlete and/or the Athtete,s
representative to attend the B Sample opening and analysis in
accordance with the International Standard for Laboratories if such
analysis is requested; and (f) the Athlete's right to request copies of
the A and B Sample laboratory documentation package which includes
information as required by the International Standard for Laboratories.
If JJIF decides not to bring forward the Adverse Analytical Finding as
an anti-doping rule violation, it shall so notify the Athlete, the 4thlete's
National Anti-Doping Organization and WADA.

7,3.2 Where requested by the Athlete or JJIF, arrangements shall be
made to analyze the B Sample in accordance with the International
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Standard for Laboratories. An Athlete may accept the A Sample
analytfcal results by waiving the requirement for B Sample analysis.
JJIF may nonetheless elect to proceed with the B Sample analysis.

7,3.3 fhe Athlete and/or his representative shall be allowed to be
present at the analysis of the B Sample. Also, a representative of JJIF,
as well as a representative of the Athlete's National Federation shall be
allowed to be present.

7.3,4 If the B Sample analysis does not confirm the A Sample
analysis, then (unless JJIF takes the case forward as an anti-doping
rule violation under Article 2.2) the entire test shall be considered
negative and the Athlete, the Athlete's National Anti-Doping
Organization and WADA shall be so informed.

7.3.5 If the B Sample analysis confirms the A Sample analysis, the
findings shall be reported to the Athlefe, the Athlete's National Anti-
Doping Organization and to WADA.

7.4 Review of Atypical Findings

7.4.L As provided in the International Standard for Laboratories, in
some circumstances laboratories are directed to report the presence of
Prohibited Substances, which may also be produced endogenously, as
Atypical Findings, i.e., as findings that are subject to further
investigation.

7.4.2 Upon receipt of an-Atypical Finding,llIF shall conduct a review
to determine whether: (a) an applicable IUE has been granted or will
be granted as provided in the International Standard for Therapeutic
Use Exemptions, or (b) there is any apparent departure from the
International Standard for Testing and Investigations or International
Standard for Laboratories that caused the Atypical Finding.

7.4.3 If the review of an Atypical Finding under Article 7.4.2 reveals
an applicable TUE or a departure from the Internatlonal Standard for
Testing and Investigations or the International Standard for
Laboratories that caused the Atypical Finding, the entire test shall be
considered negative and the Athlete, the Athlete's National Anti-
Doping Organization and WADA shall be so informed.

7.4.4 If that revlew does not reveal an applicable TL)E or a departure
from the International Standard for Testing and Investlgations or the
International Standard for Laboratories that caused the Atypical
Finding, JJIF shall conduct the required investigation or cause it to be
conducted. After the investigation is completed, either the Atypical
Finding will be brought forward as an Adverse Analytical Finding in
accordance with Article 7.3.7, or else the Athlete, the Athlete's
National Anti-Doping Organization and WADA shall be notified that the
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Atypical Finding will not be brought forward as an Adverse Analytical
Finding.

7.4.5 JJIF will not provide notice of an Atypical Finding until it has
completed its investigation and has decided whether it will bring the
Atypical Finding fonvard as an Adverse Analytical Finding unless one of
the following circumstances exists:

7.4.5.t If JIIF determines the B Sample should be analyzed
prior to the conclusion of its investigation, it may conduct the B
Sample analysis after notifying the Athlete, with such notice to
include a description of the Atypical Finding and the information
described in Article 7.3.1(d)-(0.

7.4.5.2 If JJIF is asked (a) by a Major Event Organization
shortly before one of its International Events, or (b) by a sport
organization responslble for meetlng an imminent deadline for
selecting team members for an International Event, to disclose
whether any Athlete identified on a list provlded by the Major
Event Organization $ sport organization has a pending Atypical
Finding, JJIF shall so advise the Major Event Organization or
sports organization after first providing notice of the Atypical
Finding to the Athlefe.

7.5 Review ot Atypical Passport Findings and Adverse Passport
Findings

Review of Afypical Passport Findings and Adverse Passport Findings shall take
place as provided in the International Standard for Testing and Investigations
and International Standard for Laboratories. At such time as JJIF is satisfied
that an anti-doping rule violation has occurred, it shall promptly give the
Athlete (and simultaneously the Athlete's National Anti-Doping Organization
and WADA) notice of the anti-doping rule violation asserted and the basis of
that assertion.

7.6 Review of Whereabouts Failures

JJIF shall review potential filing failures and missed tests, as defined in the
International Standard for Testing and Investigations, in respect of Athletes
who flle their whereabouts information with JJIF, in accordance wlth Annex I to
the International Standard for Testing and Investigations. At such time as JJIF
is satisfied that an Article 2.4 anti-doping rule violation has occurred, it shall
promptly give the Athlete (and simultaneously the Athlete's National Anti-
Doping Organization and WADA) notice that it is asserting a violation of Article
2.4 and the basis of that assertion.

7.7 Review of Other Anti-Doping Rule Violations Not Covered by
Articles 7 .2-7.6
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JIIF shall conduct any follow-up investigation required into a posslble anti-
doping rule violation not covered by Articles 7.2- 7.6. At such time as JJIF is
satisfied that an anti-doping rule violation has occurred, it shall promptly give
lhe Athlete or other Person (and simultaneously the Athlete's or other
Person's National Anti-Doping Organization and WADA) notice of the anti-
doping rule violation asserted and the basis of that assertion.

7.A Identification of Prior Anti-Doping Rule Violations
Before giving an Athlete or other Person notice of an asserted anti-doping rule
vfolation as provided above, IJIF shall refer to ADAMS and contact WADA and
other relevant Anti-Doping Organizations to determine whether any prior anti-
doping rule violation exists.

7 .9 Provisional Suspensions

7.9.L Mandatory Provisional Suspension: If analysis of an A
Sample has resulted in an Adverse Analytical Finding for a Prohibited
Substance that is not a Specified Substance, or for a Prohibited
Method, and a review in accordance with Article 7.2.2 does not reveal
an applicable TUE or departure from the International Standard for
Testing and Investigations or the International Standard for
Laboratories that caused the Adverse Analytical Finding, a Provisional
Suspension shall be imposed upon or promptly after the notification
described in Articles 7.2, 7.3 ot 7.5.

7.9.2 Optional Provisional Suspension'. In case of an Adverse
Analytical Finding for a Specified Substance, or in the case of any
other anti-doping rule violations not covered by Article 7.9.1, JJIF may
impose a Provisional Suspension on the Athlete or other Person
against whom the anti-doping rule violation is asserted at any time
after the review and notlfication described in Articles 7.2-7.7 and prior
to the final hearing as described in Article 8.

7,9.3 Where a Provisional Suspension is imposed pursuant to Article
7.9.7 ot Article 7.9.2, the Athlete or other Person shall be given either:
(a) an opportunity for a Provisional Hearing either before or on a
timely basis after imposition of the Provisional Suspension; or (b) an
opportunity for an expedited final hearing in accordance with Article 8
on a timely basis after imposition of the Provisional Suspension.
Furthermore, the Athlefe or other Person has a right to appeal from
the Provisional Suspension in accordance with Article 13.2 (save as set
out in Article 7.9.3.1).

7 .9.3.7 the Provisional Suspension may be lifted if the
Athlete demonstrates to the hearing panel that the violation is
likely to have involved a Contaminated Product. A hearing
panel's decision not to lift a mandatory Provisional Suspension
on account of the Afhlefe3 assertion regarding a Contaminated
Product shall not be appealable.
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7.9.3.2 The Provisional Suspension shall be imposed (or
shall not be lifted) unless the Athlete or other Person establishes
that: (a) the assertion of an anti-doping rule violation has no
reasonable prospect of being upheld, e.9., because of a patent
flaw in the case against the Athlete or other Person) or (b) the
Athlete or other Person has a strong arguable case that he/she
bears /Vo Fault or Negligence for the anti-doping rule violation(s)
asserted, so that any period of Ineligibility that might otherwise
be imposed for such a violation is likely to be completely
eliminated by application of Article LO.4i or (c) some other facts
exist that make it clearly unfair, in all of the circumstances, to
impose a Provisional Suspension prior to a final hearing in
accordance with Article 8. This ground is to be construed
narrowly, and applied only in truly exceptional circumstances.
For example, the fact that the Provisional Suspension would
prevent the Athlefe or other Person parlicipating in a particular
Competition or Event shall not qualify as exceptional
circumstances for these purposes,

7.9.4 lf a Provisional Suspension is imposed based on an A Sample
Adverse Analytical Finding and subsequent analysis of the B Sample
does not confirm the A Sample analysis, then the Athlete shall not be
subject to any further Provisional Suspension on account of a violation
of Article 2.1. In circumstances where the Athlete (or the Athlete's
team) has been removed from a Compefitlon based on a violation of
Article 2.1 and the subsequent B Sample analysis does not confirm the
A Sample finding, then if it is still possible for the Athlete or team to be
reinserted, without otherwise affecting the Competition, the Athlete ot
team may continue to take part in the Competition. In addition, the
Athlete or team may thereafter take paft in other Competitions in the
same Evenf.

7.9,5 In all cases where an Athlete or other Person has been notified
of an anti-doping rule violation but a Provisional Suspension has not
been imposed on him or her, the Athlete or other Person shall be
offered the opportunity to accept a Provisional Suspension voluntarily
pendlng the resolution of the matter.

[Comment to Article 7.9: Athletes and other Persons shall receive credit for a
Provisional Suspension against any period of Ineligibility which is ultimately
imposed. See Articles 10.11.3.1 and 10.11.3.2.1

7,10 Resotution Without a Hearing

7.10.1 An Athlete or other Person against whom an anti-doping rule
violation is asserted may admit that violation at any time, waive a
hearing, and accept the Consequences that are mandated by these Anti-
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Doping Rules or (where some discretion as to Conseguences exists
under these Anti-Doping Rules) that have been offered by JJIF.

7.10.2 Alternatively, if the Athlete or other Person against whom an
anti-doping rule violation is asserted fails to dispute that assertion within
the deadline specified in the notice sent by the JJIF asserting the
violation, then he/she shall be deemed to have admitted the violation, to
have waived a hearing, and to have accepted the Consequences that are
mandated by these Anti-Doping Rules or (where some discretion as to
Consequences exists under these Anti-Doping Rules) that have been
offered by JJIF.

7.1O.3 In cases where Article 7.10.1 or Article 7.10.2 applies, a hearing
before a hearing panel shall not be required. Instead JJIF shall promptly
issue a written decision confirming the commission of the anti-doping
rule violation and the Consequences imposed as a result, and setting out
the full reasons for any period of Ineligibility imposed, including (if
applicable) a justification for why the maximum potential period of
Ineligibility was not imposed. ]JIF shall send copies of that decision to
othet Anti-Doping Organizations with a right to appeal under Article
13.2.3, and shall Publicly Disclose that decision in accordance with
Article 14.3.2.

7.11 Notification of Results Management Decisions

In all cases where llIF has asserted the commission of an anti-doping rule
violation, withdrawn the assertion of an anti-doping rule violation, imposed a
Provisional Suspension, or agreed wlth an Athlete or other person on the
imposition of Consequences without a hearing, JJIF shall give notice thereof
in accordance with Article 14.2.1 to othet Anti-Doping Organizations with a
right to appeal under Article 13.2.3.

7,12 Retirement from Sport

If an Athlete or other Person retires while JJIF is conducting the results
management process, JJIF retains jurisdiction to complete its results
management process. If an Athlete or other person retires before any
results management process has begun, and JJIF would have had results
management authority over the Athlete or other person at the time the
Athlete or other Person committed an anti-doping rule violation, has
authority to conduct results management in respect of that anti-doping rule
violation.

[Comment to Article 7.72: conduct by an Athlete or other person before the Athlete
or other Person was subject to the jurisdiction of any Anti-Doping Organization
would not constitute an anti-doping rule violation but coutd be a legitimate basis for
denying the Athlete or other Person membership in a sports organDation.l
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ARTICLE 8 RIGHT TO A FAIR HEARING

8.1 Principles for a Fair Hearing

8.1,1 When JJIF sends a notice to an Athlete or other Person asserting
an anti-doping rule violation, and the Athlete or other Person does not
waive a hearing in accordance with Article 7.10.1 or Article 7.10.2,
then the case shall be referred to the JJIF Doping Review Panel for
hea ring and adjudication.

4.1.2 Hearings shall be scheduled and completed within a reasonable
time. Hearings held in connection with Eyents that are subject to these
Anti-Doping Rules may be conducted by an expedited process where
permitted by the hearing panel.

[Comment to Article 8.7.2: For example, a hearing could be expedited on the eve
of a major Event where the resolution of the anti-doping rule violation is necessary
to determine the Athlete's eligibility to participate in the Event, or during an Event
where the resolution of the case will affect the validity of the Athtete's results or
continued participation in the Event.l

8.1.3 The JJIF Doping Review Panel shall determine the procedure to
be followed at the hearing.

8.1.4 WADA and the National Federation of the Athlete or other person
may attend the hearing as observers. In any event, JJIF shall keep
WADA fully apprised as to the status of pending cases and the result of
all hea rings.

8.1.5 The JJIF Doping Review Panel shall act in a fair and impartial
manner towards all parties at all times.

4.2 Decisions

8.2,1 At the end of the hearing, or on a timely basis thereafter, the
JJIF Doping Review Panel shall issue a written decision that includes
the full reasons for the decision and for any period of Ineligibitity
imposed, including (if applicable) a justification for why the greatest
potential Consequences were not imposed.

8.2.2 The decision may be appealed to the CAS as provided in Afticle
13. Copies of the decision shall be provided to the Athlete or other
Person and to other Anti-Doping Organizations with a right to appeal
under Article 13.2.3.

4.2.3 If no appeal is brought against the decision, then (a) if the
decision is that an anti-doping rule violation was committed, the
decision shall be Publicly Disclosed as provided in Article 14.3.2; but
(b) if the decision is that no anti-doping rule violation was committed,
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then the decision shall only be Publicly Disclosed with the consent of
the Athlete or other Person who is the subject of the decision. JJIF
shall use reasonable efforts to obtain such consent, and if consent is
obtained, shall Publicly Disclose the decision in its entirety or in such
redacted form as the Athlete or other Person may approve.
The principles contained at Article 14.3.6 shall be applied in cases
involving a Minor.

a.3 Single Hearing Before CAS

Cases asserting anti-doping rule violations may be heard direcUy at CAS,
with no requirement for a prior hearing, with the consent of the Athlete, JJIF,
WADA, and any other Anti-Doping Organization that would have had a right
to appeal a first instance hearing decision to CAS.

[Comment to Article 8.3: Where all of the parties identified in this Articte are
satisfied that their interests will be adequately protected in a singte hearing, there
is no need to incur the extra expense of two hearings. An Anti-Doping Organization
that wants to participate in the CAS hearing as a party or as an observer may
condition its approval of a single hearing on being granted that right.l

ARTTCLE 9 AUTOMATIC DTSQUALIFTCATION OF TNDMDUAL RESULTS

An anti-doping rule violation in Individual Sporfs in connection with an In-
Competition test automatically leads to Disq ua lification of the result obtained
in that Competition with all resulting Consequences, including forfeiture of any
medals, points and prizes.

[Comment to Article 9: For Team Sports, any awards received by individual players
will be Disqualified. However, Disqualification of the team witt be as provideid in
Article 11. In sports which are not Team Sports but where awards are given to
teams, Disq ualification or other disciplinary action against the team when one or
more team members have committed an anti-doping rule violation shatt be as
provided in the applicable rules of the Internationat Federation.l

ARTICLE 10 SANCTIONS ON INDIVIDUALS

LO.L Disqualification ol Results in the
Doping Rule Violation Occurs

Event duting which an Anfi-

An anti-doping rule violation occurring during or in connection with an Eyent
may, upon the decision of the ruling body of the Event, lead to Disquatification
of all of the Athlete's individual results obtained in that Eyent with all
Consequences, including forfeiture of all medals, points and prizes, except as
provided in Alticle 10.1. 1.
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Factors to be included in considering whether to Disqualify other results in an Event
might include, for example, the seriousness of the Athlete's anti-doping rule
violation and whether the Athlete tested negative in the other Competitions.

10.1.1 If the Athlete establishes that he or she bears No Fault or
Negligence for the violation, the Athlete's individual results in the other
Competitions shall not be Disqualified unless the Athlete's results in
Competitions other than the Competition in which the anti-doping rule
violation occurred were likely to have been affected by lhe Athlete's
antl-doping rule violation.

[Comment to Article 10.1: Whereas Article 9 Disqualifies the result in a single
Competition in which the Athlete tested positive (e.9., the 100 meter backstroke),
this Article may lead to Disqualification of all results in all races during the Event
(e.9., the FINA World Championships).l

LO.2 Ineligibility for Presence, Use ot Attempted ltse, or Possession of
a Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method

The period of Ineligibility for a violation of Articles 2.1, 2.2 or 2.6 shall be as
follows, subject to potentlal reduction or suspension pursuant to Articles
10.4, 10.5 or 10.6:

1O.2.1 The period of Ineligibility shall be four years where:

10.2.1.1 The anti-doping rule violation does not involve a
Specified Substance, unless the Athlete or other Person can
establish that the anti-doping rule violation was not intentional.

1O.2.7.2 The anti-doping rule violation involves a Specified
Substance and JJIF can establish that the anti-doping rule
violation was intentional.

1O.2.2 If Article 10.2.1 does not apply, the period of Ineligibility shall
be two years.

10.2.3 As used in Articles 10.2 and 10.3, the term "intentional" is
meant to identify those Afhletes who cheat. The term therefore
requires that the Athlete or other Person engaged in conduct which he
or she knew constituted an anti-doping rule violation or knew that
there was a significant risk that the conduct might constitute or result
In an anti-doping rule violation and manifestly disregarded that risk.
An anti-doping rule violation resulting from an Adverse Analytical
Finding for a substance which is only prohibited In-Competifion shall
be rebuttably presumed to be not intentional if the substance is a
Specified Substance and the Athlete can establish that the Prohibited
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Substance was Used Out-of-Competition. An anti-doping rule violation
resulting from an Adverse Analytical Finding for a substance which is
only prohibited In-Competition shall not be considered intentional if
the substance is not a Specified Substance and the Athlete can
establish that the Prohibited Substance was Used Out-of-Competition
in a context unrelated to sport performance.

LO.3 Ineligibility f ot Other Anti-Doping Rule Violations

The period of Ineligibility for anti-doping rule violations other than as
provided in Article 10,2 shall be as follows, unless Articles 10.5 or 10.6 are
appllcable:

1O.3.1 For violations of Aticle 2.3 or Article 2.5, the period of
Ineligibility shall be four years unless, in the case of failing to submit
to Sample collection the Athlete can establish that the commission of
the anti-doping rule violation was not intentional (as defined in Article
10.2.3), in which case the period of Ineligibility shall be two years.

10.3.2 For violations of Article 2.4, the period of Ineligibility shall be
two years, subject to reduction down to a minimum of one year,
depending on the Athlete's degree of Fault. The flexibiltty between
two years and one year of Ineligibility in this Article is not available to
Athletes where a pattern of last-minute whereabouts changes or other
conduct raises a serious suspicion that the Athlete was trying to avoid
being available for Testing.

10.3.3 For violations of Article 2.7 ot 2.8, the period of Ineligibility
shall be a minimum of four years up to lifetime Ineligibility depending
on the seriousness of the violation. An Article 2.7 or Article 2.g
violation involving a Minor shall be considered a particularly serious
violation and, if committed by Athlete Support personnel for violations
other than fot Specified Substances, shall result in lifetime Ineligibility
fot Athlete Support Personnel. In addition, significant violations of
Article 2.7 or 2.8 which may also violate non-sporting laws and
regulatlons, shall be reported to the competent administrative,
professlonal or judicial authorities.

[Comment to Article 10.3.3: Those who are involved in doping Athtetes or covering
up doping should be subject to sanctions which are more severe than the Athtetes
who test positive. since the authority of sport organizations is generatty timited to
Ineligibility for accreditation, membership and other sport benefits, reporting
Athlete Support Personnel to competent authorities is an important step in the
deterrence of doping.l

1O.3.4 For violations of Article 2.9, the period of Ineligibility imposed
shall be a minimum of two years, up to four years, depending on the
seriousness of the violation.
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1O.3.5 For violations of Articie 2.10, the period of Ineligibility shall
be two years, subject to reduction down to a minimum of one year,
depending on the Athlefe or other Person's degree of Fault and other
circumsta nces of the case.

[Comment to Article 10.3.5: Where the "other Person" referenced in Article 2.10 is
an entity and not an individual, that entity may be disciplined as provided in Article
12.1

1O.4 Elimination of the Period of Ineligibility where there is No Fault
or Negligence

If an Athlete or other Person establishes in an individual case that he or she
bears ffo Fault or Negligence, then the otherwise applicable period of
Inel ig ibility shall be eliminated.

[Comment to Article 10.4: This Articte and Articte 10.5.2 appty only to the
imposition of sanctions; they are not applicable to the determination of whether an
anti-doping rule violation has occurred. They wilt onty appty in exceptional
circumstances, for example where an Athlete could prove that, despite all due care,
he or she was sabotaged by a competitor. Conversely, No Fautt or Negligence
would not apply in the following circumstances: (a) a positive test resulting from a
mislabeled or contaminated vitamin or nutritional supptement (Athletes are
responsible for what they ingest (Article 2.1.1) and have been warned against the
possibility of supplement contamination); (b) the Administration of a prohibited
substance by the Athlete's personal physician or trainer without disclosure to the
Athlete (Athletes are responsible for their choice of medical personnel and for
advising medical personnel that they cannot be given any prohibited substance);
and (c) sabotage of the Athlete's food or drink by a spouse, coach or other person
within the Athlete's circle of associates (Athletes are responsible for what they
ingest and for the conduct of those persons to whom they entrust access to their
food and drink). However, depending on the unique facts of a particular case, any
of the referenced illustrations could result in a reduced sanction under Articte 10.5
based on No Significant Fault or Negtigencel

1O.5 Reduction of the Period of Ineligibility based on No Significant
Fault or Negligence

1O.5.1 Reduction of Sanctions for Specified Substances ot
Contaminated Products for Violations of Article 2.1, 2.2 or 2.6.

10.5.1.1 Specified Substances

Where the anti-doping rule violation involves a Specified
Substance, and the Athlete or other person can establish No
Significant Fault or Negligence, then the period of Ineligibitity
shall be, at a minimum, a reprimand and no period of
Ineligibility, and at a maximum, two years of Inetigibitity,
depending on the Afhlete's or other person,s degree of Fault.
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10.5.1.2 Contaminated Products

In cases where the Athlete or other Person can establish /Vo

Significant Fault or Negligence and that the detected Prohibited
Substance came from a Contaminated Product, then the period
of Ineligibility shall be, at a minimum, a reprimand and no
period of Ineligibility, and at a maximum, two years Ineligibility,
depending on the Athlefe's or other Person's degree of Fault.

[Comment to Article 10.5.1.2: In assessing that Athlete's degree of Fault, it would,
for example, be favorable for the Athlete if the Athlete had declared the product
which was subsequently determined to be contaminated on his or her Doping
Control form.l

1O.5,2 Application of No Significant Fault or Negligence beyond the
Application of Artlcle 10.5.1

If an Athlete or other Person establishes in an individual case where
Article 10.5.1 is not applicable that he or she bears No Significant Fault
or Negligence, then, subject to further reduction or elimination as
provided in Article 10.6, the otherwise applicable period of Ineligibility
may be reduced based on the Athlete or other Person's degree of
Fault, but the reduced period of Ineligibility may not be less than one-
half of the period of Ineligibility otherwise applicable. If the otherwise
applicable period of Ineligibility is a lifetime, the reduced period under
this Article may be no less than eight years.

[Comment to Article 10.5.2: Article 10.5.2 may be applied to any anti-doping rute
violation except those Articles where intent is an element of the anti-doping rule
violation (e.9., Article 2.5, 2.7, 2.8 or 2.9) or an element of a particular sanction
(e.9., Article 10.2.1) or a range of Ineligibility is already provided in an Article
based on the Athlete or other Person's degree Fault.l

10.6 Elimination, Reduction, or Suspension of Period of Ineligibility
or other Consequences for Reasons Other than Faurf

1O.6.1 Substantial Assistance in Discovering or Establishing Anti-
Doping Rule Violations

10.6.1.1 JJIF may, prior to a final appellate decision under
Article 13 or the expiration of the time to appeal, suspend a part
of the period of Ineligibility imposed in an individual case in
which it has results management authority where the Athlete ot
other Person has provided Substantial Assistance to an Anti-
Doping Organization, criminal authority or professional
disciplinary body which results in: (i) the Anti-Doping
Organization discovering or bringing forward an anti-doping rule
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violation by another Person, or (ii) which results in a criminal or
disciplinary body discovering or bringing forward a criminal
offense or the breach of professional rules committed by
another Person and the information provided by the Person
providing Substantial Assistance is made available to JJIF. After
a final appellate decislon under Article 13 or the expiration of
time to appeal, JJIF may only suspend a part of the otherwise
applicable period of Ineligibility with the approval of WADA. fhe
extent to which the otherwise applicable period of Ineligibility
may be suspended shall be based on the seriousness of the
anti-doping rule violation committed by the Athlete or other
Person and the significance of the Substantial Assistance
provided by the Athlete or other Person to the effort to eliminate
doping in sport. No more than three-quarters of the otherwise
applicable period of Ineligibility may be suspended. If the
otherwise applicable period of Ineligibility is a lifetime, the non-
suspended period under this Article must be no less than eight
years. If the Athlete or other Person tails to continue to
cooperate and to provide the complete and credible Substantial
Assistance upon which a suspension of the period of Ineligibility
was based, JJIF shall reinstate the original period of Ineligibility.
If JIIF decides to reinstate a suspended period of Inetigibitity ot
decides not to reinstate a suspended period of Ineligibility, that
decision may be appealed by any Person entitled to appeal
under Article 13.

tO.6.L.2 To further encourage Athletes and other persons to
provide Substantial Assistance to Anti-Doping Organizations, at
the request of JJIF or at the request of the Athlete or other
Person who has (or has been asserted to have) committed an
anti-doping rule violation, WADA may agree at any stage of the
results management process, including after a final appellate
decision under Article 13, to what it considers to be an
appropriate suspension of the oth erwise -a pp lica ble period of
Ineligibility and other Consequences. In exceptional
circumstances, WADA may agree to suspensions of the period of
Ineligibility and other Consequences for Substantial Assistance
greater than those otherwise provided in this Article, or even no
period of Ineligibility, and/or no return of prize money or
payment of fines or costs. WADA'; approval shall be subject to
reinstatement of sanction, as otherwise provided in this Article.
Notwithstanding Article 73, WADA's declsions in the context of
this Article may not be appealed by any othet Anti-Doping
Organization.

10.6.1.3 If JJIF suspends any part of an otherwise applicable
sanction because of Substantial Assistance, then notice
providing justification for the decision shall be provided to the
other Anti-Doping Organizatlons with a right to appeal under
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Article 73.2.3 as provided in Article 14.2. In unique
circumstances wherc WADA determines that it would be in the
best interest of anti-doping, WADA may authorize JJIF to enter
into appropriate confidentiality agreements limiting or delaying
the disclosure of the Subsfa ntial Assistance agreement or the
nature of Substantial Assistance being provided.

[Comment to Article 10.6.7: The cooperation of Athletes, Athlete Support
Personnel and other Persons who acknowledge their mistakes and are willing to
bring other anti-doping rule violations to light is important to clean sport. This is
the only circumstance under the Code where the suspension of an otherwise
applicable period of Ineligibility is authorized.l

10.6.2 Admission of an Anti-Doping Rule Violation in the Absence of
Other Evidence

Where an Athlete or other Person voluntarily admits the commission of
an anti-doping rule violatlon before having received notice of a Sample
collection which could establish an anti-doping rule violation (or, in the
case of an anti-doping rule violation other than Article 2.1, before
receiving first notice of the admitted violation pursuant to Afticle 7)
and that admission is the only reliable evidence of the violation at the
time of admlssion, then the period of Ineligibility may be reduced, but
not below one-half of the period of Ineligibility otherwise applicable.

[Comment to Article 10.6.2: This Article is intended to apply when an Athlete or
other Person comes forward and admits to an anti-doping rule violation in
circumstances where no Anti-Doping Organization is aware that an anti-doping rule
violation might have been committed. It is not intended to apply to circumstances
where the admission occurs after the Athlete or other Person believes he or she is
about to be caught. The amount by which Ineligibility is reduced should be based
on the likelihood that the Athlete or other Person would have been caught had
he/she not come forward voluntarily.l

10.6.3 Prompt Admission of an Anti-Doping Rule Violation after being
Confronted with a Violation Sanctionable under Article 10.2.1 or Article
10.3.1

An Athlete or other Person potentially subject to a four-year sanction
under Article 10.2.1 or 10.3.1 (for evading or refusing Sample
Collection or Tampering with Sample Collection), by promptly
admitting the asserted anti-doping rule violation after being confronted
by JJIF, and also upon the approval and at the discretion of both
WADA and JJIF, may receive a reduction in the period of Ineligibility
down to a minimum of two years, depending on the seriousness of the
violation and the Athlete or other Personb degree of Fault.

10.6.4 Application of Multiple crounds for Reduction of a Sanction
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Where an Athlete or other Person establishes entitlement to reduction
in sanction under more than one provision of Article 10.4, 10.5 or
10.6. before applying any reduction or suspension under Article 10.6,
the otherwise applicable period of Ineligibility shall be determined In
accordance with Articles LO.2, L0.3, 10.4, and 10.5. If the Athlete or
other Person establishes entitlement to a reduction or suspension of
the period of Ineligibility under Article 10.6, then the period of
Ineligibility may be reduced or suspended, but not below one-fourth of
the otherwise applicable period of Ineligibility.

[Comment to Article 10.6.4: The appropriate sanction is determined in a sequence
of four steps. First, the hearing panel determines which of the basic sanctions
(Articles 10.2, 10.3, 10.4, or 10.5) apply to the particular anti-doping rule violation.
Second, if the basic sanction provides for a range of sanctions, the hearing panel
must determine the applicable sanction within that range according to the Athlete
or other Person's degree of Fault. In a third step, the hearing panel establishes
whether there is a basis for elimination, suspension, or reduction of the sanction
(Article 10.6). Finally, the hearing panel decides on the commencement of the
period of Ineligibility under Article 10.11. Several examples of how Article 10 is to
be applied are found in Appendix 2.1

1O,7 Multiple Violations

1O.7.1 For an Athlete or other Person's second anti-doping rule
violation, the period of Ineligibility shall be the greater of:

@ six months;

&) one-half of the period of Ineligibility imposed for the first
anti-doping rule violation without taking into account any
reduction under Afticle 10.6; or

O twice the period of Ineligibility otherwise applicable to the
second anti-doping rule vlolation treated as if it were a first
violation, without taking into account any reduction under
Article 10.6.

The period of Ineligibility established above may then be further
reduced by the application of Afticle 10.6.

LO.7.2 A third anti-doping rule violation will always result in a lifetime
period of Ineligibility, except if the third violauon fulfills the condition
for elimination or reduction of the period of Ineligibility under Article
10.4 or 10.5, or involves a violation of Article 2.4. In these particular
cases, the period of Ineligibility shall be from eight years to lifetime
Ineligibility.
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LO.7.3 An anti-doping rule violation for which an Athlete or other
Person has established No Fault or Negligence shall not be considered
a prior violation for purposes of this Article.

10.7.4 Additional Rules for Certain Potential Multiple Violations

70.7.4.7 For purposes of imposing sanctions under Article 10.7,
an anti-doping rule violation will only be considered a second
violation if JJIF can establish that the Athlete or other Person
committed the second anti-doping rule violation after the
Athlete or other Perso, received notice pursuant to Article 7, or
after llIF made reasonable efforts to give notice of the first anti-
doping rule violation. If JJIF cannot establish this, the violations
shall be considered together as one single first violation, and the
sanction imposed shall be based on the violation that carries the
more severe sanction.

10.7.4.2 If, after the imposition of a sanction for a first anti-
doping rule violation, JIIF discovers facts involving an antl-
doping rule violation by the Athlete or other Person which
occurred prior to notification regarding the first violation, then
llIF shall impose an additional sanction based on the sanction
that could have been imposed if the two violations had been
adjudicated at the same time. Results in all Competitions dating
back to the earlier anti-doping rule violation will be Disqualified
as provided in Article 10.8.

1O.7.5 Multiple Anti-Doping Rule Violations during Ten-Year Period

For purposes of Article 10.7, each anti-doping rule violation must take
place within the same ten-year period in order to be considered multiple
violations.

LO.8 Disqualification of Results in Competitiorrs Subsequent to
Sample Collection or Commission of an Anti-Doping Rule Violation

In addition to the automatic Disqualification of the results in the Competition
which produced the positive Sample under Article 9, all other competitive
results of the Athlete obtained from the date a positive Sample was collected
(whether In-Competition or Out-of-Competition), or other anti-doping rule
violation occurred, through the commencement of any Provisional
Suspension or Ineligibility period, shall, unless fairness requires otherwise,
be Disqualified with all of the resulting Consequences including forfeiture of
any medals, points and prizes.

[Comment to Article 10.8: Nothing in these Anti-Doping Rules precludes clean
Athletes or other Persons who have been damaged by the actions of a Person who
has committed an anti-doping rule violation from pursuing any right which they
would otherwise have to seek damages from such Person.l
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1O.9 Allocation of CAS Cost Awards and Forfeited Praze Money

The priority for repayment of CAS cost awards and forfeited prize money
shall be: first, payment of costs awarded by CAS; second, reallocation of
forfeited prize money to other Athletes; and third, reimbursement of the
expenses of JJI F.

10,10 Financial Consequences

Where an Athlete or other Person commits an anti-doping rule
violation, JIIF may, in its discretion and subject to the principle of
proportiona lity, elect to a) recover from the Athlete or other Person
costs associated with the anti-doping rule violation, regardless of the
period of Ineligibility imposed and/or b) fine the Athlete or other
Person in an amount up to $ 2,500 (two thousand five hundred) U.S.
Dollars, only in cases where the maximum period of Ineligibility
otherwise applicable has already been imposed.

The imposition of a financial sanctlon or the JJIF's recovery of costs
shall not be considered a basis for reducing the Ineligibility or other
sanction which would otherwise be applicable under these Anti-Doping
Rules or the Code.

10.11 Commencement ot Ineligibility Period

Except as provided below, the period of Ineligibility shall start on the date of
the final hearing decision providing for Ineligibility or, if the hearing is waived
or there is no hearing, on the date Ineligibility is accepted or otherwise
im posed.

10.11.1 Delays Not Attributable to the Athlete or other person

Where there have been substantial delays in the hearing process or
other aspects of Doping Control not attributable to the Athlete or other
Person, JJIF may start the period of Ineligibility at an earlier date
commencing as early as the date of Sample collection or the date on
which another antl-doping rule violation last occurred. All competitive
results achieved during the period of Ineligibility, including retroactive
Ineligibility, shall be Disqualified.

[Comment to Article 10.11.1: In cases of anti-doping rule violations other than
under Article 2.1, the time required for an Anti-Doping Organization to discover and
develop facts sufficient to establish an anti-doping rule violation may be lengthy,
particularly where the Athlete or other Person has taken affirmative action to avoid
detection. In these circumstances, the flexibility provided in this Article to start the
sanction at an earlier date should not be used.l
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1O.11,2 Timely Admission

Where the Athlete or other Person promptly (which, in all events, for
an Athlete means before the Athlefe competes again) admits the anti-
doping rule violation after being confronted with the antl-doping rule
violation by JJIF, the period of Ineligibility may start as early as the
date of Sample collection or the date on which another anti-doping
rule violation last occurred. In each case, however, where this Article
is applied, the Athlete or other Person shall serve at least one-half of
the period of Ineligibility going forward from the date the Athlete or
other Person accepted the imposition of a sanction, the date of a
hearing decision imposing a sanction, or the date the sanction is
otherwise imposed. This Article shall not apply where the period of
Ineligibility has already been reduced under Article 10.6.3.

10.11.3 Credit for Provisional Suspension or Period of Ineligibility
Served

10.11.3.1 7f a Provisional Suspension is imposed and respected
by the Athlete or other Person, then the Athlete or other Person
shall receive a credit for such period of Provisional Suspension
against any period of Ineligibility which may ultimately be
imposed. If a period of Ineligibility is served pursuant to a
decision that is subsequently appealed, then the Athlete or other
Person shall receive a credit for such period of Ineligibility
served against any period of Ineligibility which may ultimately
be lmposed on appeal.

10.11.3.2 If an Athlete or other Person voluntarily accepts a
Provisional Suspension in writing from JJIF and thereafter
respects the Provisional Suspension, the Athlete or other Person
shall receive a credit for such period of voluntary Provisional
Suspension against any period of Ineligibility which may
ultimately be imposed. A copy of the Athlete or other Person's
voluntary acceptance of a Provisional Suspension shall be
provided promptly to each party entitled to receive notice of an
asserted anti-doping rule violation under Article 14.1.

[Comment to Article 10.11.3.2: An Athlete's voluntary acceptance of a Provisional
Suspension is not an admission by the Athlete and shall not be used in any way as
to draw an adverse inference against the Athlete.l

10.11.3.3 No credit against a period of Ineligibility shall be
given for any time period before the effective date of the
Provisional Suspension or voluntary Provisional Suspension
regardless of whether the Athlete elected not to compete or was
suspended by his or her team.
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10.11.3.4 ln Team Sports, where a period of Ineligibility is
imposed upon a team, unless fairness requires otherwise, the
period of Ineligibility shall start on the date of the final hearing
decision providing for Ineligibility or, if the hearing is waived, on
the date Ineligibility is accepted or otherwise imposed. Any
period of team Provisional Suspension (whether imposed or
voluntarily accepted) shall be credited against the total period of
Ineligibility to be served.

[Comment to Article 10.11: Article 10.11 makes clear that delays not attributable
to the Athlete, timely admission by the Athlete and Provisional Suspension are the
only justifications for starting the period of Ineligibility earlier than the date of the
final hearing decision.l

1O.12 Status During Ineligibility

10.12.1 Prohibition Against Participation During Ineligibility

No Afhlete or other Person who has been declared Ineligible ffidy,
during the period of Ineligibility, participate in any capacity in a
Competition or activity (other than authorized anti-doping education or
rehabilitation programs) authorized or organized by anu Signatarv,_

, or in Competitions
a uthorized or orga nized by a ny professional leag ue or a ny
international or national level Event organization or any elite or
national-level sporting activity funded by a governmental agency.

An Athlete or other Person subject to a period of Ineligibility longer
than four years ffidy, after completing four years of the period of
Ineligibility, participate as an Athlete in local sport events not
sanctioned or otherwise under the jurisdiction of a Code Signatory or
member of a Code Signatory, but only so long as the local sport event
is not at a level that could otherwise qualify such Athlete or other
Person directly or indirectly to compete in (or accumulate points
toward) a national championship or International Event, and does not
involve the Athlete or other Person working in any capacity with
Minors.

An Athlete or other Person subject to a period of Ineligibility shall
remain subject to Testing.

[Comment to Article 10.12.1: For example, subject to Article 10.12.2 below, an
Ineligible Athlete cannot participate in a training camp, exhibition or practice
organized by his or her National Federation or a club which is a member of that
National Federation or which is funded by a governmental agency. Further, an
Ineligible Athlete may not compete in a non-Signatory professional league (e.9., the
National Hockey League, the National Basketball Association, etc.), Events
organized by a non-Signatory International Event organization or a non-Signatory
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national-level event organization without triggering the €onsequences set forth in
Article 10.12.3. The term "activity" also includes, for example, administrative
activities, such as serving as an official, director, officer, employee, or volunteer of
the organization described in this Article. Ineligibility imposed in one sport shall
also be recognized by other sports (see Article 15.1, Mutual Recognition).1

LO.!2.2 Return to Training

As an exception to Article 10.12.1, an Athlete may return to train with
a team or to use the facilities of a club or other member organization
of JJIF3 member organization during the shorter of: (1) the last two
months of lhe Athlete3 period of Ineligibility, or (2) the last one-
quarter of the period of Ineligibility imposed.

[Comment to Article 10.12.2: In many Team Sports and some individual sports
(e.9., ski jumping and gymnastics), an Athlete cannot effectively train on his/her
own so as to be ready to compete at the end of the Athlete's period of Ineligibility.
During the training period described in this Article, an Ineligible Athlete may not
compete or engage in any activity described in Article 10.12.1 other than training.l

10,12.3 Violation of the Prohibition of Participation During Ineligibility

Where an Athlete or other Person who has been declared Ineligible
violates the prohibition against participation during Ineligibility descflbed
in Article 10.12. 1, the results of such participation shall be Disqualified
and a new period of Ineligibility in length up to the original period of
Ineligibility shall be added to the end of the original period of
Ineligibility. The new period of Ineligibility may be adjusted based on the
Athlete or other Person's degree of Fault and other circumstances of the
case. The determlnation of whether an Athlete or other Person has
violated the prohibition against participation, and whether an adjustment
is appropriate, shall be made by the Anti-Doping Organization whose
results management led to the imposition of the initial period of
Ineligibility. This decision may be appealed under Article 13.

Where an Athlete Support Person or other Person assists a Person in
violating the prohibitlon against participation during Ineligibility, JJIF
shall impose sanctions for a violation of Article 2.9 for such assistance.

lO.L2.4 Withholding of Financial Support d]ring Ineligibility

In addition, for any anti-doping rule violation not involving a reduced
sanction as described in Afticle 10.4 or 10.5, some or all sport-related
flnancial support or other sport-related beneflts received by such Person
will be withheld by IJIF and its National Federations.

10.13 Automatic Publication of Sanction
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A mandatory part of each sanction shall include automatlc publication, as
provided in Article 14.3.

[Comment to Article 10: Harmonization of sanctions has been one of the most
discussed and debated areas of anti-doping. Harmonization means that the same
rules and criteria are applied fo assess the unique facts of each case. Arguments
against requiring harmonization of sanctions are based on differences between
sports including, for example, the following: in some sports the Athletes are
professionals making a sizable income from the sport and in others the Athletes are
true amateurs; in those sports where an Athlete's career is short, a standard period
of Ineligibility has a much more significant effect on the Athlete than in sports
where careers are traditionally much longer. A primary argument in favor of
harmonization is that it is simply not right that two Athletes from the same country
who test positive for the same Prohibited Substance under similar circumstances
should receive different sanctions only because they participate in different sports.
In addition, flexibility in sanctioning has often been viewed as an unacceptable
opportunity for some sporting organizations to be more lenient with dopers. The
lack of harmonization of sanctions has also frequently been the source of
jurisdictional conflicts between International Federations and National Anti-Doping
Organizations.l

ARTICLE 11 ooNSEQUENCES TO TEAMS

"Article 11 intentionally left blank."

ARTICLE 12
BODIES

SANCTIONS AND COSTS ASSESSED AGAINST SPORTING

12.1 JJIF has the authority to withhold some or all funding or other non-
financial support to National Federations that are not in compliance with
these Anti-Doping Rules.

L2.2 National Federations shall be obligated to reimburse JJIF for all costs
(including but not limited to laboratory fees, hearing expenses and travel)
related to a violation of these Anti-Doping Rules committed by an Athlete or
other Person affiliated with that National Federation.

12.3 IJIF may elect to take additional disciplinary action against National
Federations with respect to recognition, the eligibiiity of its offlcials and
Athletes to participate in International Events and fines based on the
following:

12.3,1 Four or more violations of these Anti-Doping Rules (other than
violations involving Article 2.4) are committed by Athletes or other
Persons affiliated with a /Vafiona I Federation within a 12-month period
in testing conducted by JJIF or Anti-Doping Organizations other than
the National Federation or its National Anti-Doping Organization. In
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such event JJIF may in its discretion elect to: (a) ban all officials from
thal National Federation for participation in any JJIF activlties for a
period of up to two years and/or (b) fine the National Federation in an
amount up to $ 2,500 U.S. Dollars. (For purposes of this Rule, any fine
paid pursuant to Rule 12.3.2 shall be credited against any fine
assessed. )

12.3.L.L If four or more vlolations of these Anti-Doping
Rules (other than violations involving Articles 2.4) are
committed in addition to the violations described in Article
t2.3.1 by Athletes or other Persons affiliated with a National
Federation within a 12-month period in Testing conducted by
JJIF or Anti-Doping Organizations other than the National
Federation or its National Anti-Doping Organization, then JJIF
may suspend that National Federation's membership for a
period of up to 4 years.

12.3.2 More than one Athlete or other Person from a National
Federation commits an Anti-Doping Rule violation during an
International Event. In such event JJIF may fine that National
Federation in an amount up to $ 2,500 U.S. Dollars.

12.3.3 A National Federation has failed to make diligent efforts to
keep the IF informed about an Athlete's whereabouts after receiving a
request for that information from JJIF. In such event JJIF may fine the
National Federation in an amount up to $ 1,000 U.S. Dollars per
Athlete in addition to all of the IJIF costs incurred in Testmg that
Natio na l Federatio n's Ath l etes.

ARTICLE 13 APPEALS

13.1 Decisions Subject to Appeal

Decisions made under these Anti-Doping Rules may be appealed as set forth
below in Article 13.2 through t3.7 ot as otherwise provided in these Anti-
Doping Rules, the Code ot the International Standards. Such decisions shall
remain In effect while under appeal unless the appellate body orders
otherwise. Before an appeal is commenced, any post-decision review
provided in the AntrDoping Organizatron's rules must be exhausted,
provided that such review respects the principles set fofth in Article 13.2.2
below (except as provided in Article 13.1.3).

13.1.1 Scope of Review Not Limited

The scope of review on
matter and is expressly
before the initial decision

appeal includes all issues relevant to the
not limited to the issues or scope of review
maker.
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13.1.2 CAS Shall Not Defer to the Findings Being Appealed

In making its decision, CAS need not give deference to the discretion
exercised by the body whose decision is being appealed.

[Comment to Article 13.1.2: CAS proceedings are de novo. Prior proceedings do
not limit the evidence or carry weight in the hearing before CAS.I

13.1.3 WADA Not Required to Exhaust Internal Remedles

Where WADA has a right to appeal under Artlcle 13 and no other party
has appealed a final decision within JJIF's process, WADA may appeal
such decision directly to CAS without having to exhaust other remedies
in JJIF's process.

[Comment to Article 13.1.3: Where a decision has been rendered before the final
stage of lllF's process (for example, a first hearing) and no party elects to appeal
that decision to the next level of IJIF'; process (e.9., the Managing Board), then
WADA may bypass the remaining steps in JJIF'S internal process and appeal directly
to CAS.I

13.2 Appeals from Decisions Regarding Anti-Doping Rule Violations,
Consequences, Provisiona I Suspensions/ Recognition of Decisions and
Jurisdiction

A decision that an anti-doplng rule vlolation was committed, a decision
imposing Consequences or not imposing Consequences for an anti-doping
rule violation, or a decision that no anti-doping rule violation was committed;
a decision that an anti-doping rule violation proceeding cannot go forward for
procedural reasons (including, for example, prescription); a decision by
WADA not to grant an exception to the six months notice requirement for a
retired Athlete to return to Competition under Article 5.7.1; a decision by
WADA assigning results management under Article 7.1 of the Code; a
decision by JJIF not to bring forward an Adverse Analytical Finding or an
Atypical Finding as an anti-doping rule vlolation, or a decision not to go
forward with an anti-doping rule violation after an investigation under Afticle
7.7; a decision to impose a Provisional Suspension as a result of a Provisional
Hearing; JJIF's failure to comply with Article 7.9; a decision that JJIF lacks
jurlsdlction to rule on an alleged anti-doping rule violation or its
Consequences; a decision to suspend, or not suspend, a period of Ineligibility
or to reinstate, or not reinstate, a suspended period of Ineligibility under
Article 10.6.1; a decision under Article lO.l2.3; and a decision by JJIF not to
recognize another Anti-Doping Organization's decision under Article 15, may
be appealed exclusively as provided in Afticles L3.2 - 13.7.

13.2.1 Appeals Involving Internationa l-Level Athletes or International
Events
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In cases arising from participatlon in an International Event or In cases
involving International-Level Athletes, the decision may be appealed
exclusively to CAS.

[Comment to Article 13.2.1: CAS decisions are final and binding except for any
review required by law applicable to the annulment or enforcement of arbitral
awards.l

13.2.2 Appeals Involving Other Afhietes or Other Persons

In cases where Article 13.2.1 is not applicable, the decision may be
appealed to a national-level appeal body, being an independent and
impartial body established in accordance with rules adopted by the
National Anti-Doping Organization having jurisdiction over the Athlete
or other Person. The rules for such appeal shall respect the following
principles: a timely hearing; a fair and impartial hearing panel; the
right to be represented by counsel at the Person's own expense; and a
timely, written, reasoned decision. If the Naflon al Anti-Doping
Organization has not established such a body, the decision may be
appealed to CAS in accordance wlth the provisions applicable before
such court.

13.2.3 Persons Entitled to Appeal

In cases under Article 13.2.1, the following partles shall have the right
to appeal to CAS: (a) the Afhlete or other Person who is the subject of
the decision being appealed; (b) the other party to the case in which
the decision was rendered; (c) IJIF; (d) the National Anti-Doping
Organization of the Person's country of residence or countries where
the Person is a national or license holder; (e) the International
Olympic Committee or International Paralympic Committee, as
applicable, where the decision may have an effect in relation to the
Olympic Games or Paralympic Games, including decisions affecting
eligibility for the Olympic Games or Paralympic Games; and (f) WADA.

In cases under Article 73.2.2, th|e parties having the right to appeal to
the national-level appeal body shall be as provided in the National
Anti-Doping Organization's rules but, at a minimum, shall include the
following parties: (a) the Afhlete or other Person who is the subject of
the declsion being appealed; (b) the other pafty to the case in which
the decision was rendered; (c) JJIF; (d) the National Anti-Doping
Organization of the Person's country of residence; (e) the International
Olympic Committee or International Paralympic Committee, as
applicable, where the decision may have an effect in relation to the
Olympic Games or Paralympic Games, including decisions alfecting
eligibility for the Olympic Games or Paralympic Games; and (f) WADA.
For cases under Article L3.2.2, WADA, the International Olympic
Committee, the International Paralympic Committee, and JIIF shall
also have the right to appeal to CAS with respect to the decision of the
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national-level appeal body. Any party filing an appeal shall be entitled
to assistance from CAS to obtain all relevant information from the
Anti-Doping Organization whose decision is being appealed and the
information shall be provided if CAS so directs.

Notwithstanding any other provision herein, the only Person who may
appeal from a Provisional Suspension is the Athlete or other Person
upon whom the Provisional Suspension is imposed.

13.2.4 Cross Appeals and other Subsequent Appeals Allowed

Cross appeals and other subsequent appeals by any respondent named
in cases brought to CAS under the Code are specifically permitted. Any
party with a right to appeal under this Article 13 must file a cross appeal
or subsequent appeal at the latest with the party's answer.

[Comment to Article 13.2.4: This provision is necessary because since 2011, CAS
rules no longer permit an Athlete the right to cross appeal when an Anti-Doping
Organization appeals a decision after the Athlete's time for appeal has expired.
This provision permits a full hearing for all parties.l

13.3 Failure to Render a Timely Decision

Where, in a particular case, llIF fails to render a decision with respect to
whether an anti-doplng rule violation was committed within a reasonable
deadline set by WADA, WADA may elect to appeal directly to CAS as if IJIF
had rendered a decision finding no anti-doping rule violation. If the O4S
hearing panel determines that an anti-doping rule violation was committed
and that WADA acted reasonably in electing to appeal directly to CAS, then
WADA'| costs and attorney fees in prosecuting the appeal shall be
reimbursed lo WADA by IJIF.

[Comment to Article 13.3: Given the different circumstances of each anti-doping
rule violation investigation and results management process, it is not feasible to
establish a fixed time period JJIF to render a decision before WADA may intervene
by appealing directly to CAS. Before taking such action, however, WADA will
consult with JIIF and give JJIF an opportunity to explain why it has not yet
rendered a decision.l

13.4 Appeals Relating to TUEs

IUE decisions may be appealed exclusively as provided in Article 4.4.

13,5 Notification of Appeal Decisions

Any Anti-Doping Organization that is a party to an appeal shall promptly
provide the appeal decision to the Athlefe or other Person and to the other
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Anti-Doping Organizations that would have been entitled to appeal under
Article 13.2.3 as provided under Article 14.2.

13.6 Appeal from Decisions Pursuant to Article 12

Decisions by JJIF pursuant to Aticle 12 may be appealed exclusively to CAS
by the Natlona I Federation.

13.7 Time for Filing Appeals

13.7.1 Appeals to CAS

The time to file an appeal to CAS shall be twenty-one days from the
date of receipt of the decision by the appealing party. The above
notwithsta nd ing, the following shall apply in connection with appeals
filed by a party entitled to appeal but which was not a party to the
proceedings that led to the decision being appealed:

d Within fifteen days from notice of the decision, such party/ies
shall have the right to request a copy of the case file from the
body that issued the decision;

b) If such a request is made wlthln the fifteen-day period, then the
party maklng such request shall have twenty-one days from
receipt of the file to file an appeal to CAS.

The above n otw ithsta nding, the filing deadline for an appeal filed by 
:

WADA shall be the later of :

4)Twenty-one days after the last day on which any other party in
the case could have appealed; or

b) Twenty-one days after WADA'S receipt of the complete file
relating to the decision.

13.7.2 Appeals Under Article 13.2.2

The time to file an appeal to an independent and impartial body
established at national level in accordance with rules established by
lhe National Anti-Doping Organization shall be indicated by the same
rules of the National Anti-Doping Organization.

The above notwithstanding, the filing deadline for an appeal or
intervention filed by WADA shall be the later of:

(a) Twenty-one days after the last day on which any other party in :
the case could have appealed, or
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(b) Twenty-one days aftet WADA'S receipt of the complete file
relating to the decision.

ARTICLE 14 CONFIDENTIALITY AND REPORTING

14.1 Information Concerning Adverse Analytical Findings, Atypical
Findings, and Other Asserted Anti-Doping Rule Violations

14,1.1 Notice of Anti-Doping Rule Violations to Athletes and other
Persons.

Notice to Athletes or other Persons of anti-doping rule violations
asserted against them shall occur as provided under Articles 7 and L4
of these Anti-Doping Rules. Notice to an Athlete or other Person who
is a member of a National Federation may be accomplished by dellvery
of the notice to the /Vationa I Federation.

14.1,2 Notice of Anti-Doping Rule Violations lo National Anti-Doping
Org a n izatio ns and WADA.

Notice of the asseftion of an anti-doping rule violation to National Anti-
Doping Organizations, and WADA shall occur as provided under
Articles 7 and t4 of these Anti-Doping Rules, simultaneously with the
notice to the Athlete or other Person.

14.1.3 Content of an Anti-Doping Rule Violation Notice

Notification of an anti-doping rule violation under Article 2.1 shall
include: the Afhlete's name, country, spoft and disclpline within the
sport, the Athlete's competitive level, whether the test was .fn-
Competition ot Out-of-Competition, the date of Sample collection, the
analytical result reported by the laboratory, and other information as
required by the International Standard for Testing and Investigations.

Notice of anti-doping rule violations other than under Article 2.1 shall
include the rule violated and the basis of the asserted violation.

14.1.4 Status Reports=

Except with respect to investigations which have not resulted in notice
of an anti-doping rule violation pursuant to Article 74.1.1, National
Anti-Doping Organizations and WADA shall be regularly updated on the
status and findings of any review or proceedings conducted pursuant
to Article 7, 8 or 13 and shall be provided with a prompt written
reasoned explanation or decision explaining the resolution of the
matter.
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14. 1.5 Confidentiality,

The recipient organizations shall not disclose this information beyond
those Persons with a need to know (which would include the
appropriate personnel at the applicable National Olympic Committee,
National Federation, and team in a Team Sport) until JIIF has made
Public Disclosure or has failed to make Public Disclosure as required in
Article 14.3.

14,1.6 JJIF shall ensure that information concerning Adverse Analytical
Findings, Atypical Findings, and other asserted anti-doping rule violations
remains confidential until such information is Publicly Disclosed in accordance
with Article 14.3, and shall include provisions in any contract entered into
between IJIF and any of its employees (whether permanent or otherwise),
contractors, agents and consultants, for the protection of such confidential
information as well as for the investigation and disciplining of improper
and/or unauthorised disclosure of such confidential information.

14.2 Notice of Anti-Doping Rule Violation Decisions and Request for
Fi les

L4.2.L Anti-doping rule violation decisions rendered pursuant to
Article 7.11, 8.2, 1O.4, 10.5, 10.6, 10.12.3 or 13.5 shall include the
full reasons for the decision, including, if applicable, a justification for
why the greatest possible Consequences were not imposed. Where
the decision is not in English or French, JJIF shall provide a short
English or French summary of the decision and the supporting reasons.

!4.2.2 An Anti-Doping Organization having a right to appeal a
decision received pursuant to Article t4.2.! may, within fifteen days of
receipt, request a copy of the full case file pertaining to the decision.

L4.3 Public Disclosure

14.3.1 The identity of any Athlete or other Person who is asserted by
JJIF to have committed an anti-doping rule violatlon may be Publicly
Disclosed by JJIF only after notlce has been provided to the Athlete or
other Person in accordance with Article 7.3,7.4,7.5,7.6 or 7.7 and
simultaneously to WADA and the National Anti-Doping Organization of
the Athlete or other Person in accordance with Article 14.1.2.

L4.3.2 No later than twenty days after it has been determined In a
final appellate decision under Article !3.2.L or 13.2.2, or such appeal
has been waived, or a hearing in accordance with Article 8 has been
waived, or the assertion of an anti-doping rule vlolation has not been
timely challenged, JJIF must Publicly Report the disposition of the
matter, including the sport, the anti-doping rule violated, the name of
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the Athlete or other Person committing the violation, the Prohibited
Substance or Prohibited Method involved (if any), and the
Consequences imposed. JIIF must also Publicly Report within twenty
days the results of final appeal decisions concerning anti-doping rule
violations, including the information described above.

14.3.3 In any case where it is determined, after a hearing or appeal,
that the Athlete or other Person did not commit an anti-doping rule
violation, the decision may be Publicly Disclosed only with the consent
of lhe Athlete or other Person who is the subject of the decision. JJIF
shall use reasonable efforts to obtain such consent. If consent is
obtained, JJIF shall Publicly Disclose the decision in its entirety or in
such redacted form as the Athlete or other Person may approve.

14.3.4 Publication shall be accomplished at a minimum by placing
the required information on the JJIF's website or publishing it through
other means and leaving the information up for the longer of one
month or the duration of any period of Ineligibility.

14.3.5 Neither JJIF, nor its National Federations, nor any official of
either body, shall publicly comment on the specific facts of any
pending case (as opposed to general description of process and
science) except in response to public comments attributed to the
AthleteT or other Person against whom an anti-doping rule violation is
asserted, or th eir rep resentatives.

14.3.6 The mandatory Public Reporting required in Article 14.3.2
shall not be required where the Athlete or other Person who has been
found to have committed an anti-doping rule violation is a Minor. Any
optional Public Reporting in a case involving a Minor shall be
proportionate to the facts and circumstances of the case.

14.4 Statistical Reporting

JJIF shall publish at least annually a general statistical report of its Doping
Control activities, with a copy provided to WADA. JJIF may also publish
reports showing the name of each Athlete tested and the date of each
Testing.

L4.5 Doping Control Information Clearinghouse

To facilitate coordlnated test distribution planning and to avoid unnecessary
duplication in Testing by the various Anti-Doping Organizations, JJIF shall
report all In-Competition and Out-of-Competition tests on such Athletes to
the WADA clearinghouse, using ADAMS, as soon as possible after such tests
have been conducted. This information will be made accessible, where
appropriate and in accordance with the applicable rules, to the Afhlete, the
Athlete's National Anti-Doping Organization and any other Anti-Doping
Organizations with Testing authority over the Athlete.
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14.6 Data Privacy

14.6.L JJIF may collect, store, process or disclose personal
information relating to Athletes and other Persons where necessary
and appropriate to conduct their anti-doplng activities under the Code,
the International Standards (including specifically the International
Standard for the Protection of Privacy and Personal Information) and
these Anti-Doping Rules.

L4.6.2 Any Participanf who submits information including personal
data to any Person in accordance with these Anti-Doping Rules shall be
deemed to have agreed, pursuant to applicable data protection laws
and otherwise, that such information may be collected, processed,
disclosed and used by such Person for the purposes of the
implementation of these Anti-Doping Rules, in accordance with the
International Standard for the Protection of Privacy and Personal
Information and otherwise as required to implement these Anti-Doping
Rules.

ARTICLE 15 APPLICATTON AND RECOGNITION OF DECISIONS

15.1 Subject to the right to appeal provided in Article 73, Testing, hearing
results or other final adjudications of any Signatory which are consistent with
the Code and are within that Signatory's authority shall be applicable
worldwide and shall be recognized and respected by JJIF and all its National
Federations.

[Comment to Article 15.1: The extent of recognition of TUE decisions of other Anti-
Doping Organizations shall be determined by Article 4.4 and the International
Standard for Therapeutic Use Exemptions.l

15.2-JJIF and its Naflon al Federations shall recognize the measures taken by
other bodies which have not accepted the Code if the rules of those bodies
are otherwise consistent with the Code.

[Comment to Article 15.2: Where the decision of a body that has not accepted the
Code is in some respects Code compliant and in other respects not Code compliant,
ilIF and its National Federations shall attempt to apply the decision in harmony
with the principles of the Code. For example, if in a process consistent with the
Code a non-Signatory has found an Athlete to have committed an anti'doping rule
violation on account of the presence of a Prohibited Substance in his or her body
but the period of Ineligibility applied is shorler than the period provided for in these
Anti-Doping Rules, then IJIF shall recognize the finding of an anti-doping rule
violation and may conduct a hearing consistent with Article I to determine whether
the longer period of Ineligibility provided in these Anti-Doping Rules should be
imposed.l
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15.3 Subject to the right to appeal provided in Article 13, any decision of
JJIF regarding a violatlon of these Anti-Doping Rules shall be recognized by
all National Federations, which shall take all necessary action to render such
decision effective.

ARTICLE 16 INCORPORATION OF JJIF ANTI-DOPING RULES AND
OBLIGATIONS OF NATIO NAL FE D E RATIO N S

16,1 All National Federations and their members shall comply with these
Anti-Doping Rules. All National Federations and other members shall include
in their regulations the provisions necessary to ensure that JIIF may enforce
these Anti-Doping Rules directly as against Athletes under their anti-doping
jurisdiction (including National-Level Athletes). These Anti-Doping Rules
shall also be incorporated either directly or by reference into each National
Federation's rules so that the National Federation may enforce them itself
directly as against Athletes under its anti-doping jurisdictlon (including
National - Level Athletes).

16.2 All National Federations shall establish rules requiring all Athletes and
each Athlete Support Personnel who participates as coach, trainer, manager,
team staff, official, medical or paramedical personnel in a Competition ot
activity authorized or organized by a National Federation or one of its
member organizations to agree to be bound by these Anti-Doping Rules and
to submit to the results management authority of the Anti-Doping
Organization responsible under the Code as a condition of such participation.

16,3 All National Federations shall repoft any information suggesting or
relating to an anti-doping rule violation to JJIF and to their National Anti-
Doping Organizations, and shall cooperate with investigations conducted by
any Anti-Doping Organization with authority to conduct the investigation.

15,4 All National Federations shall have disciplinary rules in place to prevent
Athlete Support Personnel who are Using Prohibited Substances or Prohibited
Methods without valid justification from providing support to Afhletes under
the jurisdiction of JIIF or the National Federation.

16.5 All National Federations shall be required to conduct anti-doping
education in coordination with their National Anti-Doping Organizations.

ARTICLE 17 STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

No anti-doping rule violation proceeding may be commenced against an Athlete or
other Person unless he or she has been notified of the anti-doping rule violation as
provided in Article 7, or notification has been reasonably attempted, withln ten
years from the date the violation is asserted to have occurred.
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ARTICLE 1A JJIF COMPLIANCE REPORTS TO WADA 
.,

JliF will report to WADA on JJIF'S compliance with the Code in accordance with
Article 23.5.2 of the Code.

ARTICLE 19 EDUCATION

llIF shall plan, implement, evaluate and monitor information, education and
preventlon programs for doping-free sport on at least the issues listed at Article
18.2 of the Code, and shall support active participation by Athletes and Athlete
Support Personnel in such programs.

ARTICLE 20 AMENDMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF ANTI-DOPING
RULES

20.1 These Anti-Doping Rules may be amended from time to time by JJIF.

2O.2 These Anti-Doping Rules shall be interpreted as an independent and
autonomous text and not by reference to existing law or statutes. 

,

2O.3 The headings used for the various Parts and Articles of these Anti-
Doping Rules are for convenience only and shall not be deemed part of the
substance of these Antl-Doping Rules or to affect in any way the language of
the provisions to which they refer.

2O.4 The Code and the International Standards shall be considered integral
parts of these Anti-Doping Rules and shall prevail in case of conflict.

2O.5 These Anti-Doping Rules have been adopted pursuant to the applicable
provisions of the Code and shall be interpreted in a manner that is consistent
with applicable provisions of the Code. The introduction shall be considered an
integral part of these Anti-Doping Rules.

2O.6 The comments annotating various provisions of the Code and these
Anti-Doping Rules shall be used to interpret these Anti-Doping Rules.

2O.7 These Anti-Doping Rules have come into full force and effect on [1
January 20151 (the "Effective Date"). They shall not apply retroactively to
matters pending before the Effective Date; provided, however, that:

2O.7,1 Anti-doping rule violations taking place prior to the Effective :

Date count as "first vlolations" or "second violations" for purposes of
determining sanctions under Article 10 for violations taking place after
the Effective Date.

2O.7.2 -fhe retrospective periods in which prior violations can be
considered for purposes of multiple violations under Afticle 10.7.5 and
the statute of limitations set forth in Article 17 are procedural rules
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and should be applied retroactively; provided, however, that Article 17
shall only be applied retroactively if the statute of limitations period
has not already expired by the Effective Date. Otherwise, with respect
to any anti-doping rule violation case which is pending as of the
Effective Date and any anti-doping rule violation case brought after the
Effective Date based on an anti-doping rule violation which occurred
prior to the Effective Date, the case shall be governed by the
substantive anti-doping rules in effect at the time the alleged anti-
doping rule violation occurred unless the panel hearing the case
determines the principle of "lex mitior" appropriately applies under the
circumstances of the case.

20.7.3 Any Article 2.4 whereabouts failure (whether a Filing Failure or
a Missed Test, as those terms are defined in the International
Standard for Testing and Investigations) prior to the Effective Date
shall be carried forward and may be relied upon, prior to expiry, in
accordance wlth the International Standard for Testing and
Investigation, but it shall be deemed to have expired 12 months after
it occurred.

20.7.4 With respect to cases where a final decision finding an anti-
doping rule violation has been rendered prior to the Effective Date, but
the Athlete or other Person is still serving the period of Ineligibility as
of the Effective Date, the Athlete or other Person may apply to the
Anti-Doping Organization which had results management responsibility
for the anti-doping rule violation to consider a reduction in the period
of Ineligibility in light of these Anti-Doping Rules. Such application
must be made before the period of Ineligibility has expired. The
decision rendered may be appealed pursuant to Article 13.2. These
Anti-Doping Rules shall have no application to any case where a final
decision finding an anti-doping rule violation has been rendered and
the period of Ineligibility has expired.

20.7.5 For purposes of assessing the period of Ineligibility fot a
second violation under Article 10.7.1, where the sanction for the first
violation was determined based on rules in force prior to the Effective
Date, the period of Ineligibility which would have been assessed for
that first violation had these Anti-Doping Rules been applicable, shall
be applied.

ARTICLE 21 INTERPRETATION OF THE CODE

21,1 The official text of the Code shall be maintained by WADA and shall be
published in English and French. In the event of any conflict between the
English and French versions, the English version shall prevail.

21.2 The comments annotating various provisions of the Code shall be used
to interpret the Code.
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21.3 The Code shall be interpreted as an independent and autonomous text
and not by reference to the existing law or statutes of the Signatories or
governments.

21.4 The headings used for the various Parts and Articles of the Code are
for convenience only and shall not be deemed part of the substance of the
Code or to affect in any way the language of the provisions to which they
refer,

21,5 The Code shall not apply retroactively to matters pending before the
date the Code is accepted by a Signatory and implemented in its rules.
However, prc-Code anti-doping rule violations would continue to count as
"first violations" or "second violations" for purposes of determining sanctions
under Article 10 for subsequent post-Code violations.

21.6 The Purpose, Scope and Organization of the World Anti-Doping
Program and the Code and Appendix 1, Definitions, and Appendix 2,
Examples of the Application of Article 10, shall be consldered integral parts of
the Code.

ARTICLE 22 ADDITIONAL ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF ATHLETES
AND OTHER PERSO'YS

22.1 Roles and Responsibilaties ot Athletes-

22.1.1 To be knowledgeable of and comply with these Anti-Doping
Rules.

22.L.2 1o be available for Sample collection at all times.

[Comment to Article 22. 1.2: With due regard to an AthleteE human rights and
privacy, legitimate anti-doping considerations sometimes require Sample collection
late at night or early in the morning. For example, it is known that some Athletes
use low doses of EPO during these hours so that it will be undetectable in the
morn ing.l

22.1.3 To take responsibility, in the context of anti-doping, for what
they ingest and Use.

22.L,4 To inform medical personnel of their obligation not to Use
Prohibited Substances and Prohibited Methods and to take
responsibility to make sure that any medical treatment received does
not violate these Anti-Doping Rules.

22.L.5 To disclose to their National Anti-Doping Organization and to
JJIF any decision by a non-Slgnatory finding that the Athlete
committed an anti-doping rule violation within the previous ten years.
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22.L.6 1o cooperate with Anti-Doping Organizations investigating anti-
doping rule violations.

22.L,7 Failure by any Athlete to cooperate in full with Anti-Doping
Organizations investigating anti-doping rule violations may result in a
charge of misconduct under llIF's disciplinary rules/code of conduct.

22.2 Roles and

22.2.L To
Rules.

Responsibilities ol Athlete Suppott Personnel

be knowledgeable of and comply with these Anti-Doping

22.2.2 f o cooperate with the Athlete Testing program.

22.2.3 To use his or her influence on Athlete values and behavior to
foster anti-doping attitudes.

22.2.4 f o disclose to his or het National Anti-Doping Organization and
to JJIF any decision by a non-Sig natory finding that he or she
committed an anti-doping rule violation within the previous ten years.

22.2.5 fo cooperate with Anti-Doping Organizations investigating anti-
doping rule violations.

22.2.6 Failure by any Athlete
with Anti - Dop i ng O rg a n ization s
may result in a charge of
rules/code of conduct.

Support Personnel to cooperate in full
investigating anti-doping rule violations
misconduct under JIIF's disciplina ry

22.2.7 Athlete Support Personnel shall not Use or Possess any
Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method without valid justification.

22.2.8 Use or Possession of a Prohibited Substance or Prohibited
Method by an Athlete Support Personnel without valid justification may
result in a charge of misconduct under JJIF's disciplinary rules/code of
conduct.
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APPENDIX 1- DEFINITIONS

ADAMS: The Anti-Doping Administration and Management System is a Web-based
database management tool for data entry, storage, sharing, and reporting designed
to assist stakeholders and WADA in their anti-doping operations in conjunction with
data protection legislation.

Administration: Providing, supplying, supervising, facilitating, or otherwise
participatf ng in the Use ot Attempted Use by another Person of a Prohibited
Substance ot Prohibited Method. However, this definition shall not include the
actions of bona fide medical personnel involving a Prohibited Substance ot
Prohibited Method used for genuine and legal therapeutic purposes or other
acceptable justification and shall not include actions involving Prohibited Substances
which are not prohibited in Out-of-Competition Testing unless the circumstances as
a whole demonstrate that such Prohibited Substances are not intended for genuine
and legal therapeutic purposes or are intended to enhance sport performance.

Adverse Analytical Finding: A report frcm a WADA-accredited laboratory or other
WADA-apprcved laboratory that, consistent with the International Standard for
Laboratories and related Technical Documents, identifies in a Sample the presence
of a Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or Markers (including elevated
quantities of endogenous substances) or evidence of the Use of a Prohibited
Method.

Adverse Passport Finding: A report identified as an Adverse Passport Finding as
described in the applicable International Standards.

Anti-Doping Organization: A Signatory that is responsible for adopting rules for
initiating, implementing or enforcing any part of the Doping Control process. This
includes, for example, the International Olympic Committee, the International
Paralympic Committee, other Major Event Organizatlons that conduct Testing at
their Events, WADA, International Federations, and National Anti-Doping
Organizations.

Athletei Any Person who competes in sport at the international ievel (as defined by
each International Federation), or the national level (as deflned by each National
Anti-Doping Organization). An Anti-Doping Organization has discretion to apply
anti-doping rules to an Athlete who is neither an Internationa l-Level Athlete nor a
National-Level Athlete, and thus to bring them within the definition of "Athlete." In
relation to Athletes who are neither,International-Level nor National-Level Athletes,
an Anti-Doping Organization may elect to: conduct limited Testing or no Testing at
all; analyze Samples for less than the full menu of Prohibited Substances; require
limited or no whereabouts information; or not require advance TUEs. However, if
an Article 2.1, 2.3 or 2.5 anti-doping rule violation is committed by any Athlete over
whom an Anti-Doping Organization has authority who competes below the
international or national level, then the Consequences set forth in the Code (except
Article 14.3.2) must be applied. For purposes of Article 2.8 and Article 2.9 and for
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purposes of anti-doping information and education, any Person who participates in
sport under the authority of any Signatory, government, or other sports
organization accepting the Code is an Athlete.

[Comment: This definition makes it clear that all International- and National-Level
Athletes are subject to the anti-doping rules of the Code, with the precise
definitions of international- and national -level sport to be set forth in the anti-
doping rules of the International Federations and National Anti-Doping
Organizations, respectively. The definition also allows each National Anti-Doping
Organization, if it chooses to do so, to expand its anti-doping program beyond
International- or National-Level Athletes to competitors at lower levels of
Competition or to individuals who engage in fitness activities but do not compete at
all. Thus, a National Anti-Doping Organization could, for example, elect to test
recreationa l- level competitors but not require advance TUE;. But an anti-doping
rule violation involving an Adverse Analytical Finding or Tampering results in all of
the Consequences provided for in the Code (with the exception of Article 14.3.2).
The decision on whether Consequences apply to recreational-level Athletes who
engage in fitness activities but never compete is left to the National Anti-Doping
Organization. In the same manner, a Major Event Organization holding an Event
only for masters-level competitors could elect to test the competitors but not
analyze Samples for the full menu of Prohibited Substances. Competitors at all
levels of Competition should receive the benefit of anti-doping information and
education.l

Athlete Biological Passport: The program and methods of gathering and collating
data as described in the International Standard for Testing and Investigations and
International Standa rd for Laboratories.

Athlete Support Personnel: Any coach, trainer, manager, agent, team staff, official,
medical, paramedical personnel, parent or any other Person working with, treating
or assisting an Athlete participating in or preparing for sports Competition.

Attempti Purposely engaging in conduct that constitutes a substantial step in a
course of conduct planned to culminate in the commission of an anti-doping rule
violation. Provided, however, there shall be no anti-doping rule violation based
solely on an Attempt to commit a violation if the Person renounces the Attempt
prior to it being dlscovered by a third party not involved in the Attempt.

Atypical Finding: A report frcm a WADA-accredited laboratory or other WADA-
approved laboratory which requires further investigation as provided by the
International Standard for Laboratories or related Technical Documents prior to the
determination of an Adverse Analytical Finding.

Atypical Passport Finding: A report described as an Atypical Passport Finding as
described in the applicable International Standards.

CAS: The Court of Arbitration for Sport.
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Code: The World Anti-Doping Code.

Competition.: A single race, match, game or singular sport contest. For example,
a basketball game or the finals of the Olympic 100-meter race in athletics. For
stage races and other sport contests where prizes are awarded on a daily or other
interim basis the distinction between a Competition and an Event will be as
provided in the rules of the applicable International Federation.

Consequences of Anti-Doping Rule Violations ("Consequences"): An Athlete's or
other Person's violation of an anti-doping rule may result in one or more of the
following: (a) Disqua lification means the Athlete's results in a particular
Competition ot Event are invalidated, with all resulting Consequences including
forfeiture of any medals, points and prizes; (b) Ineligibility means the Athlete or
other Person is barred on account of an anti-doping rule violation for a specified
period of time from participating in any Competition or other activity or funding as
provfded in Article lO.72.l; (c) Provisional Suspension means the Athlete or other
Person is barred temporarily from participating in any Competition or activity prior
to the final decision at a hearing conducted under Article 8; (d) Financial
Consequences means a financial sanction imposed for an anti-doping rule violation
or to recover costs associated with an anti-doping rule violation; and (e) Public
Disclosure or Public Reporting means the dissemination or distribution of
information to the general public or Persons beyond those Persons entitled to
earlier notification in accordance with Article 14. Teams in Team Sports may also
be subject to Consequences as provided in Article 11 of the Code.

Contaminated Producti A product that contains a Prohibited Substance that is not
disclosed on the product label or in information available in a reasonable Internet
sea rch.

Disqua lification: See Consequences of Anti-Doping Rule Violationsi above.

Doping Control.i All steps and processes from test distribution planning through to
ultimate disposition of any appeal including all steps and processes in between such
as provision of whereabouts information, Sample collection and handling, laboratory
analysis, IUEs, results management and hearings.

Event: A series of individual Competitions conducted together under one ruling
body (e.9., the Olympic Games, FINA World Championships, or Pan American
Ga m es).

Event Venues: Those venues so deslgnated by the ruling body for the Eyenf.

Event Period+ The time between the beginning and end of an Event, as established
by the ruling body of the Event.

Fault: Fault is any breach of duty or any lack of care appropriate to a pafticular
situation. Factors to be taken into consideration in assessing an Athlete or other
Person's degree of Fault include, for example, the Athlete's or other Person's
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experience, whether the Athlete or other Person is a Minor, special considerations
such as impairment, the degree of risk that should have been perceived by the
Athlete and the level of care and investigation exercised by the Athlete in relation to
what should have been the perceived level of risk. In assessing the Athlete's or
other Person3 degree of Fault, the circumstances considered must be specific and
relevant to explain the Athlete's or other Person's departure from the expected
standard of behavior. Thus, for example, the fact that an Athlete would lose the
oppoftunity to earn large sums of money during a period of Ineligibility, or the fact
that the Athlete only has a short time left in his or her career, or the timing of the
spofting calendar, would not be relevant factors to be considered in reducing the
period of Ineligibility undet Article 10.5.1 or 10.5.2.

[Comment: The criteria for assessing an Athlete's degree of Fault is the same
under all Articles where Fault is to be considered. However, under Article 10.5.2,
no reduction of sanction is appropriate unless, when the degree of Fault is
assessed, the conclusion is that No Significant Fault or Negligence on the part of the
Athlete or other Person was involved.l

Financial Consequences: see Consequences of Anti-Doping Rule Violations, above.

In-Competitioni " In-Competitior" means the period commenclng twelve hours
before a Competition in which the Athlete is scheduled to participate through the
end of such Competition and the Sample collection process related to such
Competition.

[Comment: An International Federation or ruling body for an Event may establish
an "In-Competition" period that is different than the Event Period.l

Independent Observer Programi A team of observers, under the supervislon of
WADA, who observe and provide guidance on the Doping Control process at ceftain
Events and report on their observations.

Individual Sporti Any sport that is not a Team Sport.

Ineligibility: See Consegue nces of Anti-Doping Rule Violations above.

International Event: An Event or Competition where the International Olympic
Committee, the International Paralympic Committee, an International Federation, a
Major Event Organization, or another international sport organization is the ruling
body for the Event or appoints the technical officials for the Eyent

Internationa l-Level Athletei Athletes who compete in sport at the international
level, as defined by each International Federation=, consistent with the International
Standard for Testing and Investigations. For the sport of [please insert the
appropriate sport). International-Level Athletes are defined as set out in the Scope
section of the Introduction to these Anti-Doping Rules.
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[Comment: Consistent with the International Standard for Testing and
Investigations, the International Federation is free to determine the criteria it will
use to classify Athletes as Internationa l- Level Athletes, e.9., by ranking, by
participation in particular International Events, by type of license, etc. However, it
must publish those criteria in clear and concise form, so that Athletes are able to
ascertain quickly and easily when they will become classified as International-Level
Athletes. For example, if the criteria include participation in certain International
Events, then the International Federation must publish a list of those International
Events.l

International Standardi A standard adopted by WADA in support of the Code.
Compliance wlth an International Standard (as opposed to another alternative
standard, practice or procedure) shall be sufficient to conclude that the procedures
addressed by the International Standard were performed properly. International
Standards shall include any Technical Documents issued pursuant to the
I nternatio na I Sta nda rd.

Major Event Organizations'. The continental association s of National Olympic
Committees and other international multi-spoft organizations that function as the
ruling body for any continental, regional or other International Event.

Marker: A compound, group of compounds or biological variable(s) that indlcates
the Use of a Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method.

Metabolite: Any substance produced by a biotra nsform atio n process.

Minori A natural Person who has not reached the age of eighteen years.

National Anti-Doping Organization: The entity(ies) designated by each country as
possessing the primary authority and responsibility to adopt and implement anti-
doping rules, direct the collection of Samples, the management of test results, and
the conduct of hearings at the national level. If this designation has not been made
by the competent public authority(ies), the entity shall be the country's National
Olympic Committee or its designee.

National Event'. A sport Eyent ot Competition involving International- or National-
Level Athletes that is not an International Event.

National Federationi A national or regional entity which is a member of or is
recognized by JJIF as the entity governing JJIF'S sport in that nation or region.

National-Level Athletei Athletes who compete in sport at
defined by each National Anti-Doping Organization,
International Standard for Testing and Investigations.

National Olympic Committee: The organization recognized
Olympic Committee. The term National Olympic Committee
National Sport Confederation in those countries where
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Confederation assumes typical National Olympic Committee responsibilities in the
anti-doping a rea.

No Fault or Negligencei fhe Athlete or other Person's establishing that he or she
did not know or suspect, and could not reasonably have known or suspected even
with the exercise of utmost caution, that he or she had Used or been adminlstered
the Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method or otherwise violated an anti-doping
rule. Except in the case of a Minor, for any violation of Afticle 2.1, the Athlete must
also establish how the Prohibited Substance entered his or her system.

No Significant Fault or Negligence=: the Athlete or other Person's establishing that
his or her Fault or negligence, when viewed in the totality of the circumstances and
taking fnto account the criteria fot No Fault or negligence, was not significant in
relationship to the anti-doping rule violation. Except in the case of a Minor, for any
vioiation of Article 2.1, the Athlete must also establish how the Prohibited
Substance entered his or her system.

[Comment: For Cannabinoids, an Athlete may establish No Significant Fault or
Negligence by clearly demonstrating that the context of the Use was unrelated to
sport performance.l

Out-of-Competitioni Any period which is not In-Competition.

Participanti Any Athlete or Athlete Support Person.

Personi A natural Person or an organization or other entity,

Possession=: The actual, physical Possession, or the constructive Possesslon (which
shall be found only if the Person has exclusive control or intends to exercise control
over the Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method or the premises in which a
Prohibited Substance ot Prohibited Method exists); provided, however, that if the
Person does not have exclusive control over the Prohibited Substance or Prohibited
Method or the premises in which a Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method
exists, constructive Possess/on shall only be found if the Person knew about the
presence of lhe Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method and intended to exercise
control over it. Provided, however, there shall be no anti-doping rule violation
based solely on Possession if, prior to receiving notification of any kind that the
Person has committed an anti-doping rule violation, the Person has taken concrete
action demonstrating that the Person never intended to have Possession and has
renounced Possession by explicitly declaring it to an Anti-Doping Organization.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this definition, the purchase (including
by any electronic or other means) of a Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method
constitutes Possession by the Person who makes the purchase.

[Comment: Under this definition, steroids found in an Athlete's car would
constitute a violation unless the Athlete establishes that someone else used the car;
in that event, the Anti-Doping Organization must establish that, even though the
Athlete did not have exclusive control over the car, the Athlete knew about the
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steroids and intended to have control over the steroids. Similarly, in the example
of steroids found in a home medicine cabinet under the joint control of an Athlete
and spouse, the Anti-Doping Organization must establish that the Athlete knew the
steroids were in the cabinet and that the Athlete intended to exercise control over
the steroids. The act of purchasing a Prohibited Substance alone constitutes
Possession, even where, for example, the product does not arrive, is received by
someone else, or is sent to a third party address.l

Prohibited List:
Methods.

The List identifying the Prohibited Substances and Prohibited

Prohibited Method: Any method so described on the Prohibited List.

Prohibited Substance: Any substance, or class of substances, so described on the
Prohibited List.

Provisional Hearing: For purposes of Article 7.9, an expedited abbreviated hearing
occurring prior to a hearing under Afticle 8-that provides the Athlete with notice and
an opportunity to be heard in either written or oral form.

[Comment: A Provisional Hearing is only a preliminary proceeding which may not
involve a full review of the facts of the case. Following a Provisional Hearing, the
Athlete remains entitled to a subsequent full hearing on the merits of the case. By
contrast, an "expedited hearing," as that term is used in Article 7.9, is a full hearing
on the merits conducted on an expedited time schedule.l

Provisional Suspensioni See Consequences of Anti-Doping Rule Violations above.

Publicly Disclose or Publicly Reporti See Consequences of Anti-Doping Rule
Violations above.

Regional Anti-Doping Organization: A regional entity designated by member
countries to coordinate and manage delegated areas of their national anti-doping
programs, which may include the adoption and implementation of anti-doping rules,
the planning and collection of Samples, the management of results, the review of
TUE;, the conduct of hearings, and the conduct of educational programs at a
reg iona I level.

Registered Testing Pooli The pool of hig hest- p riority Athletes established
separately at the international level by International Federations and at the national
level by National Anti-Doping Organizations, who are subject to focused /n-
Competition and Out-of-Competition Testing as paft of that International
Federation's ot National Anti-Doping Organization's test distribution plan and
therefore are required to provide whereabouts information as provided in Article 5.6
of the Code and the International Standard for Testing and Investigations.
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Sample or Specimen: Any biological material collected for the purposes of Doping
Control.

[Comment: It has sometimes been claimed that the collection of blood Samples
violates the tenets of certain religious or cultural groups. It has been determined
that there is no basis for any such claim.l

Signatoriesi Those entities signing the Code and agreeing to comply with the Code,
as provided in Article 23 of the Code.

Specified Substance: See Article 4.2.2.

Strict Liability: The rule which provides that under Article 2.1 and Article 2.2, it is
not necessary that intent, Fault, negligence, or knowing Use on the Athlete's parl
be demonstrated by the Anti-Doping Organization in order to establish an anti-
doping rule violation.

Substantial Assistancei For purposes of Article 10.6.1, a Person providing
Substantial Assistance must: (1) fully disclose in a signed written statement all
information he or she possesses in relation to anti-doping rule violations, and (2)
fully cooperate with the investigation and adjudication of any case related to that
information, including, for example, presenting testimony at a hearing if requested
to do so by an Anti-Doping Organization or hearing panel. Further, the information
provided must be credlble and must comprise an important part of any case which
is initiated or, if no case is initiated, must have provided a sufficient basis on which
a case could have been brought.

Tampering: Altering for an improper purpose or in an improper way; bringing
improper influence to bear; interfering lmproperly; obstructing, misleading or
engaging in any fraudulent conduct to alter results or prevent normal procedures
from occurring.

Target Testing: Selection of specific Athletes fot Testing based on criteria set forth
in the International Standard for Testing and Investigations.

Team Sporti A sport in which the substitution of players is permitted during a
Competition.

Testing: The parts of the Doping Control process involving test distribution
planning, Sample collection, Sample handling, and Sample transport to the
laboratory.

Trafficking: Selling, giving, transporting, sending, delivering or distributing (or
Possessing for any such purpose) a Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method
(either physically or by any electronic or other means) by an Athlete, Athlete
Support Person or any other Person subject to the jurisdiction of an Anti-Doping
Organization to any third party; provided, however, this definition shall not include
the actions of "bona fide" medical personnel involving a Prohibited Subsfance used
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for genuine and legal therapeutic purposes or other acceptable justlfication, and
shall not include actions involving Prohibited Substances which are not prohibited in :

Out-of-Competition Testing unless the circumstances as a whole demonstrate such
Prohibited Substances are not intended for genuine and legal therapeutic purposes
or are intended to enhance sport performance.

fUE: Therapeutic Use Exemption, as described in Article 4.4.

UNESCO Conventioni The International Convention against Doping in Sport adopted
by the 33'd session of the UNESCO General Conference on 19 October, 2005
including any and all amendments adopted by the States Parties to the Convention
and the Conference of Parties to the International Convention against Doping in
Sport.

Use: The utilization, application, ingestion, injection or consumption by any means
whatsoever of any Prohibited Substance or Prohibited Method.

WADA: the World Anti-Doping Agency.

[Comment: Defined terms shall include their plural and possessive forms, as well as
those terms used as other parts of speechl.
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APPENDIX 2 EXAMPLES OF THE APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 10

EXAMPLE 1.

Facts: An Adverse Analytical Finding results from the presence of an anabolic
steroid in an In-Competition test (Article 2.1); the Athlete promptly admits the anti-
doping rule violation; the Athlete establishes No Significant Fault or Negligence;
and the Athlete provides Substantial Assistance.

Application of Co nseq uences :

1. The starting point would be Article 10.2. Because the Athiefe is deemed to
have tVo Significant Fault that would be suFficient corroborating evidence (Articles
10.2.1.1 and 10.2.3) that the anti-doping rule violation was not intentional, the
period of Ineligibility would thus be two years, not four years (Article L0.2.2).

2. In a second step, the panel would analyze whether the Fault-related
reductions (Articles 10.4 and 10.5) apply. Based on No Significant Fault or
Negligence (Afticle 10.5.2) since the anabolic steroid ls nol a Specified Substance,
the applicable range of sanctions would be reduced to a range of two years to one
year (minimum one-half of the two year sanction). The panel would then determine
the applicable period of Ineligibility within this range based on the Afhlete3 degree
of Fault. (Assume for purposes of illustration in this example that the panel would
otherwise impose a period of Ineligibility of 16 months.)

3. In a third step, the panel would assess the possibility for suspension or
reduction under Article 10.6 (reductions not related to Fault). In this case, only
Article 10.6.1 (Substantial Assistance) applies. (Article 10.6.3, Prompt Admission,
is not applicable because the period of Ineligibility is already below the two-year
minimum set fofth in Article 10.6.3.) Based on Substantial Assistance, the period
of Ineligibility could be suspended by three-quarters of 16 months. x The minimum
period of Ineligibility would thus be four months. (Assume for purposes of
illustration in this example that the panel suspends ten months and the period of
Ineligibility would thus be six months.)

4. Under Article 10.11, the period of Ineligibility, in principle, starts on the date
of the final hearing decision. However, because the Athlete promptly admltted the
anti-doping rule violation, the period of Ineligibility could start as early as the date
of Sample collection, but in any event the Athlete would have to serve at least one-
half of the Ineligibility period (i.e., three months) after the date of the hearing
decision (Article 10.11.2).

5. Since the Adverse Analytical Finding was committed in a Competition, the
panel would have to automatically Disqualify the result obtained in that Competition
(Article 9).
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6. According to Article 10.8, all results obtained by the Athlete subsequent to
the date of lhe Sample collection until the start of the period of Ineligibility would
also be Disqualified unless fairness requires otherwise.

7. The information referred to in Article 14.3.2 must be Publicly Disclosed,
unless the Athlete is a Minor, since this is a mandatory part of each sanction
(Article 10.13).

8. the Athlete is not allowed to participate in any capacity in a Competition ot
other sport-related activity under the authority of any Signatory ot its affiliates
during the Athlete's period of Ineligibility (Article 10.12.1). However, the Athlete
may return to train wlth a team or to use the facilities of a club or other member
organization of a Signatory or its affiliates during the shorter of: (a) the last two
months of the Athlete3 period of Ineligibility, or (b) the last one-quarter of the
period of Ineligibility imposed (Article 10.12.2). Thus, the Athlete would be allowed
to return to training one and one-half months before the end of the period of
Ineligibility.

EXAMPLE 2.

Facts: An Adverse Analytical Finding results from the presence of a stimulant which
is a Specified Substance in an In-Compefitlon test (Article 2.1); the Anti-Doping
Organization is able to establish that the Athlete committed the anti-doping rule
violation intentionally; the Athlete is not able to establish that the Prohibited
Substance was Used Out-of-Competition in a context unrelated to sport
performance; the Athlete does not promptly admit the anti-doping rule violation as
alleged; the Athlete does provide Substantial Assistance.

Application of Consequences :

1. The starting point would be Article 10.2. Because the Anti-Doping
Organization can establish that the anti-doping rule violation was committed
intentionally and the Athlete is unable to establish that the substance was
permitted Out-of-Competition and the Use was unrelated to the Athlefe's sport
performance (Article LO.2.3), the period of Ineligibility would be four years (Article
10.2.1.2).

2. Because the vlolation was intentional, there is no room for a reduction based
on Fault (no application of Articles 10.4 and 10.5). Based on Substantial Assistance,
the sanction could be suspended by up to three-quarters of the four years.x The
minimum period of Ineligibility would thus be one year.

3. Under
final hea ring

4. Since
pa nel would

Article 10.11, the period of Ineligibility would start on the date of the
decision.

the Adverse Analytical Finding was committed in a Competition, the
automatically Disqualify the result obtained in the Competition.
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5. According to Afticle 10.8, all results obtained by the Athlete subsequent to
the date of Sample collection until the start of the period of Ineligibility would also
be Disqualified unless fairness requires otherwise.

6. The information referred to in Article 14.3.2 must be Publicly Disclosed,
unless the Athlete is a Minor, since this is a mandatory part of each sanction
(Article 10.13).

7. The Athlete is not allowed to pafticipate in any capacity in a Competition or
other sport-related activity under the authority of any Signatory or its aFfiliates
during the AthleteE period of Ineligibility (Article 10.12.1). However, the Athlete
may return to train with a team or to use the facilities of a club or other member
organization of a Signatory or its afFiliates during the shorter of: (a) the last two
months of the Afhlete3 period of Ineligibility, or (b) the last one-quarter of the
period of Ineligibility imposed (Article 10.12.2). Thus, the Athlete would be allowed
to return to training two months before the end of the period of Ineligibility.

EXAMPLE 3.

Facts: An Adverse Analytical Finding results from the presence of an anabolic
steroid in an Out-of-Competition test (Article 2.1); the Athlete establishes /Vo
Significant Fault or Negligence; the Athlete also establishes that the Adverse
Analytical Finding was caused by a Contaminated Product.

Application of Conseq uences:

1. The starting point would be Article 10.2. Because the Afhlete can establish
through corroborating evidence that he did not commit the anti-doping rule
violation intentionally, i.e., he had No Significant Fault in Using a Contaminated
Product (Articles 10.2.1.1 and 10.2.3), the period of Ineligibility wouid be two years
(Articles 1O.2.2).

2. In a second step, the panel would analyze the Fault-related possibilities for
reductions (Articles 10.4 and 10.5). Since the Athlete can establish that the anti-
doping rule violation was caused by a Contaminated Product and that he acted with
No Significant Fault or Negligence based on Article 10.5.1.2, the applicable range
for the period of Ineligibility would be reduced to a range of two years to a
reprimand. The panel would determine the period of Ineligibility within this range,
based on the Athlete's degree of Fault. (Assume for purposes of illustration in this
example that the panel would otherwise impose a period of Ineligibility of four
months.)

3. According to Article 10.8, all results obtained by the Athlete subsequent to
the date of Sample collection until the start of the period of Ineligibility would be
Disqualified unless fairness requires otherwise.
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4. The information referred to in Afticle 14.3.2 must be Publicly Disclosed,
unless the Athlete is a Minor, since this is a mandatory part of each sanction
(Article 10.13).

5. Ihe Athlete is not allowed to participate in any capacity in a Competition ot
other sport-related activity under the authority of any Signatory or its affiliates
during the Athlete's period of Ineligibility (Article 10.12.1). However, the Athlete
may return to train with a team or to use the facilities of a club or other member
organization of a Signatory or its affiliates during the shorter of: (a) the last two
months of the Athlete's period of Ineligibility, or (b) the last one-quarter of the
period of Ineligibility imposed (Article 10.12.2). Thus, the Athlete would be allowed
to return to training one month before the end of the period of Ineligibility.

EXAMPLE 4.

Facts: An Athlete who has never had an Adverse Analytical Finding or been
confronted with an anti-doping rule violation spontaneously admits that she Used
an anabolic steroid to enhance her performance. fhe Athlete also provides
Su bsta ntia I Ass ista nce.

Application of Conseq uences:

1. Since the violation was intentional, Article 10.2.1 would be applicable and the
basic period of Ineligibility imposed would be four years.

2. There is no room fot Fault-related reductions of the period of Ineligibility (no
application of Articles 10.4 and 10.5).

3. Based on the Athlete's spontaneous admission (Article 10.6.2) alone, the
period of Ineligibility could be reduced by up to one-half of the four years. Based
on the Athlete's Substantial Assistance (Article 10.6.1) alone, the period of
Ineligibility could be suspended up to three-quarters of the four years.* Under
Article 10.6.4, in considering the spontaneous admission and Substantial Assistance
together, the most the sanction could be reduced or suspended would be up to
three-quarters of the four years. The minimum period of Ineligibility would be one
year.

4. The period of Ineligibility, in principle, starts on the day of the final hearing
decision (Article 10.11). If the spontaneous admission is factored into the
reduction of the period of Ineligibility. an early start of the period of Ineligibility
under Afticle 10.11.2 would not be permitted. The provision seeks to prevent an
Athlete from benefitting twice from the same set of circumstances. However, if the
period of Ineligibility was suspended solely on the basis of Substantial Assistance,
Article 10.11.2 may still be applied, and the period of Ineligibility started as early as
the Athlete's last Use of the anabolic steroid.
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5. According to Article 10.8, all results obtained by the Athlete subsequent to
the date of the anti-doping rule violation until the staft of the period of Ineligibility
would be Disqualified unless fairness requires otherwise.

6. The information referred to in Article 14.3.2 must be publicly Disclosed,
unless the Athlete is a Minor, since this ls a mandatory part of each sanction
(Article 10.13).

7. The Athlete is not allowed to participate in any capacity in a Competition ot
other sport-related actlvity under the authority of any Signatory ot its affiliates
during the Athlete's period of Ineligibility (Article 10.12.1). However, the Athtete
may return to train with a team or to use the facilities of a club or other member
organization of a Signatory or its aFfiliates during the shofter of: (a) the last two
months of the Athlete's perlod of Ineligibility, or (b) the last one-quarter of the
period of Ineligibility imposed (Article 10.12.2). Thus, the Athlete would be allowed
to return to training two months before the end of the period of Ineligibility.

EXAMPLE 5.

Facts:

An Athlete support Person helps to circumvent a period of Ineligibitity imposed on
an Athlete by entering him into a competition under a false name. The Athtete
Support Person comes forward with this anti-doping rule violation (Article 2.9)
spontaneously before being notified of an anti-doping rule violation by an Anti-
Doping Organization.

Application of Conseq uences:

1. According to Article 10.3.4, the period of Ineligibitity would be from two up to
four years, depending on the seriousness of the violation. (Assume for purposes of
illustration in this example that the panel would otherwise impose a period of
Ineligibility of three yea rs. )

2. There is no room for Fault-related reductions since intent is an element of
the anti-doping rule violation in Article 2.9 (see comment to Article 10.5.2).

3. According to Article 10.6.2, provided that the admission is the only reliable
evidence, the period of Ineligibility may be reduced down to one-half. (Assume for
purposes of illustration in this example that the panel would impose a period of
Ineligibility of 18 months.)

4. The information referred to in Article 14.3.2 must be publicly Disclosed
unless the Athlete support Person is a Minor, since this is a mandatory part of each
sanction (Article 10. 13).
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EXAMPLE 6.

Facts: An Athlete was sanctioned for a first anti-doping rule violation with a period
of Ineligibility of 14 months, of which four months were suspended because of
Substantial Assistance. Now, the Athlete commits a second antl-doping rule
violation resulting from the presence of a stimulant which is not a Specified
Substance in an In-Competition test (Article 2.1); the Athlete establlshes /Vo
Significant Fault or Negligence; and the Athlete provided Substantial Assistance. If
this were a first violation, the panel would sanction the Athlefe with a perlod of
Ineligibility of 16 months and suspend slx months for Substantial Assistance.

Application of Consequences:

1. Article 10.7 is applicable to the second anti-doping rule violation because
Article 10.7.4.1and Article 10.7.5 apply.

2. Under Article 10.7.1, the period of Ineligibility would be the greater of :

@ six months;
@ one-half of the period of Ineligibility imposed for the first anti-doping

rule violation without taking into account any reduction under Article
10.6 (in this example, that would equal one-half of 14 months, which
is seven months); or

doping rule violation treated as if it were a first violation, without
taking into account any reduction under Article 10.6 (in this example,
that would equal two times 16 months, which is 32 months).

Thus, the period of Ineligibility for the second violation would be the greater of (a),
(b) and (c), which is a period of Ineligibility of 32 months.

3. In a next step, the panel would assess the possibility for suspension or
reduction under Article 10.6 ( no n -Faulf- related reductions). In the case of the
second violatlon, only Article 10.6.1 (Substantial Assistance) applies. Based on
Substantial Assistance, the period of Ineligibility could be suspended by three-
quarters of 32 months.* The minimum period of Ineligibility would thus be eight
months. (Assume for purposes of illustration in this example that the panel
suspends eight months of the period of Ineligibility for Substantial Asslstance, thus
reducing the period of Ineligibility imposed to two years.)

4. Since the Adverse Analytical Finding was committed in a Competition, lhe
panel would automatically Disqualify the result obtained in the Competition.

5. According to Article 10.8, all results obtained by the Athlete subsequent to
the date of Sample collectlon until the start of the period of Ineligibility would also
be Disqualified unless fairness requires otherwise.
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6. The information referred to in Article 14.3.2 must be Publicly Disclosed,
unless the Athlete is a Minor, since this is a mandatory part of each sanction
(Article 10.13).

7. The Athlete is not allowed to participate in any capacity in a Competition or
other sport-related activity under the authority of any Signatory or its affiliates
during the Athlete's period of Ineligibility (Article 10.12.1). However, the Athlete
may return to train with a team or to use the facilities of a club or other member
organization of a Signatory or its affiliates during the shorter of: (a) the last two
months of the Athlefeb period of Ineligibility, or (b) the last one-quarter of the
period of Ineligibility imposed (Article 10. 12.2). Thus, the Athlete would be allowed
to return to training two months before the end of the period of Ineligibility

x Upon the approval of WADA in exceptlonal circumstances, the maximum
suspension of the period of Ineligibility for Substantial Assistance may be greater
than three-quarters, and reporting and publication may be delayed.
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APPENDIX 3 Consent Form

As a member of [National Federation] and/or a participant in an event authorized or
recognized by INational Federation or International Federation], I hereby declare as
follows:

I acknowledge that I am bound by, and confirm that I shall comply with, all of the
provisions of JIIF Anti-Doping Rules (as amended from time to time) and the
International Standards issued by the World Anti-Doping Agency and published on
its website.

I acknowledge the authority of IJIF Iand its member National Federations and/or
National Anti-Doping Organizationsl under the JJIF Anti-Doping Rules to enforce, to
manage results under, and to impose sanctions in accordance with, the JJIF Anti-
Doping Rules.

I also acknowledge and agree that any dispute arising out of a decision
made pursuant to the JJIF Anti-Doping Rules, after exhaustion of the
process expressly provided for in the JJIF Anti-Doping Rules, may be
appealed exclusively as provided in Article 13 of the JJIF Anti-Doping Rules
to an appellate body for final and binding arbitration, which in the case of
International-Level Athletes is the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS),

I acknowledge and agree that the decisions of the arbitral appellate body
referenced above shall be final and enforceable, and that I will not bring any claim,
arbitration, lawsuit or litigation in any other court or tribunal.

I have read and understand the present declaration.

Date Print Name (Last Name, First Name)

Date of Birth
(DaylMonth/Year)

Signature (or, if a minor, signature of
legal guardian)
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JJIF Handbook 2009

Medical section

Requircments and lnstructions for JJIF evenG

1. Rooms

o 1 medical room for first aid
o l-3 massage rooms
o 1 doping control station with

o 1-(2) large waiting room(s)
o l-2 test room(s)
o 2 separate clean toilets (1 for female, I for male) with toilet paper, soap

and paper towels
. t hospital accidental surgery to reach in 15 minutes with transport
o clean hygienic dressing rooms for athletes
. clean hygienic toilets with toilet paper, soap and paper towels for athletes
o competitionhallrecommendations:

i. temperature 21 C (17-26 C) (at the of level of the mat)
ii. humidity 30-40 %
iii. ventilation 2 -3dm3lm2 or 12litrelperson

2. Perconne!

One Medical coordinator ( =chief of medical matters) , not necessarily a medical doctor, for all
medical matters. He/ she is responsible to organize the personnel (doctors and nurses etc. with
equipments and medicines, rooms as above). Arrange leader, assistants, escorts and guards for
doping tests.

Chief for chaperons is responsible to organize the function of chaperons. She/ He can write the
names of the athletes drawn to be tested on the summons form and supervise escorts to give the
form to the athlete as agreed with the JJIF Medical Director.



The JJIF doctor communicates with Medical coordinator and Chief of chaperons concerning
medical matters and anti doping control before and during competitions

Other medical pesonnel:

o I doctor per mat (responsible will be appointed).
o 2 assistants (nurses/doctors) for first aid.
o 1 crowd doctor for over 2000 spectators is recommended.
o 1 leader of doping control (authorized by approved anti-doping committee).
o 2 assistants for doping control: I female, I male.
c l-2 guards to keep order at the entry of doping control station and to keep out the

unauthorized persons.
o Chaperons (escorts) I adult escort per athlete (to be physically beside the athlete

selected to the doping control all the time until they enter the doping control station).
He/she has to be of the same gender as the athlete. The need of escorts can be 14 per
day. They have to be briefed for their tasks by NADO not later than two (2) weeks
before competition.

o Interpreters if needed.

The names of Medical coordinator, Chief of chaperons and the names of chaperons have to be
sent to JJIF Medical Director/ Doctor not later than two ( 2) weeks before competition.

3. Material

o Ambulance near the door or inside the sport hall. The maximum delay for the arrival
of an ambulance is 1 5 min. If more, the competition is to be discontinued until the
ambulance is on site.

o 1 transportable oxygen container with regulator and ambu-bag near mats.
o Resuscitation (including defibrillator) and first aid equipments and medicines (stiff

collars and splints for extremities).
o 1 spinal board near mats.
o Litter basket per mat, massage room, doctors and for JJIF personnel.
o Alcohol and water to clean the mat.
o Ice.
o Chairs and tables for doctors with clear vision to tatamis.
o 1 bucket for vomiting.
o Indicated place for JJIF doctor (with working place about 1 m for paperwork) close

to the JJIF computer personnel.
o Electricity and internet connection for computer of the JJIF doctor
o Clear signs indicating the doping control station.

4. Doping Gontrol Station (DCS) (as above)

o Doping Control Station has only one function: doping tests. No other function is
allowed, no unauthorized traffic (no weight control, no use as dressing room). It is
guarded, locked but clearly indicated from the competition area.

o Doping control station consists:
o Large waiting room to accommodate up to 28 persons (1 athlete,

accompanying person)



' Technical room ( 1-2 )for test staff(s) with 2 tables and 4 seats. :

. 2 separate cleaned toilets (1 for female, 1 for male) with toilet paper, soap
and paper towels.

. Refrigerator.
o Doping Control Officers (DCO) (female and male) :

. Leader of doping tests.

' 2 assistants (to supervise urinations and observe waiting room all the time).

' 7-2 guards to keep order at entry and prevent unauthorized persons to come
in.

r Escorts equal amount to be tested per day (may need 14 per day). They must
be adults, same gender than the athletes and briefed for their tasks before
competitions by the leader of doping tests ( NADO) or chief of medical
matters.

o Other material:
. Drinks in sealed bottles or cans 2-3 liters/ athlete.
. Bottle openers.
. Liffer bin.
r Pens for escorts equal amount.

5. Doping controt equipments 
:

. Disposable collection vessels (contained in sealed bags).. Disposable urine control kits (contained in sealed bags).

' Disposable partial sample kits (contained in sealed bags) or temporary
sealing system.

The leader of doping control is responsible to arrange equipments. The urine sample
vessels and bottles as well as containerc must be accepted by National Antidoping
Committee or equivalent authority. When WADA has made a list of acceptable doping
control vessels for samples (e.9. Bereg-Kit. versapak, etc), it must be used.

Forms made by WADA (athlete's notification for doping test, Protocol Forms, Chain of
Custody Forms) and the national ones translated in English can be used.

6. Sampling procedures in Doping Gontrots

Selection of athletes

o World Championships Seniors
. World Championship Aspirants / Juniors

Three ( 3) tests per weight category:
The Gold Medal Winner and another Drawn Medallist from the rest ( Silver or :

one of the Bronzes)
and one Drawn from fifth to seventh ( 5tn-7tn)

The JJIF doctor, together with an official of the JJIF, a member of the local organizer I a
representative of the Anti-doping control will draw lot before the start of the Finals. They must all
sign the drawing protocol.



7. Competitor Notification and Registration for Doping Control

The summons for the doping test is handed by an escort, chief of chaperons or JJIF doctor to the
competitor selected to the doping control after her/his last fight, when the athlete is leaving the
restricted area. Another system to give the notification to the athlete can be used if JJIF Doctor, Sport
Director in charge and Chief of Chaperons so decides. The Notification Form to the athlete has to be
handed latest when the athlete comes down from the podium after the Award Ceremony. The escort
writes the time on the form. The athlete must sign the form and have a copy, The escort gives the
original one to the doping control staff, who records the actual time of arrival on the summons, signs it
and verifies the identity of the competitor (lD c€rd, passport...). The Athlete has to register by
maximum 60 min. after he/she has signed the notiflc€tion form (including press) at the doping control
station. The esco( has to be physically beside the competitor and keep the competitor under
observation (visible) all the time and accompany her/him to the waiting room at the Doping Control
Station (DCS). lnterruption of the doping control procedure is allowed only for victory ceremonies
During the interruption the athletes have to be under observation of the escorts at all times. A person
may accompany the competitor to the Doping Control Station and may watch all procedures except
urination

Sample Takang Procedure

Only one competitor at a time shall be called into the test room (= working room,
consulting area).
The competitor shall select by her/himself an urine collection vessel and check it. After that she/ he
goes into the toilet accompanied by DCo. she/he have to wash her/his hands without soap and dry
them Then he/she urinates a minimum of g0 ml into the collection vessel under observation of the
Doping Control Officer who must be of the same gender as the competltor. After the collection vessel
is full or minimum 0 ml urine has been produced she/he must empty her/his urinary bladder. Any
clothing preventing the direct observation of the urination shall be removed.

When requested urine volume of g0 ml (minimum) has been provided, the competitor shall select a
urine control kit, open and check it and pour by her/himself 30 ml (minimum) first into botfle B and then
60 ml (minimum) into bottle A. Few drops of urine shall remain in the collection vessel to check specific
gravity. The competitor shall close the A and B bottles hermetic€lly The remaining urine is to be
destroyed after sealing of bottles A and B.

lf the amount of urine is less than gO ml, partial sample kit or temporary sealing is needed.

The specific gravity must be 1.010 or higher (stick) or 1.005 or higher in case of refractometer has
been used.
lf not, another sample is needed.

It is the responsibility of the Athlete to provide a Sample with a Suitabte Specific Gravitv for Analvsis. tf
his/her first Sample is too dilute, he/she should not need fufther hydration and therefore snoud avoid
dinking as far as possible unttl a Sample with a Suitabte Specific Gravitv for Analvsis is provided.

The DCO should continue to collect additional Samp/es until the requirement for Suitable
Specific Gravitv for Analvsis is met, or until the JJIF docior determines that there are exc!ffial

n that for logistical reasons it is lmpossible to contlnue with the
Such exceptional circumstances shall documented accordingly by

. g to WADA IST : Number of urine samples is as many as needed to
get suitable SG. There is no time trmit, neither)

lf it is determined that none of the Afhlete's Samp/es meets the requirement for Suitable Specific
Gravtv for Analvsis and the JJIF doctor determines that for logistical reasons it is impossiolelo
continue with the Samo/e Collection Session, the JJIF doctor may end the Samp/e Collection Session.
ln such circumstances, if appropriate the Aoo may investigate a possible antidoping rule
violation,

8.



The competitor shall declare any medications, vitamins, herbal products, food supplements that were
ingested in the previous 7 days.

The competitor shall certify, by signing the protocol form, that the procedure has been performed
according to the rules of JJIF. Any irregularitres e.g. problems to keep order etc. identified by the
competitor, accompanying person, officers or JJIF doctor shall be recorded.

The Doping Control Officer, accompanying person (if present) and JJIF doctor (if present and seen the
whole procedure) sign the Doping Control Record.

The competitor shall be given a copy of the Form, and JJIF doctor an original and rest of the copies
of the form.

After the test procedure he/she and the accompanying person must leave the station.

9. Transportation to hotels after doping cont ol

The organizers are responsible to arrange transportatron for the competitors to their official hotels after
test. When check statron has been closed, the JJIF doctor and doping control officers are to be
transported to their hotel(s), too.

I O. Accredited laboratory

Only the Laboratories for doping control analyses accredited by WADA can analfze the samples. The
JJIF General Secretariat and JJIF Medic€l Manager is to be informed in advance which laboratory will
be used.

The member of doping control staff takes c€re to provide the samples to the laboratory (by her/
himself, by post, by murier). The doping control Transportation Form/ Chain of Custody Form is to be
completed.

11. Gheck Results

The results of checks (positive or negative) have to be sent by the WADA accredited laboratory
directly to the Presrdent of the JJIF, General Secretariat of the JJIF and the Head of the Medical
Commission within fourteen (14) days (Appendix). ln case of forbidden substances detected, the
laboratory informs also WADA.. iJlF Presidential Offlce / GS JJIF informs WADA and the athlete
through her/his Federation after negotiation with the Head of the Medical Commission Medical
Commission is to be consulted before any sanctions (see WADA Flowchart).

'12. DeGnce prccedure and Appeals

See JJIF/ WADA rules (Appendix)

1 3, Therapeutic irlstifi cation

See JJIF/ WADA rules.

ln case of Therapeutic Use Exemptions (TUE): see annexes. All the Athletes who take part to
lntemational competitions have to apply TUE if they have to use Substances mentioned on WADA
List of forbidden substances due to accurate medical condition. TUE Application Form is to be sent to
JJIF General Secretariav Medical Commission (= TUE Panel) not tater than 21 days before the Event.
TUE Certificates have to copied and given to DCO or JJIF doctor during the Doping test. The athlete
keeps the original in her/his records.

ln Emergencies retrograde procedure may be granted. ln acute cases the TUE application have to be
handed to JJIF doctor before fights



Sanctions

See JJIF/ WADA rules
In case of forbidden substances have been detected, Medical Commission is to be consulted before
any decisions (See WADA flowcharts).

14. Rehabilitation

See JJIF/WADA rules
If the athlete comes back to compete, he/she must be tested minimum 2 times in minimum three
months interval before participation in any sport (Reinstatement tests).

15. Out- of - competition tests (OOCT), Registered Testing Pool (RTP) and WhereabouG
information.

See JJIF/WADA rules.
OOCT is the priority. Target tests are also priority.

All the athletes in RTP has to provide their Whereabouts in24171365-366 principle. Filling Failure
of Whereabouts or missing tests three times in l8 months may lead to penalty. (WADA Code ,
rsr).

16. Responsibilities and Rights

JJIF doctor
o Communicates with the medical coordinator and chief of chaperons (organizers).
o Keeps contact with JJIF Officials.
o Checks rules and safety of the competition hall.
. Checks the medical facilities and equipment.
o Checks the medical staff provided by organizers.
o Provides Doctors Forms (if necessary).
. Checks the function / behaviour of local medical staff.
o Checks the function/ behaviour of team doctors and other medical staffs Checks

the doping. Control station, equipments, staff (doping control officers), amount of
escorts, guards of doping control station.

. Checks the doping control procedure.
o Do the draw lot for the doping control with authorities.
. Deals the summons for the chief of chaperons or escorts (who gives them to the

competitors selected to theTests).
o Supervises the doping tests.
. Can stop the hght in case of dangerous injury.
o Checks that ambulance with staff is present before the start of competition.
o Can recommend to stop the competition in case the delay of ambulance is more

than 15 min.
o Collects Injury Statistics each day of competition.
. Compiles JJIF Medical Report and sends it within 7 days to the JJIF Presidential

Office and General Secretariat together with all documentation.
o Sends to the JJIF Medical Commission Chairman a short report by e-mail ASAP.

Any serious incident during competition is reported immediately.



Ghief of medical matters = Medical coordinator (organizer) and Ghief of
Ghaperons Go operate:

o Communicates closely with JJIF doctor before and during competition.
o Takes care (provides somebody) that JJIF doctor is aware of results during the

competition.
o Provides all the medical materials, rooms, doctors, medical staff, ambulances,

Doping Control Station, staff etc. according to the rules.
. Takes care that there are adult escorts of same gender equal to the amount

of athletes to be tested a dav.
o Organizes the escorts available for JJIF doctor and tells the duties to the escorts

(or leader of doping officers do it).
o Communicates with the doping control officers before competition and checks

the number of DCO's (female and male and one for waiting room).
o Medical coordinator organizes a chief for escorts. He/she can organize summons

to athletes for D-Tests.
. Provides 1-2 guard(s) to keep order in front of doping control station. :

o Takes care that transportation has to be arranged for everybody after doping
controls.

Local doctors (organizers)
o Knows the medical rules of JJIF
. One of those is leader of doctors.
o Takes care of medical assessment during a fight, if there is no team doctor.
o Has the right to make a decision if the contestant can continue the fight or not in

case there is no team doctor.
o Fulfils the JJIF Injury Form always after visiting the tatami and also after

every examination out of tatami.
o Has equipment for visiting the tatami and for treatment if needed.

Team doctor(s)
o Knows the rules of JJIF.
o Takes care of her/his team members.
o Have to sit behind the doctors table with local doctors during the fight of

jujitsuka of her/his team or with the coach of his/her team and can function only
as a physician and not as a coach.

o Is allowed to go on the tatami
o Takes a decision if his contestant can continue the fight or not (the referee asks

the Doctor).
o Always fills in the JJIF Injury Form after leaving the tatami.
. Checks her/his team that the athletes have valid TUE Certificate.
o In case of acute medical condition/ emergency fulfils TUE application if needed.
. Communicates with EJU doctor.

Doping Gontrol Officers (DCO)
o At least leader of officers has to be authorized by national Anti Doping

Committee (WADA granted).
o Hel she has to communicate with the JJIF doctor on the first day of the

competition and to be present early enough( about 2 hours) before the results of
places 5th- 7'h. according to the ugi..-.ri with JJIF doctor.

o Participates at the draw lot together with Drawing commission if present.



. Knows basic JJIF anti-doping rules/ Medical Handbook Anti doping sections

. Has enough doping control forms (translated in English/French), chain of
custody forms and doping control kits and extra kits with them( WADA IST).

o Checks the facilities of the doping control with local organizers before the Event.
o Instructs the escorts and the guards of their tasks.
o The staff consists of 3 members: I female, I male, 1 assistant. (At least one of

the staff must be of the same gender with those to be tested). One of them is
observing the waiting room.

Escorts
:o The role of escorts is extremely important.

. The Chaperons have to be briefed for their tasks in co operation by NADO (
DCO) and chief of medical matters/ chief of escorts latest two (2) weeks and just
before the competition

o All of them have to have at least a badge: e.g Chaperon / name of NADO or /and
e.g. similar vests or (T)-shirts so that they can be easily identified.

. They have to be adult and same gender than the athlete to be tested
o Number of escorts: number of athletes to be tested a day
o Have to have pens to get athletes signature on summons.
. The escort give the summon to the athlete selected to the doping control after

her/his last fight just when the athlete is taking her/his ID-card at check-point
table inside the restricted area . JJIF doctor, Sport Director in charge and Chief of
escort can agree an other kind of system, too

o The escort demands the signature of the athlete, marks the time and gives to
him/her the copy and keeps the original.

. The escort has to be physically beside the athlete all the time before they
enter the doping control station (also into the dressing room . No urination
before DCS). That is why the escort has to be of the same gender as the athlete.

o The Escort asks the athlete to take the ID for the control and informs the athlete
that he/she has right to have one accompanying person with her/him (e.g. Coach, :

doctor, etc.) and/or interpreter if necessary in the DCS.
o Athletes have the right to go to press conference if needed, but escorts are beside

them
o Within 60 min. after the athlete has signed the notifications they have to be in the

doping control station.
o In case the victory ceremony intemrpts the doping control procedure, the escorts

must be physically beside the athletes at all times.
o The escort gives the original form to the DCO in the doping control station.

Athlete selected to the doping control
. The athlete has to come out from the restricted area through a certain route.
o The restricted area is guarded so that the escorts are able to easily, without any

mistake, identify the athlete who comes to check-point table
. Signs the summons form and takes the copy.
o The escort will be with her/him all the time before they enter into Doping Control

Station (DCS).
o Have to be in DCS not later than 60 min. after signed the summons
o Is not allowed to urinate before doping test



. Is not allowed to take shower before suitable urine sample has been produced
o Takes ID card/ laissez-passer / passport, with him/her to the DCS.
o Has right to have one accolnpanying person with him/her in the DCS.
o Once entered into the DCS he/she is not allowed to leave DCS before the doping

control procedure has been completed. Exception: he/she can leave the DCS
escorted for the Victory Ceremonies and media commitment.

o Have to thoroughly wash her/his hands before producing urine sample and dry
hands.

o Have to produce urine sample which meets the WADA/ JJIF rules( volume ,sg)o Is the last person who signs the Protocol Form
o After the procedure has been completed, he/she must leave the DCS.
o Has the right to have transportation to her /his official hotel.

Accompanying person
o Has right to accompany the athlete to the DCS and check the control procedure

but not the urination.
. Signs the protocol forms and has rights to write comments.
o Can leave the station for instance to bring the missing ID or belongings.

Guards
. Are guarding the restricted area
. Are guarding the entry of the DCS so that unauthorized people are kept out.
o Communicates with doping control staff and JJIF doctor if any problem arises.
o Takes care oforder.
o Must be present until the JJIF Official gives permission to leave.
o Has a phone or other system for communication (transportation problems etc).

17. Restricted area
The organizers have to build the competition area and the restricted area, too
The athletes come out from the restricted area through a certain route
It is guarded so that the escorts are able to easily, without any mistake , identifu the
athletes who come to the check-point table.
The escorts hand over the summons to the athletes after their last fight, just when
they are taking their ID-card at check-point table before leaving the restricted area
The chaperon approaches the athlete as soon as the athlete comes to the check-point
table inside the restricted area.
The athlete give the signature and the escort fixes her/his eyes to the athlete all the
time.
There have to be order and discipline on the area of ID check-point table
The doping control notification system assumes that the athletes have to stay in the
restricted area ( from where they can not go out before got a permission)

I 8.Statistics on lnjuries

The Doctors Form is important to evaluate the reasons why doctors have been on the tatami
during a fight or contacted out of the tatami.
Member of referee commission is asked to add Technique, tori/uke, time, video ID (yellow parts of
the form) in case of severe injury. This is the basis for the statistic to check the safety of the rules



See appendix i.

19. Therapeutic Use Exemption CIUE) Apptication Form

See Appendix and find the Form. Application Form is to be sent to General Secretariat JJIF or
Presidential Office JJIF which forwards it to JJIF TUEC, (WADA rules). By NADO's ( before and
31.12.2008) granted ATUE's (and accepted by JJIF )TUEC are valid as granted or maximum
31.12.2009. . All the new application has to be granted by Continental TUEC or JJIF TUEC.

Appendices (hyperlinks)

i. Doctors Form v.6.4
ii. JJIF Rules 2009
iii. JJIF Rule: Article 29- Injtry,Illness or Accident
iv. WADA Prohibited list 2009 (prohibited substances and prohibited methods

200e)
v. WADA monitoring list 2009
vi. Accredited laboratories
vii. International Standard Testing (IST) 2009
viii. Models of best practise for international Federations 2009
ix. WADA: International Standards for Therapeutic use Exemptions (TUE)
x. Standard Application template (TUE)
xi. Sample Collection Personnel: Recruitment, Training, Accreditation and

Reaccreditation guideline. Version 2.0 July 2006
xii. Intemational Standard Therapeutic Use Exemptions (ISTTUE) 2009
xiii. WADA: Testing Standards Laboratory Accreditation and operating standards
xiv. Athlete's Guide to WADA's Out-of- competition Doping control program
xv. WADA Flow chart
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Organization & Sporting Code

1. Preamble

The Organization and Sporting Code (OSC) of the Ju-Jitsu lnternational Federation (JJIF) in
conjunction with the JJIF Statute, Financial Rules and the Competitlon Rules is the binding
document for the organization of World Championships, Continental Championships and all
competitions held under the responsibility and auspices of the JJIF. lt is not allowed to devi-
ate from the OSC, except with the approval of the JJIF Board, for reasons beyond the control
of the parties.
Specific procedures additional to the OSC will be issued for lnternational Multi Sport Events
(such as World Games, World Combat Games, Asian Games, Beach Games etc.). ln this
case, the JJIF nominates Technical Delegates to advise the Multi Sport Events organizers.

OSC serves as assistance and guideline for the organizers of national and other ju-jitsu
competitions.

The organization of the World Championships and other international tournaments, hereafter
lnternational Event (lNT-EVENT) approved by JJIF is the concern of the following bodies: the
JJIF and the National Ju-Jitsu Organization (according to the JJIF Statutes, the National
members of the JJIF are National Federations or other forms of National Organizations; in
this document, the term "national federation" will be understood as comprising all forms of
organizations at the national level) which has been commissioned by a JJIF General Assem-
bly with the hosting of the World Championships.

The correspondent Continental Union is involved as a consulting party and supports both
bodies.

The Organizing National Ju-Jitsu Federation must name an Organizing Committee to deal
with the organization of the INT-EVENT. The National Federation will, in any case, be re-
sponsible to the JJIF Board for the proper holding of INT-EVENT. The JJIF has final appel-
late jurisdiction.

For each INT-EVENT, a JJIF Organization Commission will be appointed by the JJIF Board,
which has the task to assist the Organizing National Ju-Jitsu Federation and to supervise the
organization of the INT-EVENT.

Any National Ju-Jitsu Federation hosting an INT-EVENT is required to work out a proposal
concerning its organization on the basis of the OSC and the local conditions. The proposal
must be submitted for approval to the JJIF Sports Director.

The holding of an INT-EVENT and the work of the referees will be supervised by the JJIF
General Secretary, Referee Director and Technical Director.

2. Allocation of INT-EVENTs

The General Assembly of the JJIF, or, in exceptional cases (such as unforeseen cancellation
of an assigned event, force majeure situations and others similar), the JJIF Board, shall allo-
cate World Championships, Grand Slams (Ranking List tournaments) and World Cups.

Continental Championships and other Regional Championships shall be allocated by the
corresponding Continental General Assembly or by the JJIF Board.

ln such Ju-Jitsu INT-EVENTs, Organization (technical and refereeing) should be dealt with
by the Continental Union or Regional Body and supervised by one or more Technical Dele-
gates nominated by the JJIF Board.

ln any case, adherence to the JJIF Statute, Financial Rules, Competition Rules, Refereeing
Rules and OSC is required.
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3. Application to hold World Championships

Any National Ju-Jitsu Federation which is an Official National Member of the JJIF may apply
to hold a World Championship. The application must be submitted in writing to the JJIF Gen-
eral Secretary at least three months before the preceding General Assembly held two years
before the Event and must contain the following:

a. Name of event;

b. Age groups;

c. Place and date of the World Championship;

d. Assurances of:

1. Strict adherence to the JJIF Statute, Financial rules, OSC, Competition and Referee
Rules;

2. Unimpeded entry into the country and participation in the World Championships for the
JJIF member countries/federations;

3. Consent of the Continental Union to the holding of the World Championship;

4. lnformation about the competition location, accommodation and facilities;

5. A guarantee (Letter of lntent) from a TV station or company that is willing to provide in-
ternatronal signals according to the international standard free of charge to the JJIF
(wherever possible)

6. lnformatlon about financial guarantees for the World Championship.

ln case of JJIF Board decision due to unforeseen events and urgent time requirements, the
same documents will be submitted by the applicant to the JJIF General Secretary, for Board
discussion and decision. The documents should be submitted at least 3 (three) months prior
to the date of hosting the respective event.

After a World Championship has been allocated, the Organizing Ju-Jitsu National Federation
shall deposit to the JJIF an organizing fee according to the JJIF Financial Rules.

This sum will be used to cover the expenses of the JJIF Organization Commission for the
inspection of the accommodation and competition hall facilities and the preparation of the
Championship, as well as expenses during the event.

Should the World Championship/event be cancelled by the Organizing National Federation,
all or part of the organizing fee, following a General Assembly decision, may be forferted to
the JJIF for the payment of costs incurred thus far. ln case the costs should exceed the or-
ganizing fee, they might be claimed from the Organizing National Federation.

The JJIF Treasurer shall prepare a Contract for the assignment, preparation and carrying out
of the World Championship, which should be signed between the JJIF President or the JJIF
Treasurer and the President of the Organizing National Federation.

Whenever possible, the Organizing National Federation shall supply lnternational Signals,
which are produced by the Producer (the company, which produces the broadcasting signal)
or Host Broadcaster (he company, which has purchased from the JJIF or the JJIF contracted
agent, the right to televise the broadcasting in the host country), consisting of pictures and
sounds, free of charge to the JJIF or the JJIF contracted agent. The quality of the signal must
be an international signal consisting of pictures and sounds according to International TV
standards from multi- camera coverage.

lf the Producer who wishes to be Host Broadcaster desires to broadcast the program of the
Championships as a host broadcaster within the organizing country, the JJIF or the JJIF con-
tracted agent should provide special considerations to the Organizing National Federation
and the Producer.
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The minimum time requirement for supplying signals is to cover semi-finals, finals and victory
ceremonies for each category.

Grand Slam (Ranking list) tournaments and World Cups can be hosted by all JJIF National
Members, following the same application and award procedure and the World Champion-
ships.

Criteria for Grand Slam Tournaments
. Participating countries: minimum 4
. Referees: minimum 50% international referees
. Number of athletes in a category: minimum 4 (at least 1 win), in order to be included

in the ranking list
. Maximum 3 persons from the same country, in the same category, will be ranked dur-

ing the same tournament
. Representation of the JJIF board (at least 1 person): organizers to cover local ex-

penses
. Application of the JJIF financial rules, as JJIF-approved events
. Application for hosting a Grand Slam Tournament

o Deadline 1st application: June 30th of the previous year
o Deadline full application: October 30th of the previous year
o Content: sportive/organizational/financial/administration

. Must use JJIF Scoreboard system, pool system, round-robin etc.. Registration data to the database. Result lists in 24 hours, in JJIF format; Report for press work within 5
days. VIP side (under the patronage of..., advertising, political figures)

o Time line of invitation, announcement etc:. Announcement 'l year before; First invitation 6 months before; Last rn-
vitation 2 months before

4. World Championships Calendar

Senior World Championships will be conducted in the last weekend of November of every
yeat.

Junior/Aspirant World Championships will be conducted in the second part of March of every ':

other year. Junior (U21) World Championships will be organized in the even years. Aspirant
(U18) World Championships will be organized together with the Cadet (U15) World Cup, in
the odd years.

5. Competition System - Entries

There are 3 (three) disciplines in Ju-Jitsu competition:

1. Fighting System: two competitors compete against each other in a sportsmanlike compe-
tition with adapted means of Ju-Jitsu. (Men and Women by weight).

2. Duo System is aimed at presenting the defence of one contestant against a number of
predetermined attacks from a contestant of the same team. Couples of Men, Women and
Mixed (one Woman one Man).

3. Ne-Waza: ground fight, with locks, strangulations and ground control. (Men and Women
by weight).

The running of the competition and all specific brackets, match principles etc. are described
in Annex c to this document.
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The participating National Federatrons must submit a prelrminary entry (number of contes-
tants), six weeks before the date of competition and a final entry (stating names, date of birth
and weight categories) one month before the date of competition.

National Federations will be allowed by the JJIF, during the official control of the registration,
to replace one or more contestants with other contestants.

For the Senior World Championships, each National Federation may enter hvo (2) contest-
ants in each weight category, for Fighting and Ne-Waza, plus two (2) couple in each Duo
category, with an overall limit of 10 (ten) men and 7 (seven) women, for Fighting and 9 (nine)
men and 6 (six) women for Ne-Waza, and 6 (six) Duo couples (in the classical and Duo show
systems).

For the Junior & Aspirant World Championships, each National Federation may enter two (2)
contestants in each weight category, for Fighting and Ne-Waza, plus two (2) couples in each
Duo category.

A contestant may not be entered in more than one age or weight category, i.e. the category
to which he/she belongs or the one immediately higher.

Minimum 3 (three) contestants must compete in a category in order for that category to be
held in the World Championships. When the information ls known to the organizers in ad-
vance, they have the obligation to inform the countries.

6. Obligations of the JJIF

The JJIF will give support to the Federation organizing a World Championship.

The JJIF Organization Commission composed of the JJIF President, the JJIF General Secre-
tary, The JJIF Treasurer, the JJIF Sports Duector and the President of the concerned Conti-
nental Union will hold a meeting one year prior to the World Championship, at the Iatest,
usually during the JJIF Annual General Assembly, at which the host (National Federation)
will be given an opportunity to discuss all matters pertaining to the organization wjth the Or-
ganization Commission.

The Commission has to be in contact with the host Federation for consultation and guidance.

Six months before the date of the Championship, the JJIF general Secretary shall send to
the National Ju-Jitsu Federations official invitations, the provisional program and the entry
forms.

The JJIF Treasurer is responsible for collecting the registration fees from the delegations.

7. Obligations to be undertaken by the Organizing Federation

The National Federation organizing a World Championship acts on the directions of the JJIF
and shall be fully responsible for the proper preparation. On the basis of the OSC, it shall
guarantee all necessary material and personnel conditions. The National Federation shall
take all necessary actions to ensure insurance coverage against civil liability for the duration
of the Championship.

The National Federation shall also provide the necessary facilities to carry out a JJIF General
Assembly and meetings of Continental Unions, JJIF Board and JJIF Committees, if neces-
sary.

The Organizing Federation must verify the actual possibility, via the responsible authority of
the host country, that the JJIF Officials, the Officials of the National Federations, and the
Competitors wishing to take part in the Championship will be given permission to enter its
territory. The entry visas shall be valid for 30 days and be available 30 days before the date
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of the beginning of the World Championship. The Federations must abide by the consular
date limrts.

The Organizing National Federation shall fulfill the financial obligations mentioned in the con-
tract.

Program: The Organizer of the World Championship shall work out, on the basis of the
OSC, a detailed program containing all dates, activities, and sites which are in any way con-
nected with the World Championship to be organized. The program must be coordinated with
the JJIF General Secretary and Organizing Commission at least six months before the date
of the World Championship/event. The program shall be sent to each participating National
Federation. A copy of the final program shall be provided by the Organizer to each National
Federation and to the JJIF Officials, upon arrival.

Accommodation: The Organizer shall communicate to the National Federations the condi-
tions for accommodation (minimum three different hotel categories) and catering minimum
six months before the date of the Championship. These conditions must be of a decent level.

Transportation: The Organizer must make available a means of transportation to facilitate
the arrivals and departures of the officrals and participants between the kain stations or the
airports and the places of accommodation, and also between the completion venue, the
training sites and the places of accommodation. These transport arrangements are only
made available only to participants who stay in the official accommodation proposed by the
Organizer, through the registration process.

Minimum specific transportation must be provided for the duration of the event including ded-
icated cars for:

One minibus for the JJIF President, JJIF General Secretary, JJIF Treasurer, the JJIF Tech-
nical Directors and the JJIF Vice-Presidents.

One bus for the Referees conducting the Championships.

Anti-doping and Gender control: The Organizing National Federation shall take all neces-
sary measures for carrying out the anti-doping control and for ensuring that the samples are
analyzed at an internationally authorized laboratory recognized by the WADA. The control
must be done according to the JJIF Anti-Doping Rules.

A gender control will be done on the female competitors nominated to undergo the anti-
doping control. They will be exempted of the Gender control if they present a certificate is-
sued by an official institution or an authorized organization confirming the gender.

The Organizing Federation, the Continental Union and/or the JJIF, according to the contract,
are responsible to cover all the expenses related to the anti-doping control and gender con-
trol.

8. Organization

lnformation booklet and reception office: During the World Championship - at least from
the date of arrival of the first delegation up to, and including the day that follows the last con-
test of the Championship, the Organizer must set up for all participants a central office which
shall be situated, in case of accommodation being provided at several hotels, at the competi-
tion location. This office shall provide all delegations with the information needed for the stay
and the participation in the World Championships The name of the person speaking English
must also be grven to liaise with all delegations.

A representative should be present at the meeting point of the airporustation to welcome all
delegations and provide information regarding further transportation.

The address and telephone number of the information and reception office shall be commu-
nicated to the National federations and the Officials at least ten days prior to the Champion-
ship.
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The office should be open, if necessary, round{he-clock (24 hrs) at least on the days of the
anival of the delegations.

Training: The Organizer of the Championship shall provide training conditions for all delega-
tions, as far as possible, and if required. Training hours should be coordinated with the dele-
gations and included in a training timetable, displayed at the competition location and in the
official hotels.

Anthems and Flags: The Organizer of the World Championship must ensure that the heads
of the delegations provide their countries' national anthem (short version) and two national
flags, size: 1.20 m x 1.80 m. lf the Organizers provide the Anthems and Flags, the heads of
the delegations must verify their conformity with the actual national anthem and flag of their
respective countries.

lnsurance and civil liability: National Federations are responsible for their competitors
(non-pregnancy and gender control are placed under the responsibility of the National Fed-
erations) and must assume all responsibility for accident and health insurance as well as the
civil liabilities for their competitors and officials, including the nominated referees, during the
World Championships.

During the official weigh-in each competitor has to submit his/her identity document (passport
or identity card), where the weigh-in officials are checking the athlete weigh and Nationality.

Nationality. The Nationallty of the competitors shall be verified by the weigh-in officers ap-
pointed by the JJIF Technical Committee. The evidence of Nationality shall be through a
presentation of a passport issued by the country for which the competitor wishes to compete.

ln the following cases:

(l) where the competitions are being held in a country in which the residents do not hold
passports, while staying in that country;

(ll) where there is a possible problem of a 'loint citizenship", e-9. Dutch Antilles and the
Netherlands,

an acceptable substitute for the passport will be another form of picture-lD stating Nationality
and/or residence. lf a competitor has multiple citizenship, he/she can compete for only one
country. ln a case when a competitor changes his/her citizenship, he/she shall be excluded
from participation in World Championships until the matter is seftled and in any case, at least
for 3 years. lf the two National Federations concerned agree, they may requesl the Ju-Jitsu
lnternational Federation to shorten the period of three years, even to cancel the duration.

The competitor himself must attend the control. During the control, the name, the age, the
sex, the weight category for which the competitor had been entered shall be verified.

9. Dress Code

The competitors and their Ju-Jitsu gi's shall be checked and must be in accordance with the
OSC requirements and JJIF Competition Rules (Ju-Jitsu uniform and Hygiene) prior to each
contest.

The back identification worn by the competitors must be stitched 3-5 cm under the collar of
the jacket on the back of the gi's and shall be made of white cloth and meet the following
criteria:

i. Dimensions: 30 cm x 40 cm maximum.
ii. Name of the event: Figures max. 7 cm spread on 30 cm length (two lines).
iii. Abbreviation of the name of the country: Figures max. 11 cm.
iv. Name of the athlete: Figures max. 7 cm spread on 30 cm length (optional).
v. Advertisement or publicity: Figures max. 7 cm spread on 30 cm length.
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JU.JITSU WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

2010. ORG. COUNTRY

Name of athlete

ADVERTISEMENT

National Federations have to make sure that sponsor advertisements placed on the ju-jitsu gi
are in conformity with the rules of JJIF as defined in the OSC.

Non-conforming ju-jitsu gi's will not permitted to be used.

Acceptable markinqs on the ju-jitsu gi's are as follows:

a) On each shoulder either the same advertising or the national colors (25 cm x 5 cm).
JJIF Official suppliers are authorized to place JJIF Logo above their trade mark logo.

b) National emblem (on left breast of jacket), maximum size 100 cm'.
c) One manufacturer's trademark (on bottom, left side of the jacket), max. size 20 cm'.
d) One manufacturer's trademark at one end of the belt, maximum size 20 cm2.

Coaches'dress code:

For the preliminary fights, coaches will accompany the athletes to the tatami wearing the na-
tional track suit, with closed sports shoes. No shorts, flip-flops, sleeveless shirts are allowed.

For the medal contests (bronze-medal fights and finals), the coaches must wear a shirt and
jacket.

Dress code for medal ceremonies:

Athletes: Athletes on the podium will wear the white competition gi, without any additional
materials on their persons (flags, religious symbols, bottles of water, slippers etc.), according
to SportAccord guidelines.

Officials: Formal attire is required (acket, shirt, closed shoes, formal dress).

10. Requirements for the Field of Play

The competition venue shall be of a representative character and be sufficiently large to hold
the required competition areas and shall have a seating capacity of at least 2,000 spectators
for the Senior World Championships. The competition areas shall be laid out in accordance
with the JJIF OSC and the Refereeing Rules.

The minimum number of competition areas required for competition is four (4) for the Senior
World Championships, and four (4) for the Junior/Aspirant World Championships. Special
requirements shall be fixed in consultation with the JJIF Board at least six months prior to
Championship. The competition venue should have facilities for providing optimum audio-
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visual information to spectators and competitors (ongoing and following contesls, names of
referees for the contests and contest results).

The competition areas and the adjacent area shall be protected against the entry of unau-
thorized persons and there shall be a sufficient number of seats for the members of the JJIF
Board, the members of the JJIF Commissions, the referees, the technical officials, the doc-
tors, as well as for first-aid personnel and assistants and the nominated officials of the JJIF
(about 20 persons).

Sufficient security personnel must be provided, which shall verify the accreditation of all per-
sons, upon attempt to entry the different areas of the competition hall, allowing access only in
the areas specified on the accreditation card.

A certain number of VIP seats shall be reserved for guests of honor, Presidents and General
Secretaries and heads of delegations of the participating National Federations, journalists
and competitors and shall be marked as such.

The seats for the competitors, coaches and national medical staff should be situated as close
to the competition area as possible, in a location that enables direct access to the competi-
tion area.

11. Recommendations about the requirements of the press

The press gallery, which must be inaccessible to any person without a press badge, prefera-
bly situated in the center of the competition venue, in the middle between the competition
areas, shall provide enough seats (20-30) equipped with shelves and wall-sockets.

The press area in front could be used by TV for broadcasting, the area in the rear being re-
served for the writing press. This area must be secured.

ln front of the press gallery, inside the competition area, should be an official zone for inter-
views and presentations of Medalists and VlPs.

A working room with tables, chairs and wall-sockets shall be provided. Within this room, the
telecommunication unit shall be installed. The journalists shall pay for their private lines and,
of course, for their communications.

Efficient and immediate result service shall be instituted; messengers to the press gallery will
distribute the results of the competition. ln order to assure an orderly distribution and use of
the results they will be made available after each round in each weight category. At the end
of the World Championship, a complete survey of results shall be distributed to the journal-
ists.

The photographers (for better identification they should be provided with a "special jacket")
shall be placed as close as possible to the mat, on the same side as the TV cameras, in or-
der not to have the latter inconvenienced by flashes. Between 10 and 20 places shall be pro-
vided for photographers (depending on the organizing country), without obstructions within
their field of vision (no referees tables in front of them, no obstructive passages). The mini-
mum lighting for the mats shall be 1500 lux; however, 1800 lux would be better.

The Organizing Commrttee shall be responsible for making such facilities available.

The press service of the World Championship shall be provided by a Press Officer, to be
designated by the Organizing Committee. lt is recommended that the Press Officer is a jour-
nalist. ln this case, he/she cannot work for his/her newspaper. A representative of the lnter-
national Sport Press Association and the JJIF Media Commissioner will maintain liaison with
the Organizers and the press officer in case of problems concerning professional duties and
will assist the press officer in performing his duties, responsibrlities and assignment.
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12. Officials

JJIF Officials shall be those persons appointed by the JJIF Board and who have to carry out
functions connected with the World Championship on behalf of the JJIF.

JJIF officials shall have special status and their identity cards shall be marked correspond-
ingly. These identity cards authorize the officials to enter any area, which is in any way con-
nected with the event.

The referees to officiate for the World Championship will be appointed by the JJIF Board
following recommendations (referee qualification list) made by the JJIF Referee Committee
at least two months prior to the date of the championship.

All National Federations participating are obliged to pay the "Referee fee", according to the
nature of membership of the National Federation and to the number of competitors (duo is
counted as one competitor). This fee is to be used for the cost of the participating referees.

"Referee fees" are described in the following table:

National Federations which pay the expenses for their referees to participate according to the
appointed list of referees are not paying the corresponding fee per referee.

An official referee course (World Referee Level) with examinations should be held before the
World Championship, according to the JJIF Referee Rules. National Federations which pay
the expenses for their referees to participate in that referee course are not paying the corre-
sponding fee per referee.

The referees must control the competitors to verify whether they comply with the JJIF Com-
petition Rules. They shall ensure that there are no spectators, coaches, photographers and
other unauthorized persons in a position to influence or hinder the competitors.

The referees shall not be members of the same National Federations as the competitors at
whose contest they are officiating and should not hold any official function, i.e. international
or continental board member, coach or manager.

Referee dressing, behavior and actions on the competition area, are described in the JJIF
Referee Rules.

Technical personnel, i.e. the timekeepers, list writers and recorders, as well as other tech-
nical assistants, must be of a minimum of 18 years of age and must have a good knowledge
of the Competition Rules, as well as good knowledge of English. The Organizing Committee
must ensure that they have been thoroughly trained prior to officiating. There shall be a min-
imum of two timekeepers; one to register the real contest time and one to specialize in "osae-
komi". lf possible, there should be a third person to supervise the two timekeepers to avoid
any errors due to mistakes or forgetfulness.

For complete details see JJIF Referee Rules.

Controt assistants. They are checking the identity of the contestants getting ready for the
next contest, checking that the first contestant called is wearing a red belt and red protec-

No of comp / Member/
/ Nature

Full National
Member

Official National
Member

Provisional National
Member

1-6 comP = min. 1 Referee 800.00 Euro 600.00 Euro 0.00 Euro

7-14 comp. = min. 2 Ref-
erees 1,600.00 Euro 1,200.00 Euro 0.00 Euro

15 or more comp. = min. 3
Referees 2,400.00 Euro 1,800.00 Euro 0.00 Euro
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tions and the second contestant called a blue belt and blue protections and also checking the
back identification of the fighters.

Medical Personnel: The Organizing National Federation shall provide sufficient medical
treatment during the competitions (one doctor per competition area). ln addition to this, an
ambulance should be on stand-by for transporting injured competitors to a hospital. Ar-
rangements must be made with a nearby hospital for emergency treatment.

All National Federations may have a doctor who is accredited to their delegation. lf they do
not have their own doctor, it is permitted that a doctor from another delegation be also ac-
credited to their delegation. lf neither of these alternatives is available, a national federation
must accept the doctor provided by the Organizing National Federation as their "accredited
delegation doctor".

13. Ceremonies and Awards

Official Ceremonies are a very important part of any Championship. Apart from the positive
image of ju-jitsu, ceremonies are showing the perfect programming and order of the Ju-Jitsu
sport.

Ceremonies are confirming the high level of ethics of the sport and the mutual respect be-
tween Athletes, Coaches, Referees and Officials of JJIF.

Seatinq of JJIF Officials: JJIF Officials shall be seated in the designated Officials' area,
where the opening and closing ceremonies and medals presentation take place. Officials
shall be seated in two or three rows:

Refreshments, coffee, tea etc. shall be provided to these VlPs at the competition venue.

Openinq Ceremonv: After the announcement of the opening ceremony and the cultural or
sports' animation session, the delegations (competitors and coaches) in training suits will
march-in, preceded by a placard bearing the name of their country, in full or abbreviated and
their national flag (flags and board bearers shall be provided by the Organizer). The sign
holders leading the delegations shall stand still in vertical rows facing the designated Officials
atea.

The delegations are entering in alphabetical order, accompanied by music. The organizing
country shall enter last, followed by referees and technical officials.

When all the delegations are present, the flags of the host country and of the JJIF shall be
raised, followed by the playing of the host country's national anthem.
During the flags raising and the playing of national anthem of the host country, all the Offi-
cials shall raise.

These flags shall remain raised for the entire duration of the event.

The President of the host country National Federation shall give a speech, followed by that of
the JJIF President who shall declare the opening of the event or delegate this honor to the
highest authority present. High profile officials such as the SportAccord President, the Presi-
dent of the organizing country or Minister of Sports may also give official speeches.

The declaration of the opening of the event shall be done according to the formula: "On be-
half of Ju-Jitsu lnternational Federation I declare the opening of (name of event).

A presentation of the officials of the JJIF, and other officials and referees will be done.
March out of the delegations.

The time allocated for this ceremony is 30 minutes including the cultural and sports'manifes-
tations.

lmmediately after all delegations have marched out, the competition area must be thoroughly
cleaned to protect the health of the competitors.
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Awards Geremonv: The awarding of prizes shall be carried out in the following manner: first
two finals, first one award ceremony, followed by final - ceremony, final - ceremony and
ending with the last two award ceremonies. Athletes dressed in their ju-jistu gi shall be
placed behind the podium according to the following order (2, 1, 3). Each competitor having
won a medal must be present at the ceremony and receive the medal personally, if possible.
Any competitor who is absent from the awards ceremony without a good cause will forfeit
his/her medal. lt is strictly prohibited for athletes while on the podium to hold national flags.
Any demonstration with religious, political, personal or commercial connotation is prohibited,
as well as wearing a cap or any similar covers on the head (lslamic head-cover for female
athletes is accepted). Officials who will present the medals shall be in a row facing their re-
spective recipient. Officials chosen to give the award should be formally dressed.

The speaker of the ceremony must clearly announce the names and nationallty of the recipi-
ents as well as the capacity of the Officials presenting the medals. lt is highly recommended
that giant screens be used for the written announcement of medal recipients. At the an-
nouncement of the medal to be presented, the athlete should step up the podium, in the des-
ignated place. The Official shall advance at the same time as the hostess carrying the med-
als. The Official shall place the medal around the neck of the athlete. This shall be done for
all the medal recipients (cold 1st), (Silver 2nd), (Bronze 3rd). All the awards shall be given
after the gold medal is presented. Participation certificates may be requested, in advance, by
the participating National Federations and they will be prepared by the Organizer and given
to the respective chiefs of delegation and not to the athletes.

Flags shall be raised at the same time but with a slight difference of level between them (1st
one on the top, 2nd one lower than the 3d one(s) lower than the others). When the national
anthem (shortened version) of the winner's country is played, the Officials and athletes
should turn toward the flags for salute.

Athletes' entry and leaving shall be accompanied by music. The awards must be presented
in the following order: Gold - Silver - Bronze.

The honor of the gold medal presentation belongs to the JJIF President who can delegate
this honor to high profile personalities.

Closinq Ceremonv: lt shall take place after the presentation of the last medals of the last
competition day with a parade of all participating delegations following the opening ceremony
protocol. Before the announcement of the closure, the flags of the organizing country and of
the JJIF shall be lowered accompanied by music (not anthem).

The trophy for the best competing nation will be awarded during this ceremony.

The President of the National Federation hosting the event shall present the JJIF flag to the
JJIF President who shall solemnly present it to the representative of the country that will host
the next JJIF event.

Medals. Diplomas and other Awards:

The Organizer should present each participant with a diploma certifying participation.

The Organizing National Federation must provide medals and diplomas for each weight cat-
egory for fighting and ne-waza and for each duo category as follows:

1st place: one Gold medal and a diploma
2nd place: one Silver medal and a diploma
3rd place: two Bronze medals and two diplomas

The Organizer must provide three (3) cups of different size for the 1st -2nd and 3d country
(according to the medals won).
The Organizer must provide also one (1) plaque for the best athlete (ethics, fair-play), pro-
posed by the referees among participants and one (1) plaque for the best coach, elected by
the coaches.
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Banquets and Gala Dinner: During Gala dinner, official diners and banquets, the National
Federation President of the organizing country shall be placed to the left of the JJIF Presi-
dent. The SportAccord representative (or Olympic Committee representative) shall be seated
to the right of the JJIF President. Spouses shall occupy every other seat from these three
personalities. As much as possible, guests not at the official table shall be seated according
to their status.

The official dress code shall be observed during these ceremonies.

14. Situations not covered by the JJIF OSC and the JJIF rules

Any situation which is not covered by the present JJIF Organization & Sporting Code or by
the JJIF Rules and Regulations, it shall be dealt with and a decision will be made by the JJIF
Sport Director and JJIF Referee Director orland the JJIF Board.
Events organized by umbrella-organizations (organizations to which the JJIF is affiliated)
may enforce different organization rules, depending on the specific of the event.

15. Enforcement

The present Organization & Sporting Code rules are authorized by the Board of the JJIF on
July 241n,2015 and will come into force on January 1'1,2016. They will replace all existing
rules.

Notes: This code (OSC) is to be used in:

World Games conducted by IWGA.
World Combat Games conducted by SportAccord.
Asian Beach Games
Asian Games
Asian lndoor and MartialArts Games
World Championships, World Cups, Grand Slam tournaments and all other events conducted
or controlled by JJIF.
Continental Championships and all other tournaments controlled by JJIF Continental Unions.
Reg ional championships/tournaments.
All events listed on the JJIF calendar.
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1 Rules regarding who wins a fight

L.l Duo system
o Winner by points: The duo that scored the most points, wins the fight.

o Hiki-wake: lf the points of the two couples are equal ("Hiki-wake"), the match will
continue series by series untilthere is a winner.

o Winner by Fusen-gachi: The decision "Fusen-gachi" (win by walk-over) shall be given by the MR

to the competing couple whose opponents don't appear for their match after they have been

called for 3 times over at least 3 minutes. The winner gets 12 points and the non-appearing

couple gets 0 points.

o Winner by Kiken-gachi: The decision "Kiken-gachi" (win by withdrawal) shall be given by the
MR to the competing couple whose opponents withdraw from the competition during the
match. ln this case the withdrawer gets 0 points and the winner gets 12 points.

1.2 Fighting systenl
o Winner by Full lppon: A competitor may win the match before the end of the fighting time, if

one of the contestants achieved at least one lppon in each of the three parts. This is called a

Full-lppon. ln this case the loosing competitor gets 0 points and the winner gets 50 points or
the score he already achieved, if higher than 50.

o Winner by points: After the fighting time has expired the contestant who has the most points
at the end of the match will be the winner.

o Winner by most ippons:

o lf the competitors have equal points at the end of the match, the contestant who
achieves the most number of parts with one or more ippons wins the match.

o lf the score is equal both in total points and in number of different parts in which
lppons were achieved, the contestant who achieved totally more lppons wins the
match.

o lf the score is equal both in total points, in number of different parts with lppon score
and in number of lppons, there will be an extra round of 2 minutes until the match is

settled. There is a break of 1 minute between the additional rounds. The procedure
may be repeated. The scores, lppons and penalties from the initial round are carried
forward into the extra round.

o Winner by Fusen-gachi: The decision "Fusen-gachi" (win by walk-over) shall be given by the MR
to any contestant whose opponent doesn't appear for his match. The winner gets 14 points,
after his opponent has been called for 3 times over at least 3 minutes.

o Winner by Kiken-gachi: The decision "Kiken-gachi" (win by withdrawal) shall be given by the
MR to the contestant whose opponent withdraws from the competition during the match. ln
this case the withdrawer gets 0 points and the winner gets 14 points or the score he already
achieved, if higher than 14.

' Winner by hansokumake: lf a fighter gets a hansokumake, he loses the match with 0 points
and the opponent gets 14 points or the score he already achieved, if higher than 14.

a3 Ne-Waza systen]
o Winner by lppon/submission: A competitor may win the match before the end of the fighting

time, if the other contestant taps. The winner receives 50 points and the opponent loses with
0 points.



. Winner by points: After the fighting time has expired the contestant who has the most points

at the end of the match will be the winner.

o lf the competitors have equal points at the end of the match, the competitor with the

most adva ntages will win.

o lf the score is equal both in total points and in number of advantages, there will be an

extra round equal In time to the fight that ended in a tie, until the match is settled.
o Winner by Fusen-gachi: The decision "Fusen-gachi" (win by walk-over) shall be given by the MR

to any contestant whose opponent doesn't appear for his match. The winner gets 14 points,

after his opponent has been called for 3 times over at least 3 minutes.
. Winner by Kiken-gachi: The decision "Kiken-gachi" (win by withdrawal) shall be given by the

MR to the contestant whose opponent withdraws from the competition during the match. ln

this case the withdrawer gets 0 points and the winner gets 14 polnts or the score he already

achieved, if higher than 14.

o Winner by Hansoku Make: lf a fighter gets a Hansoku Make, he loses the match with 0 points :

and the opponent gets 14 points or the score he already achieved, if higher than 14.

2 Weigh in

2.7 General rules
At the world and continental championships, the weigh in will be held the evening before the fights.
This weigh-in will take place in the presence of an official referee.

Control of the weigh-in shall be the responsibility of JJIF Sports Director and JJtF Referee Director.

Every participant has to show an official passport or lD card, budopass and medicalcheckup.

The weigh in room must not be too crowded: A line or tatami will be placed at one meter before the
scale. Only the fighter getting the weigh-in is allowed to cross this line/tatami.

The official weigh in dress must be minimum a non-transparent T-shirt and a shorts covering the
knees.

ln all JJIF events or other events held under JJIF auspices, separate rooms for men and women must be
available for the unofficial and official weigh-in.

The Organizing Committee of the JJIF event shall make available a minimum of four (among them two
women) officials on each day of the weigh-in to assist members of the Sports Commission and of the
Referee Commission. To protect the privacy of athletes, officials supervising the scales shall be of the
same sex as the athletes.

official weigh-in for each category shall take place on the afternoon of the day prior to the day the
competition in which that category is scheduled.

Official weigh-in control period shall be of two-hour duration, according to the official time scheduled
program. lt is only possible to make exceptions from the official weigh-in time for those delegations
that asked permission in writing, in advance, and received confirmation thereof or in cases of force
majeure, with informing the organizer.



Competitors shall be allowed to check their weight on the official weigh-in scales during two hours

before the official weigh-in commences. There is no limit to the number of times each athlete may
check his/hers weight during unofficial weigh-in.

Each competitor shall bring to the weigh-in his/hers Passport and shall present them to the Weigh-in
officials, who will verify the identity and nationality of the competitor.

The competitor shall weigh-in wearing only light gymnastic underclothing (naked athletes are not
allowed), under the supervision of a Weigh-in Official, to ensure he/she reaches the minimum weight
limit of the weight category in which he/she is entered.

The Weigh-in Officials shall note and record on the weigh-in list the athlete's weight in kilograms
(accurate to one decimal point of kilogram).

The athlete must sign the weigh-in list in order to recognize his/hers weight, only in case of athletes
who do not comply with the weight category for which they were registered.

No tolerance shall be allowed above the weight category.

Only one (1) weight control is permitted to each competitor during the official weigh-in period.

Should a competitor fail to appear for the weigh-in during the official weigh-in period, or fail to comply
with the directions of Weigh-in Officials, or failto comply with the requirements of the OSC, the word
"FAlL" should be noted beside his/hers name on the official weigh-in list. The notation shall be signed
by the Weigh-in Official in charge and a member of his/hers delegation. The athlete shall be excluded
from the competition.

Should a competitor weigh above the prescribed limits of the category in which he is entered, the
exact weight shall be recorded in the normal manner, the weight shall be circled and signed by the
Weigh-in Official and by the athlete. The athlete shall be excluded from the competition.

2.2 Duc system
ln the duo system, there is no need for a weighing. The duos do have to register with an official
passport or lD card, budo-pass and medical checkup.

2.3 Fighting system
Each fighter has to go to the weigh-in before he or she can participate.

2.& Ne-tVaza systenl
Each competitor has to go to the weigh-in before he or she can participate.

3 Drawing

3.1 Generalities
The draw is held by computer with the use of the JJIF authorized software.

Drawing procedures for all JJIF events are under the control of the JJIF Sport and Referee
Directors.

Maximum two delegates per National Federation may attend the draw.

The materials required for the draw shall be provided by the organizer.



lmmediately after draw has been finalized, the results shall be distributed (two sets) to the
National Federation representatives by the Organizer.

3.2 Need for redraw after excluding or including a cornpetitor in a category
lf, after the draw was made, another competitor should be included in the category, a redraw should

be made. At regional championships, the redraw can be made without problems. At official
international championships, no redraw is possible, except for unforeseen cases, when the JJIF Board

may decide a redraw.

lf, after the draw is made, a competitor is excluded, he/she/they is/are disqualified in this category.

o The original drawing will be displayed to the participants, coaches and public.

o The fight against the excluded participant is seen as 'kiken gachi'. The opponent 'wins' the
fight against the excluded competitor and the category continues without any changes.

3.3 Different possible systems

3.3.1 Pools
(See attachments for examples of pools).

ln a pool, every fighter or duo has to compete against all the other fighters/duos in the pool. This
system is used if a category has 2 to 5 participants.

o 2 fighters/duos:

o Best of three: Both fighters/duos compete each other at least two times. lf both
fighters/duos win each one fight, a third and deciding fight is held.

. 3, 4 or 5 fighters/duos:

o Each participant competes with each other fighter/duo in the pool.

o A pool of 5 can be finished without breaks.

o A pool of 3 or 4 participants: these pools can't be finished without breaks. See also
'fight order'.

3.3.2 Conrbiued pools
(See attachments for examples of combined pools).

Combined pools will be used if a category has 5 participants. ln this system, the participants are :

divided over 2 smaller pools. These pools are finished like a normal pool of 3 participants. After the
finishing of the small pools, the cross finals and final are held:

o The winner of pool A competes against the 2nd of pool B and vice versa: cross finals or half
fina ls.

o The winners of these two fights go to the final to determine the winner and the 2nd

place.

o The 2 fighters/duo's who lost the cross finals get a shared 3'dplace.

6l



SeriFinals (losers: shared 3rd place)

3,3.3 Trees
(See attachments for examples of trees).

Final

Winner

The double elimination tree is used for categories with 7 or more participants. ln this system, a

competitor has to lose 2 fights before he/she is definitely eliminated and loses the possibility to win a

medal.

The trees are made up in such a way as to avoid, as much as possible, that the same participants have

to compete each other multiple times. Even though, this can't be avoided completely.

Allthe fights in a tree structure are numbered. This has 2 purposes:

o To decide the order in which the fights have to take place (see also 'fight order')
. A participant who loses his/her fight will get a second chance in the repechage. ln the

'repechage tree', the number of the lost fight has to be looked up, as to determine where in
this repechage tree the competitor will be placed (see example).

o One exception to this rule: lf the contestants who will compete forthe bronze medal
are known, it will be checked if these persons already fought each other. lf this is the
case, the two contestants who enter the repechage tree as last (in the example: the
losers of fight 5 and 6), will be switched,

:-l/L_



To dPtermine who is placed where in
the repechage tree: search th€ loser of
thefightrviththisnumber 

+

ll the contestants of fight 9 and/or 10
already fought each other: switch the
contestantwho lostfight 5 and 6.



3.4 Seeding
On World and Continentalchampionships, to the extent of the possible, there has to be tried to avoid
that the 'strong' fighters/duo's come out to each other in the first rounds and disable each other's
possibility to win a medal. This can be done by'seeding'. To do this, a ranking list of the participants of
each category has to be made. There is an official JJIF ranking list (this list will become available on the
JJIF webpage). Another option is to look at the results of the previous championship
(Continental/World championship).

The four (4) athletes leading their category in the JJIF World Ranking List are placed in
positions 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the contest list in order to prevent them from competing against each
other in the early rounds.

3.4.L Pools

ln a pool, there is no real elimination because either way, every participant has a fight against all the
other participants of the pool. Therefor a seeding isn't really necessary in a pool.

3.4.'Z Conrbined pools :

lf combined pools are used, the seeding will take place by placing the first and second person of a

ranking list in the different'small pools'.

Example: The ranking of these six participants is

+ The participants have to be placed in the small pools one by one, and every time there has to
be switched of pool in which the next participant will be placed,

ft D 4th E

2nd A 5,h B

3',d C 6th F

3 -l
j
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3.4..:l 'I'rees

ln a tree, there are numbers placed at the sides, next to the place for the name of the participants. lf
there is a ranking list available, The first name has to be placed next to 'L', the second next to '2' and
so on. The trees are made up in such a way that, by doing so, there is an 'automatic' seeding.

Double elimina!ion tree
8 panicipant9

lo,o
I r",u

T;;*,i;-i*-"*t
I "-;;1 PL 

I

I

l

I
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3.5 Spreading the countries across the different parts of the combined
pools/trees

After the seeding, also the spreading of the countries (or at regional championships: the clubs) has to
be taken into consideration. This to avoid that participants of the same county (club) meet each other
in the first rounds and eliminate each other in this way.

3.5.1 Pools
ln pools, it is preferred that, if more participants are submitted by the same country (club), these
participants have to compete each other as soon as possible. Thereby, it is avoided that they meet
each other in the last fight of a pool and can possibly 'decide' themselves who wins and who loses.

3.5.2 Combined pools
Spreading the countries (clubs) in combined pools is done in the same way as seeding: if there are
more participants of the same country (club), divide them over the different pools and try to avoid to
place multiple fighters/duo's of the same country (club) in the same pool, if possible. lf there do are
multiple participants of the same country (club) in the same small pool, the rules of 3.3.1. should be
applied.

3.5.3 Trees
ln a tree, the countries (clubs) should be spread across the different halves or quarters of the tree.

The red lines (together with the blue one) dlvides th€ tree in 4
quarters.
lf there are even more participants ofthe samp country: spread
equally over the 4 quanErs,

Double elimination tree
8 pariicapants

The biue linp divtd?s the tree in 2 heluEs.
Multiple participants of the same cottntry:
spread equally overthe 2 hd:yes

4i I
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4 Exclusion of a competitor after the start of the fights
lf a fighter has given up his fight (willingly or not) already 2 times:

o He/she doesn't lose the points already made in previous fights.

o He/she is still allowed to compete in further fights.

Hansoku-make (disqualification): lf a competitor has got a direct hansoku-make two times in
the same discipline, he/she is excluded from that championship (by "championship" is

understood the JJIF event with its three disciplines - Duo, Fighting and Ne-Waza).

o This participant also loses all the points he/she already made during the competition.
Hence, he/she isn't able anymore to win a medal.

Fight order
For the participants, an optimal fight order is a good balance between enough time between two
fights and not too much. lt's best that the different fights don't follow too soon, so the participants can

recuperate. On the other hand, there can't be too much time in between the fights, to avoid cooling
down and having to warm up again.

Between two fights of the same competitor (fighter or duo), there should be at least one other fight or
a break of 5 minutes.

To assure a fluid course of the tournament, breaks in between fight should be avoided to the extent of
the possible.

Therefore trees should be processed in the order determined by the numbers of the fights written in
the trees. lf this is done, there should be no breaks, there is enough time between fights of the same
competitor and the tree can be finished smoothly without any problems. (For example: see point
3.1.3: green circles around the numbers that determine the fight order.)

A large pool (5 participants) can be finished fight by fight without breaks. Smaller pools (2 to 4
participants) require breaks. To avoid that, on a tatami, there are no fights for a short while, different
pools (or pools and parts of a tree/combined pools) can be mixed,

For example: 2 pools with each 3 participants, use following fight order: First fight pool A, first
fight pool B, second fight pool A, second fight pool B, third fight pool A, third fight pool B

With combined pools, the pools as such can be finished without breaks (see above: example 2
separate pools). Between the pools and the (cross) finals, and between the cross finals and finals,
there has to be a break. This break can be filled with a fight of another pool/combined pool/tree. (See

example: the numbers above the pools, are the numbers of the fight order. Between fight 6 and 7 and
between fight 8 and 9, a fight of another pool/combined pools/tree can be held.)

12
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6 Processing the fights: determining the places

6.1, Pools
lf all the fights of a pool are finished, the places of the participants are determined as follows:

o The competitor who has won the most fights, is the winner. The one with the second most
winning fights is second, and so on.

o lf there is an ex-aequo (a tie with respect to the number of matches won), the following rule
will be applied:

o Points balance: for each competitor(s), a balance is made: all the points he/she/they
made are added up, and the points made against this competitor(s) are subtracted. A

ranking is made with the person (duo) with the most positive points balance is placed

higher.

o rrthere;;'l;lT:ilHT:ii'J;,u1:H::I;" 
have the ex_aequo wi, be rooked

up. The participant who won this fight, will be placed higher in the ranking.
o lf all the above still give an ex-aequo, the fight(s), concerning the participants with the

ex-aequo, will have to be redone.

6.2 Cornbined pools
The competitor who has won the final, is placed 1't. The loser of the final is 2nd.

with cross finals: The competitor(s) who lost the semi-frnals is (are) placed 3,d.

The competitors who placed 3'd in the small pools, get a shared 5th place in the category.
The competitors who placed 4'd in the small pools, get a shared 7th place in the category.
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6.3 Trees
The competitor who has won the final, is placed 1't. The loser of the final is 2nd. The competitors who

won the fights for the bronze medals in the repechage tree, are placed 3'd.

To determine the other places, the tree should be looked at backwards. For each 'step' gone back in

the repechage tree, the competitors who lost those fights, get a shared 5tn, 7,n, 9th,... place.

Oouble eliminaiion tree
8 participants

Winner of the final: 1st place

Loser of the final: 2nd place

2
3
3
5
5
7
7



7 Attachments

7.L Pools
Pool of 2 (best of three):

Pool of 3:

Pool of 4:

Category:

0 0 0

0 0 0

- i Grusroo
J lcu.Eurr;Pl.

5mn

5mn

5mn

5mn
I

I 2 3 { s 6 io...-rolPl.,



Pool of 5:

7.2 Combined pools
Combined pool of 6 with cross finals:

1

2

J

3
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7.3

Oouble elimrndtron trea
16 parli(rpantt

77

Trees
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Age groups:

Appendix: JJIF - Disciplines, Divisions and Categories:

Seniors 2l years and older
Juniors u2t L8/79/20 years old
Aspirants u18 75/t6/L7 years old
Cadets u15 721L311,4 years old
Cadets ut2 10-11Vears old
Cadets u10 8-9 years old

competitors will reach the age in the present year (from 1" January to 31't December)

The athlete can compete in one higher age category

,/ Aspirant cdn compete with luniors, Juniors con compete with Seniors

'/ The entire Junior category (of proper aged-athletes) can participote in the Senior cdtegory
'/ No othletes hoving the age of less thon 18 yeors old will be allowed to porticipote in the seniors'

World Chompionship of the JJtF. (By yeor of birth)

Duo couples (Duo Show and Classics):

With respect to the ages of the athletes making up a Duo couple: the age difference between the
partners is not important, provided that:

'/ the age is considered according to the year of birth, not the actual birth date of the competitor
'/ if the two couple members belong to different age categories, the couple will be registered for

the highest age category
(example: one 15 years old athlete (Aspirant) + 18 years old athletes (Junior) will participate in
Juniors)

'/ However, a team (duo) made up of one Aspirant and one Junior can only compete in Juniors, not
also in Seniors (the Aspirant, although member of a Junior team, cannot jump over two age
categories and compete with the Seniors)

Categories Duo System:

Duo (Classic):

1,. Men (team of two men)
2. Women (team of two women)
3. Mixed (team of one woman and one man)

Duo Show system:

7. Men (team of two men)
2. Women (team of two women)
3. Mixed (team of one woman and one man)

iu-Jitsu lnternational Federation - August 2015



Weight categories and fighting time:

Fighting-system:

MALE: Men / Boys

Senior

21+

Junior

18t19t20

Aspirant

15116t17

Cadets

12113t14

Cadets

10t11

Cadets

8/9
1x3min 1x3min 1x3min 1x2min 1x2min 1x2min

- 56ko - 56kq - 46kq - 34ko -24ks -21kq
- 62kq - 62ks - 50kq - 37kq -27ks -24ko
- 69ks - 69ks - 55ko - 41ks - 30ks -27ko
-77ks -77ks - 60kq - 45kq - 34ks - 30kq
- 85ks - 85kq - 66kq - 50kq - 38ks - 34ko
- 94kq - 94kq - 73kq - 55kq -42kq - 38kq
+ 91kg + 94kq - 81kq - 60kq - 46kq - 42ks

+ 81kq - 66ks - 50ks + 42kg
+ 66kq + 50kq

FEMALE: Women/ girls

Senior

21+

Junior

18t19t20

Aspirant

15t16t17

Cadets

12t13t14

Cadets

10t11

Cadets

8/9
1x3min 1x3min 1x3min 1x2min '1 x2min 1x2min

- 49kg - 49kg - 40kg - 32kg -22k9 - 20kg
- 55kg - 55kg - 44kg - 36kg -25k9 -22k9
- 62kg - 62kg - 48kg - 40kg - 28kg - 25kg
- 70kg - 70kg - 52kg - 44kg -32k9 - 28kg
+ 70kg + 70kg - 57kg - 48kg - 36kg - 32kg

- 63kg - 52kg - 40kg - 36kg

- 70kg - 57kg -44kg - 40kg

+ 70kg - 63kg - 48kg + 40kg

+ 63kg + 48kg

Ju-Jitsu lnternational Federation - August 2015



Weight categories and fighting time:

Ne-Waza System:

MALE: Men / Boys

Senior

21+

Junior

18t19t20

Aspirant

15t16t17

Cadets

12t13t14

Cadets

10t11

Cadets

8/9
1x6min 1x5min 1x4min 1x3min 1x3min 1x3min

- 62kq - 62ko - 46kq - 34ko -24ks -21ks
- 69kq - 50kq - 37kq -27ks -24ks

-77ko -77ks - 55kq - 41ko - 30kq -27ks
- 85ks - 60ks - 45kq - 34kq - 30ks

- 94ks - (Xkq - 66kq - 50kq - 38ks - 34kq
+ 94kq + 9tkq - 73ks - 55ko -42ko - 38kq

- 81kq - 60kq - 46kg -42ko
+ 81ks - 66ks - 50kq + 42ks

+ 66ko + 50kq

FEMALE: Women/ girls

Senior

21+

Junior

18t19t20

Aspirant

15t16t17

Cadets

12t13t14

Cadets

10t11

Cadets

8/9
1x6min 1x5min 1x4min 1x3min 1x3min 1x3min

- 55kg - 55kg - 40kg - 32kg -22k9 - 20kg
- 62kg - 62kg -44kg - 36kg - 25kg -22k9
- 70kg - 70kg - 48kg - 40kg - 28kg - 25kg
+ 70kg + 70kg -52k9 _ tAkg - 32kg - 28kg

- 57kg - 48kg - 36kg - 32kg

- 63kg - 52kg - 40kg - 36kg

- 70kg - 57kg -44kg - 40kg
+ 70kg - 63kg - 48kg + 40kg

+ 63kg + 48kg

Ju-Jitsu lnternational Federation - August 2015



Sponsor Areds, Patches and Stitching

Brand

Sponsor 5x25cm or National Flag

Sponsor 5x10 cm

Nationa l/Federation -patch

Front:



Back:

Nationalitypatch of J.JIF/the Event
(Official Patches with Names by JJIF)

Generalities:
. The ,,sponsor area" must not be used for religious or political statements
. The ,,sponsor" must fit with the ethics of Budo and sports

(no discrimination, no Alcohol, no Tobacco, ...)
. The,,personal sponsor" cannot be in competition with official ffIF sponsors
. only official equipment suppliers of ffIF are allowed on sponsor areas

(additional to the brand areas)
. Only the name of Competitor can be placed at the backside of the belt
o In IWGA World Games and Sport Accord World Combat Games

NO Advertising is allowed
- only the brand of Equipment can be placed at the "brand" positions

Decided in the General Assembly 2012 in Vienna
by suggestion ofTechnical Congress 2012

JJIF Sports director Joachim Thumfart
07. 10.2013

Sponsor 25x15 cm
orCompetitors Name

JU JIISU INTERNATIONAL FEOERATION aow iWGA . FtSpT - SPORTACCORD sfiafi g
uNrrIS]sr.rlr'r.lnr

w*w.jjil-lnlo



www.JJou.org

GENERAL COMPETITION GUIDELINES

COMPETITION FORMAT MANUAL



This Handbook war produced with the friendly support ofIIAU (]u-Jitsu Asian Union)
It contains the r-ules for Ne-Waza |u-litsu as approved by )u-Jitsu Inter:national Feder-ation (flf F) in August zor5.
The Rules are identical to the Pro Jiu-litsu rules, only the competition format, regulations of Gi age divisions and categories rniglrt
be different. The copyright (especially for the photographs) belongs to IJAU.
nru,rw.jjif.info www.jjau.or(



Ne-Waza Compet ition Rules

Two competitors Iight against each other in a spor.tsmanlike competition.

The objective of the fight is to win by submission trough lock or choke or to win by scores!

The competition is composed of:

Throrvs, take dor,r'ns, locks and strangrrlations in standing position, floor techniques, control, S ECf IO N 2
improvement of positions (pass the guard, sweeps ...), Iocks and Strangrrlations on the ground. COAC H ES

Further lestrictions, rules, guidelines, adaptions in organisation, format and plotocol for
different event forrrtats, special weight or age categories arrd different levels of cornbat capability
(belt categories) are appended.

All references in this document to the term "he" should be understood as ,,he or she,,.

SECTION 1

coMpETlTtON AREA (rlrlo oF pLAy- Fop)

The Field of play must be set up by following the additional regulations listed in the affiliated
document.

. The Competition area must be covered by tatamis, in different colours dividing the areas.

,u-ritsu Asian Union

. The area outside the fighting area shall be called the safety area.

. The "fighting area" plus "safety area" are called "match area"

. Additional safety area is not part of the "match area"

Only one (r) coach can be allowed due to the competition format.

. The coach stays at the limit of the contest area duling the match, may assist contestants.

. Being aware of Lhe role a model the coaches will behave according to the ethical rules of
martial art.

. The coach has to bc drcssed propcrly (Complctc Suit or Dress). During thc Eliminations
the track suit ofthe team is acceptable. According to the event a special dress code can be
settled.

. If 1he coach exhibits misbehaviour towards the athlel-es, the referee, the audience or anyone
else, the MR may decide to make him leave the area reserved to the officials (FOP) for the
duration of the match.

. If the misbehaviour continues, the Referees of the match may decide to make him Ieave the
offrcial area for the whole tournament. There is still the right of the organizer/host to ban
unacceptable persons frorn the venue.



Ne-Waza Competition Rules
,lu-ritsu Asian Union

SECTION 3
COMPETITION DRESSING AND

SECTION 5

PERSONALREQUIREMENTS REFEREES

The athlete must be sure to follovv the regrllations for Competition dressing and Persona-l

requirements as listed in the alfliated document.

If a competitor will not follow this rule, he is not a,llowed to start the match. He has the
possibility to change the complained items of equipment and to show up again within acceptable

time.

Generalities:

. Thc compctitors shall wear a good quality Gi which must be clean and in good order. Thcy
must fit the size of the athlete and the material of the Gi must allow a proper grip.

' Competitors must wea.r brief-type undergarments. In the female divisions, it is mandatory
for the use of a stretchy or elastic shirt that hugs the body beneath the Gi

. The competitors must have short fingernails and toenails.

. The competitors are not allowed to wear anything that may injure or endanger anybody.

. Long hair must be tied up with soft hair-band. Hejab (Muslim Hair cover) is a.llorved.

SECTION 4
CATEGORI ES AN D TI M E

The categories are according to the Organization code.

An "open rveight" category can be implemented in the competition.

The "fighting time" is settled according to the cate(ory.

Between tlvo matches a recovery time of the reglrlar "fighting time" must be given. In the
flnals the athlete Claim to have double the fightirrg time for recovery.

The ref'eree is the highest authority in a match.

The referee rulind on the result of each match is incontestable.

The ruling on the result of a match may onlybe changed under the following circumstances:

a. If the score on the board has been misread;

b. If the athlete declared winner submitted his/her opponent using an iileeal hold
previously unnoticed by the referee.

c. If the athlete has been disqualified erroneously for using a legitimate hold. In this case, if
the match was interrupted and the athlete disqualified prior to the athlete under attack
tapping out, the match shall be restarted at the center of the match area arrd the attacking
athlete shall be awarded trvo points. In the event that the athlete under attack should tap
out prior to the interruption and disqualification, the ath.lete performing the hold shall be
declarcd thc winner.

d. If the referee commits a ruling error in applying the rules set forth in this rule book.
A ruling error: does not encompass sutrjective interpretations the refer:ee makes in
awarding points, advantage points or penalties. To overturn the outcome of a match, the
following conditions should be observed:

i. The referee can consult the event's director ofrefereeing, but the final decision as to
u,hether to overfurn or not overturn a result is the referee's to make;

ii. The director ofrefereeing should consult the event's center table regarding how the
brackeL has progtessed and may only authorize the overturninq of a result if the
bracket has not progressed to the next staqe.

Subjective interpretations of the referee on the awarding of points, advantagcs or penalties
will are final and not subject to change.

It is the referee's duty to intervene in a match when he/she deems it necessary.



Ne-Waza Competition Rutes

It is the referee's duty to make sure the athletes fulfill their obligation to compete within the
match area.

It is the duty ofreferees overseeing under-:.2-years-old-division matches to protect the
atlr.lete's spinal column by positioning themselves behind the child when lifted offthe
ground by the opponent, as in the case of a triangle or closed guard.

The Mat-Referee (MR) who stays within the match area shall conduct the match. IIe decides
about the scores and penalties, but can have the advice of Side-Referee.

One Side-referee (SR) can assist the MR and shall be situated outside the safety area on a
chair. Use of camera system and intercom is possible.

The referee team is allowed to work with two side referee which can overrule the decision
of the Mat referee. (sit opposite in the mat corners). Finals will be conducted with two side
referees.

a. Should there be a consensus between the corner referees and the central referee, the
corner referees shall remain seated in the chairs at the corners of the match area.

b. Should there be a conflict of opinion with the central referee, the corner referees should
stand up and signal lor points, advantage points or penalty points [o be awarded or
subtracted, using gestures predefined in this rule book.

c. Should there be a discrepancy between all three referees on points to be awarded for the
szune move, the intermediary decision shall count (e.g., when one referee alvards a giuard
pass, the second awards an advantage point and the third asks that points be subtractcd;
the advantage point shall be recorded on tl-re scoreboard).

d. If the referee decides to disqualify an athlete due to the athlete's accumulation of four
penalties (serious foul or lack of combativeness), the referee will make the serious
penalty gesture before stopping the fight. If at least one ofthe side referees repeats the
gesture, the referee's decision is confirmed and he or she is authorized to stop the fight.

e. If the referee decides disqualify arr athlete due to the al-hlete commi[ting a severe foul, he
will make the gesture before stopping the fight. If at least one of the side referees repeats
the gesture, the referee's decision is confirmed and he or she is authorized to stop the
fight.

f. When a match ends rvith a draw in points, advantages and penalties, the central ref'eree
lvill place the two athletes in their starting position (one to his left and one to his right).
The referee will take two steps back and make a gesture for the side referees to stand up.
After the side referees are standing, the central referee rvill take a step fonvard with his

Jurit5u Asian Union

right leg. After he or she does so, all three referees raise either their right or left arm in
the air. This will signify the attrlete each referee believes to be the winner. The central
referee will then declare the winner chosen by a majnrity of the referees.

SECTION 6

SECRETARIAT

Thc secrctariat is placcd oppositc thc position ofthc MR at thc bcginning ofthc fight.

The secretariat shall be composed of one scorekeepers controlling an electronic scorebr:ard.



Ne-Waza Competition Rules
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SECTION 7
COURSE OF THE MATCH

Referee calls the
rs inside

The contestants start facing one another in the middle of
the competition area approximately two meters apart. The
contest;rnt with the red belt stays on the MR's right side.
At the sign of the MR the competitors will make a standing
bow first to the referees and then to each other.



lurGu AsLn lrnloi

Whenz/3 of the atlrletes'bodies are outsidethe fightingareaonfoot orin anon-stabilized
position on the ground, the referee should stop the match and restart the two athletes on
their feet at the centre ofthe fiehting area.

At the end of the match, the MR announces the winner and orders the standing bow first
to each other, then to the referee, who is standing in the fighting area opposite the table
referee.

I

' In the beginning, the match starts in standinq position, after the MR announccd "Fight"

. As soon as there is contact between the competitors by holding the opponent, they are
allorved to go to the ground/ guard immediately.

' The contestants can control and change betr,r,een the different positions, but they must be
active.

. Any movement that goes beyond thc fighting area should bc stoppcd. The athlctes rvill bc
returned to the centre ofthe fighting area in a standing position.

' When one athlete takes his opponent to the safety area while tryinq to stabilize a scoring
position, l-he referee shall wait, whenever possible, for an athlete to stabilize the position for
3 seconds before stopping the fight. Ifthis happens, the referee will give the points and then

.:..,r* 
the fight in the centre of the fighting area in the same position.



Ne-Waza Competition Rules
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Further referee

Direct the athlete to re-adjust the gi by crossing the arms
down'wards at waist hcight

Direct the athlete to readjust the belt by imitating the move of
tightening the knot

Caution athletes to remain within the combat area making
circle movements lvith the finger pointed upwar.ds



Ne-Waza Competition Rutes
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Instruct the athelete to stand up

Instruct the athelete to return to the ground (into the position
appointed by the referee)

x
I'{
,l



Ne-Waza Competition Rutes
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SECTION 8

APPLICATION OF "FIGHT" AND "STOP"

The MR shall announce "Fight" to start and to restart the
match after "Stop"

The MR shall announce "Iiglrt" to inform the competitor
about recognized passivity (stalling).

The MR sha,ll announce "Stop" to stop the match
temporarily or final. In this case, the contestants are not
allowed to morre anyrnore.

. If both contestants left the fighting area completely in
an easy recognizable position to bring them back to
the middle of the fighting area and restart in the same
position.

. Any other time the MR finds it necessary. (e.g. to reset
the Gi or to deliver judgments, suspected danger or
injuries)

. If both contestants left the fighting area completely in
a not recognizable position. The referee will restart the
match in the middle of the fighting area in starrdirrg
position

. Ifone or both contestants are injured, unconscious or
are taken ill.

In case of submission (a contestant taps, shows other
sings, screams or if the contestants can't tap by
himself during a strangulation or a lock).

The fight has finished.

d. After "Stop" the referee can order to continue exactly in
the sarne position they were, when the Command was
announced. To actually start again the match, the MR
announces "Fight".

g
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9

PO I NTS

Activities causing a progress to a possible submission hold will be awarded by scores. Defending
actions cannot be scored!

Points

Points shall be awarded by the central referee of a match whenever al athlete stabilizes a

position for 3 (three) seconds. Points will be marked by tl-re MR, therefore he shows the amount
of points with the fingers indicating the colour.

When an athlete deliberately exits the match area to prevent the opponent from completing a
sweep or a takedown the referee should signal two points be awarded to the opponent and one
penalty point be added to the score of the athlete who exited the match area.

Athletes shall be awarded cumulative points vvhen they progress through a number of point-
scoring positions, as long as the three-second positional control from the flnal point-scoring
position is a continuation ofthe positional control from the point-scoring positions from earlier
in the sequence. In this case, the leferee shall count only 3 (three) seconds ofcontrol at the end

,u-jitsu Asian Union
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of the sequence before signalling the points be scored (e.g., guard pass followed by mount counts
for 7 [sevenl points)

Attrletes who arrive at a point-scoring position while caught in a submission hold shnll only be
awarded points once they have freed themselves from the attack and stabilized the position for 3
(three) seconds.

When one athlete cornes to point-scoring posit"ions but on-ly gets out of the submission in ho.ld
without staying in these positions, he/she will not receive any advantage fol that positions..

An athlete who reaches one or multiple point-scoring positions, but is under attack from a
submission hold by his/ her opponent, shall be awarded with a single advantage point if he/s[e
does not escape the attack by the end of the match.

,u-,itsu Asian unio n

Notes
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AD\1\NTAGE POINT DEDTJCJTION

Adr.antaQe

An advantage (-point) is counted when an athlete achieves

a point-scoring pass position requiring 3 (three) seconds

of control but is unable to maintain control for the entire

duration. An advantage is counted when the move to a point-

scoring pass position is incomplete. The referee should assess

whether the opponent r^'as in any real danger and if the athlete

clearly came close to reaching the point-scoring pass position.

An advantage point may be awarded by the referee even after a

match has run its course but before announcing the result.The

referee may on-ly award an advanta4le point once there is no

longer a chance of the attrlete reaching a point-scoring position.

,u-Jitsu Asian Union
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A. TAKE-DOWNS

When an athlete forces hisflrer opponent back-down, sideways or into a seated position on the ground after standing on two f'eet at some point during the movement

,uJitsu Asian Union

When an athlete forces his/her opponent to the ground on all fours or belly-dou,n, points
shall only be awarded once the athlete performing the takedown has established a back
clinch on his/her opponent-hooks need not be in place but at least one of the opponent's
knees must be maintained on the ground.

Athletes tvho beqin a takedown movement before the opponent pulls guard shall be awarded
two points or an advantage point for the move, respecting the Takedown rules.

when an attrlete has a grip on his/her opponent's pants and the opponent pulls open gluard,
the athlete with the grip on the pants shall be awarded two points fbr the tzrkedorvn if he/
she stabilizes the top position on the ground fbr 3 (three) seconds.

If the opponent pulls closed grard and remains suspended in the air, the athlete will have
to put the opponent's back on the ground within 3 (three) seconds and stabilize the top
position for 3 (three) seconds to be awarded with Takedown points.

Athletes who initiate a takedown movement after the opponent has pulled guard shall not
be awarded the two points or advaltage point relating to the move.

If an athlete forces his or her opponent to the ground in the outlying safety area, the
athlete performing the takedown should have both feet within the fighting areawhen the
movement begins. In this case, if the athletes land in a stabilized position, the referee will
only stop the match after 3 seconds of stabilization in the position. Then the referee will
score the points and restart the match at the centre of the match area. The athletes rvill be
placed in the same position they were in when the match was stopped.
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When the opponent has one or two knees on the qround, the athlete performing the
takedorun will only be awarded points if he/she is standing at the moment the takedown is
carried out.

When the attrlete f<rrces his/her opponent to the ground using a single or double-leg
takedorvn and the opponent lands seated and successflully applies a counter-tirkedown
(another takedown), only the athlete performing the counter-takedown shall be awalded the
score.

No Scoring in take down:

a. Athletes who, in def'ending a sweep, return their opponent back-down or sideways on the
ground shall not be awarded the takedown-related two points or advantage point.

b. Athletes defending standing back-control, where the opponent has one or two hooks in
place and doesn't have one foot on *re mat, shall not be awarded the takedown-related
two points or advantage point, even after he/she stabilizes the position for 3 (three)
seconds.

,u-ritsu Asian Union
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B. CONTROL TECHNTQUE ( 3 SECONDS )

Matches shouldunfold as aprogression ofpositions of
technical control that ultimately result in a submission
hold. Therefore athletes who voluntarily relinquish a
position, in or:der to again score points using the same
position for which points have already been awarded, shall
not be awarded points upon achieving the position anew.

Points shall be awarded by the central referee of a match
whenever an athlete stabilizes a position for 3 (three)
seconds.

8.1 KNEE ON BELLY

When the athlete on top maintaining side control
places a knee on belly, ChesL or ribs of the opponent,

who is lying on the back or the side, and the other leg

is extended with the foot on the ground and facing

the opponents head

If one knee is placed on the belly but

the second stays on the ground.

,u-Jitsu Asian Union
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8.2 FRONTAND BACK MOUNT

,uritsu Asian union
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AD\,:\NTACE
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8.3 BACK CONTROL

When an athlete mounts his/her opponent's

back and places his/her heels betrveen

the opponents's thighs but traps both the

opponent's arms.

L atHete mounts his/her opponent's

crosses his/her legs.

When an athlete fastens a figure-four around

the waist or only places one heel between the

opponent's thighs.

,u-Jitsu Asian Union
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C. GUARD POSITION AND PASSING GUARD
When the athlete in top position manages to surmount the legs of the opponent in bottom
position (pass guard or halfl-guard) vand maintain side-control or north-south position over
him/her for 3 (three) seconds.

' Guard is defined by the use ofone or more legs to block the opponent from reaching side-
control or north-south position over the athlete on bottom.

. To pa,ss the guard of the opponent and continue with a control technic Ibr 3 seconds

,u-ritsu Asian union

To pass the giuard of the opponent with no following control technique or reach the half
guard with good control (face to face)

When the athlete attempts to guard pass and makes his or her opponent turn their back
uprvards and get on all fours to prevent the guard pass. In this case, the athlete will be
awarded with a advantage.

3 POINTS

NO AD\AN II\CJJ 3I'OINTS
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D. SWEEPS

Anyturn from the gpard position into any top position followed by a 3 second control will be

counted as a sweep and will be rewarded with z points.
No advantages will be awarded for sweeps that start and end in a 5o/5o guard situation.
To change the position from guard into the back ofthe opponent (on top) with 3 seconds of
control and hold the opponent in bottom position (at least one knee on the floor) will be regarded
as sweep as well.

tu-Jitsu Asian Union
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E. SUBMISSIONS - LOCKS AND STRANGULATIONS

. Ifapplicable, these rules will respect the aqe and belts division:

a. All strangulations are allowed, except with bare hands or fingers.

ll. AII locks on shoulder, elbow and wrist are allowed.

c. Locks on legs or feet are allowed in bending, stretching and compression. All kind of
twisted locks affecting the knee ale forbidden. If a contestant apply a straight leg lock,
the opponent try to escape by twisting his body and has to tap because of the pain, he will
lose the match by submission.

. During submission ]rold:

a When an athlcte taps twice with his/hcr hand on thc opponcnt, ground, or his/hersclf in
a clear and apparent manner.

b. when the athlete taps the ground twice with iris/her foot, when arms are trapped by
opponent.

c. When the athlete verbally withdraws, requesting the match be stopped.

d. When the athlete screams or emits noise expressing pain while trapped in a submission
hold.

e. The athlete shall be declared to have lost the match upon losing consciousness due to a
legal hold applied by the opponent or due to an accident not stemming f'rom an illegal
manoeuvre by the opponent.

, The fight will be stopped and the executing athlete will be declared as winner.

The referee raises the corresponding arm high above the head, rvith palm facing forward.

The athlete shall be awarded an advantage-point when he/she attempts a submission hold
where the opponenL is in rea-l danger of submitting and escapes. Again, it is the referee's
duty to assess horv close the submission hold came to fruition.

When an athlete has a submission hold in place in the safety area, the referee should not
intermpt the match.

.,u-ritsu Asian Union

When the proper defensive counter for
a submission hold results in exiting the
match area, the referee shall signal z (two)
points be awarded to the athlete applying
the submission hold.

(Without a proper defensive move it will be
a disqualilication).

When the fight exits the fighting area due
to the movement of an athlete attacking
a submission in hold, the referee will
not mark two points after stopping the
fight. Instead, the referee may give an
advantage depending on the proximity of
the submission, while respecting the rules
of advantages.

The referee should stop the match and
restart the match at the centre of the match
area with the athletes standing.
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SECTION 10
PENALTIES / FORBIDDEN ACTS

This paragraph only contains the "folbidden acts" and
restrictions ofthe highest level and for adult athletes. It is
essential to observe the corresponding guidelines.

Penalties will be given in four steps

. Penalty

. Penalty:AdvanLage to opponent

. Penalty: z Points for opponeut

. Penalty:disquali{ication

The referee announce "foul" and showthe gesture: "raising a

clenched fist to shoulder height."

fo.f Serious foul lLignt forbidden acts) will be punished

by "penalty".

The following actions count as light forbidden acts:

. Passivity/ Stalling

In case of stalling the referee will point to the athlete annorrnce

"fight" and show the sign for penalty.

lu-Jitsu Asian union

If the athlete cannot see this the referee will touch him
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b.

Passivity/ stalling (Lack of combativeness) is defined by
one athlete clearly not pursuing positional progression
in a match and also when an athlete impedes his/her
opponent from carrying out said proeression.

The referee shall count out zo (tlventy) consecutive
seconds and u,ill perform the gesture for a lack of
combativeness(in concordance of r.4.t), fbllowed by
the verbal command "FIGHT!" and the gesture for the
awalded penalty

Leaving the mat or pushing without technical attack the
opponent outside the mat.

When an athlete rrns around the match area and does
not engage in the combat

Whcn both athlctcs pull guard at the samc timc, thc
referee will start a 20 second countdown. If at end
ofthis zo second countdown, even ifthe athletes are
movingl, one of the athletes does not reach the top
position, does not have a submission in hold, or is
not imminently completing a point scoring move, the
rel-eree rvill stop the liglrt and give a perralty to both
athletes. In this situation, the referee will restart the
combat in stalding position.

When the athlete breaks the grip of the opponent
pulling guard and does not return to the combat.

When both athletes simultaneously demonstrate a lack
of combativeness (sta-lling) in any position in a match.

To escape from the fight on the ground, stand up and
does not return to combat.

Passivity is not declared when an athlete is defending
his/ herself from ar opponent's attacks from mount,
back-control, side-control or north - south positions.

i. WiU not be considered lack of combativeness when
an athlete is in mount or back position, as long as the
characteristics of the technica.l position irxe lespected.

. When an athlete grabs the inside of the opponent's Gi top
or pants, when he steps inside the Gi jacket and when arr
athlete passes a hand through the inside of the opponent's
Gi to grip the external part of the Gi.

To put the hand into the face ofthe opponent.

To go to the ground without a grip.

Use of the belt for all techniques when the belt is NOT tied
up.

Dclay ofthe fight by not bcing rcady to fight whcn show up
the mat or taking too much time to set Gi and belt. (Wrong
dress, wearing not allowed items, remove belt, open Gi,
when an athlete takes more than zo seconds to tie his/her
belts during a match stoppage.)

,u-ritsu Asian Union

ForJiu-Jitsu No-Gi, when an ath.lete grabs hold of his/her
uniform or that of his/her opponent in anyway.

In the white belt division, it is forbidden lbr an athlete to
jump into closed guard while their opponnent is standing.
When this movement occurs, the referee will stop the
match and restart with both athlete's standing at the
cenLer of the mat.

Placing the foot deliberately in the belt

Placing the foot deliberately inside the collar without grip
of the same side

nb.

h.
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Talkine or verbal comments (without medical/safety
reasons)

Disobey the referees order

Exits the match area to prevent the opponent from
completing a sweep or a takedown (see sweep and take
down as well - points will be given)

Exit the competition area aftcr the fight bcforc announcing
of winner (in this case one penalty will be added and
minimum an advant:rge must be given to the opponent).

,u-ritsu Asian Union

Notes
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ro.z The following actions count as a "severe
foul" fteavyforbidden act) andwillbe punished
by "Disqualification":
1'he Iirst tirrre a contesl.ant rnakes a "sever.e foul" he will be

punished by "Disqualification".

To apply any actions with the obvious intention to injure
the opponent!

To leave the contest area deliberately in danger of
submission'(not a correct move fbr escape)

To ma,ke any locks attacking the spinal column without a
choke
(Pulling from the underneath position is not considered as
Neck lock)

To slam the opponent on the mat, while he is in a guard
position or on the back control.

Throws and take down techniques that will project or
force the opponent's head or neck into the ground.

To apply punches or kicks, to bite the opponent or to apply
any other action that is against the ethics and fairness
or if a contestant shows reckless or unsportsmanlike.
behaviour (any time in the tournament), the referee crew
of the tata-mi or the appeal committee unanimously decide
that the competitor should be expelled from the rest of the
tournament. They will inform the head-referee of their
decision and then ask the responsible of the tournament to
make the official announcement. The expelled contestant
loses a,ll matches he had alreadywon, including the
medals. Further legal actions against the competitor or the
sending federation can be applied.

lb make locks on fingers or toes.

To apply twisted leg locks like anv heel hook and outside
trvist at the foot

Serious laterally attacks affecting the knee (crossing
the leg from outside in locking situation or with strong
pressure)

To push the fingers into the eyes ofthe opponent.

When an athlete strangles his or her opponent, with bare
hands (not using the gi and with one or both hands ar.ound
the opponent's neck or applies pressure to the opponent's
rvindpipe using the thurnb) or blocks the passage of air to

.,u-ritsu Asian Union

his/her opponent's nose or mouth using his/her hands.

When an athlete intentionally attempts to get his or her
opponent disqualified by reacting irr a way that places his
or her opponent in an illegal position.

To use any slippery or enhancing substances or crearns
(medication) which can affect the opponent.

When an athlete is unable to exchange the GI for a new
one within a period of time stipulated by the referee.
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LATERAL ATTACKS TO THE KNEE
(rruEe Rtpptr'rc)

Knee lipping is characterized by when one of the athletes
placcs his thigh bchind thc leg ofhis opponcnt and passcs his
calfon top ofthe opponent's body above the knee, placing his
foot beyond the vertical midline of the opponent's body and
applying pressure on his opponents knee fr<.rm the outside,
true inside, while keeping the foot of the leg at risk stuck
between his hip and armpit.
It is not necessary for one ofthe athletes to hold the foot ofhis
opponent in order for thc foot to be considered caught or stuck.
For purposes of this rule, when one athlete is standing and
bearing their weight on foot of the same leg as the knee in
danger, the foot will be considcred caught or stuck.

SEVERE FOUL - HEAVY FORBIDDEN ACT
(Sanctioned with "Disqualifi cation")

Serious laterallv attacks affectin( the knee (crossing the leg

from outside in lockinq situation or with stronq pressure)

. When the athlete executes the movement in the
characteristics mentioned below, with their foot crossing
the vertica.l midline of the opponent's body.

. When either of the athletes have a submission hold, it will
be considered a severe foul for the athlete crossing his foot
in the characteristics mentioned below.

,u-Jits0 Asian Union
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NO FOUL

,u-ritsu Asian Union

Nototes

()'ossing the foot unck:r'the knce
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SECTION 11

SETTLEMENT OFTHE MATCH
SECTION 12

WALK-OVER AN D WITH DRAWL

b.

Submission:
A competitor may win the match before the end of the
fighting time, if one of the contestants applies a lock or
strangulation that make the opponent tap or the MR has to
stop the match. This is called a submission.

After the fightine time has expired the contestant n4ro has
the most points at the end of the match will be the winner.

If the competitors have equal points at the end of the
match, the contestant who achieved the most number of
advantages wins the match.

If thc scorc is cqual both in total points and in numbcr of
advantages, the penalties decide for the winner.

If the score is equal both in t"otal points, in number of
advantages and penalties, match there will be a decision of
all referees.

In the event ofboth athletes suffering accidental injury
in a semifinal or lina.l match where the score is tied at
the moment of the accident and neither athlete is able to
continue in the contest, the result shall be determined by
random pick.

b.

The decision "win by walk-over" shall be given by the
MR to any contcstant whosc opponcnt doesn't appcar for
his match after has been called for 3 times over at least 3
minutes.

'Ihe decision "win by withdrawal" shall be given by the
MR to the contestant whose opponent withdraws from the
competition during the match.

SECTION 13

INJURY, ILLNESS AND ACCIDENT

In every case when a match is stopped because of injury
on either or both contestants, the MR may permit
maximum time of z minutes to the injured contestant(s)
fbr the rest. The l"otal rest per contestant irr each match
shallbe z minutes.

The injury-timc starts on command of the MR.

When an athlete presents bleeding that cannot be
contained after being treated by the doctor on z (two)
occasions, to which each athlete has Lhe right for each
injuly and should be provided upon the referee's request.

If onc of thc contcstants is unablc to continuc, thc MR will
make a decision after the following clauses:

r. \Vhen the cause of the injury is attributed to the injured
contestant, the injured contestant shall loose the match.

2. When it is impossible to attribute the cause of the
injury to either contestant, the injured contestant shall

loose the match.

3. When the injury is caused due to illegal action by the
unirrjured contestant, he sh:rll by disqualified arrd lose
the match.

b. When one contestant is taken ill during the contest and he
is unable to continue, he shall lose the contest.

c. The official doctor is to decide whether the injured
contestant may continue or not.

d. Ifa contestant loses consciousness orifthevblackout, the
fight must be stopped and the contestant will be expelled
from the rest of this tournament day.

e. When one of the atlrletes alleges to be suffeling from
cl'amps, the opponent shall be declared winner of the
match.

f. When an athlete vomits or loses control of basic
bodily functions, with involuntary urination or bowel
incontinence.

SECTION 14
HYGIENE

Nai]s must be trimmed and short

Long hair must be tied up

In case of skin presenting some injury, rash or some
disease, doctor must be inforrned, and he has the final say
if the attrlete can participate or not in the competit"ion.

Out of matches area, the athlets must use footwear.

Gi must be clean and dry,having no odor.

e
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